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Preface

 
In the last few years, the knowledge of DevOps toolsin IT

companies has increased due to the growth of specific

technologies based on containers such as Docker and

Kubernetes. Docker is an open source containerization tool

that makes it easier to streamline product delivery and

Kubernetes is a portable and extensible open source

platform for managing workloads and services. The primary

goal in the development of this book is to create a theory

and practice mix that emphasizes onthe core concepts of

DevOps, Dockercontainers, and Kubernetes clustering from a

security, monitoring and administration perspective. This

book is helpful to learn the basic and advanced concepts of

Docker containers from a security point of view. This book

is divided into 11 chapters and provides a detailed

description of the core concepts of DevOps tools and

Docker containers.

 
Chapter 1 introduces DevOps methodologies and tools as a

new movement that tries to improve the agility in the

provision of services.

 
Chapter 2 introduces main Containers platforms such as

Docker Swarm, Kubernetes, and OpenShiftthat provide a

common tooling for both development and operations

teams.
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Chapter 3 discusseshow Docker manage images and

containers, the main commands used for generating our

images, and how we can reduce the attack

surfaceminimizing the size of Docker images.

 

Chapter 4 covers topics such as security best practices and

other aspects like Docker capabilities, which containers

leverage in order to provide more features such as the

privileged container.

 
Chapter 5 covers topics such as AppArmor and seccomp

profiles that provide kernel-enhancement features in order to

limit system calls. Also, we will review tools such as Docker

Bench Security and Lynis that follow security best practices

in the Docker environment.

 
Chapter 6 coversopen source tools such as Clair with the

quay.io repository and Anchore for discovering vulnerabilities

in Docker images.

 
Chapter 7 discussestopics such as Docker Container threats

and system attacks, which can make an impact in Docker

applications like exploits that could target running containers.

Also, we will review specific CVE in Docker images and how

we can get details about specific vulnerability with the

Vulners API.
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Chapter 8 introduces Kubernetes Bench for the Security

project as an application that checks whether Kubernetes is

implemented securely by executing the controls documented

in the CIS Kubernetes Benchmark guide.

 
Chapter 9 introduces the essential components of Docker

networking, including how we can communicate and link

Docker containers. Also, we will review other concepts like

port mapping that Docker uses for exposing the TCP ports

that provide services from the container to the host.

 
Chapter 10 talks about some of the open source tools

available for Docker container monitoring such as cadvisor,

dive, and sysdigfalco.

 
Chapter 11 introduces some of the open source tools

available for Docker container administration such as rancher

and portainer.io.
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CHAPTER 1

 
Getting Started with DevOps

 
In this chapter, we will review the DevOps ecosystem as a

new movement that tries to improve the agility in the

provision of services. DevOps is more than a technology or

a set of tools. It is a mentality that requires cultural

evolution. The right people, processes and tools allow the

lifecycle of applications to be faster and more predictable.
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Structure

  
What is DevOps?

 
DevOps methodologies

 
Continuous integration andcontinuous delivery

 
DevOps tools

 
DevOps and security
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Objectives

  
Understanding the concept of DevOps

 
Understanding DevOps methodologies

 
Understanding the concepts of continuous integration and

continuous delivery and the software delivery pipeline

 
Knowing about DevOps tools

 
Understanding the concept of DevSecOps
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What is DevOps?

 
In recent years, the evolution of technology has allowed us

to achieve this communication between the development and

operations teams, giving us the possibility of working with

the infrastructure as a code, which makes it possible to

work with processes that were previously manual or not very

automated with the advantages of all the work that has

been done in the development part to improve quality (test),

collaborative work (version management), dependency

management and integration with third-party products. These

practices are oriented to reduce the time and effort in each

of the development phases, managing to deliver code in

production with greater speed and quality, reducing errors

and limiting manual tasks that do not add value to the

process.

 
DevOps is a software development methodology that seeks

to optimize the delivery process as well as strengthen

collaboration between the software development teams that

build the solutions, and the operations teams responsible for

these solutions are available in different environments.

 
The integration and collaboration of application developers

(Dev) and those in charge of keeping them in production

(Ops) offering important benefits:
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Technical benefits:

  
Allows the implementation of continuous deployment

strategies

 
Reduces risk and complexity

 
Cultural benefits:

  
Better communication, cohesion and motivation

 

Orientation to results, efficiency and quality of work

 
Professional development of team members

 
Creating a culture of shared responsibility, transparency and

faster feedback is the basis of high-performance DevOps

teams.

 
Business benefits:

  
Best time-to-market

 
More robust and stable operating environments
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More resources to innovate (instead of correcting and

maintaining)

 
Minimizes problem resolution time

 
Behind a simple definition, with an ambitious goal, we find

some challenges:

  
DevOps is not an end itself, but a change in the culture of

the organization, the tools used and the work procedures

and methodologies.

 
It is necessary to know the strengths and weaknesses of the

current software development cycle in order to define the

best implementation strategy. This allows us to prioritize

actions such as the implementation of tools and

methodological changes.

 
It is very important to define the indicators that allow

evaluating the effectiveness of the different actions: on the

one hand to correct those that are not giving the expected

result, and on the other to consolidate the cultural change

in the organization.

 

With the advent of agile development methodologies and the

needs of continuous integration and delivery continuous
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integration and continuous delivery) there is a new

organizational trend called DevOps, which, in short, aims to

combine profiles into a single team very separated in more

traditional organizations such as developers and operations

teams, all with the final goal of deploying in productive

environments more regularly.

 
Making new deliveries of the software on a regular basis

(weekly, daily or even several times a day) is achieved to

provide the process of the production step of more security

or stability and more efficiency.

 
According to the DevOps state study, it is proven that

organizations that use agile development methodologies and

DevOps philosophy in their organization deploy up to 46

times more frequently than more traditional organizations,

with failure recovery times 96 times faster and with a failure

rate changes 5 times less than more traditional

organizations, not so focused on performance. Deployments

are made in production much more often (on-demand,

several times a day) with a lead time for changes of less

than one hour.

 
The term DevOps (Development + Operations) postulates

that in business software, the line that divided the

development of operations has been deleted. When new

development methodologies (such as agile software

development) are adopted in a traditional organization with

separate departments for Development, Operations, Quality

Control and Implementation, where before there was no
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deep need for integration between these IT departments,

they now require close a multi-departmental collaboration.

 

DevOps involves the tasks automation of creating a job for

development, but also the systematization of tests,

deployment and configuration tasks related to it, all in an

environment of agile development. Specifically, DevOps

comprises the following 7 aspects:

  
Automation of tasks related to development: You do not

have to remember commands to do all kinds of things

(installation of libraries or configuration of a machine), but

there are scripts that homogenize and automate specific

tasks in development phase.

 
Virtualization: use of virtual resources for storage, publication

and, in general, all the steps of software development and

deployment.

 
Servers provisioning: the virtual servers to which they are

deployed must be prepared with all the necessary tools to

publish the application.

 
Management of configurations: the management of the

configurations of the servers and the orders for provisioning

must be controlled by a version management system that

allows testing and control the environment in which the

software is running.
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Deployment in the Cloud: publication of applications in

virtual servers. The Cloud is a key environment that

facilitates the development of DevOps since it provides this

methodology with the speed and automation capacity

necessary to make innovation and model change possible.

 
Software life cycle: the life cycle of an application includes

the definition of the different phases in the life of an

application, from design phase to support phase, going

through the development phase.

 

Continuous deployment: the life cycle of an application must

be linked to agile development cycles in which each new

feature is introduced as soon as it is ready and tested;

Continuous deployment implies continuous integration of

new features and fixes, both in software and hardware.

 
DevOps proposes an agile and collaborative interaction

between developers and operations team, from the traditional

perspective with marked segregation of functions, through

the inclusion of mechanisms that give greater dynamism to

the delivery of services without neglecting control from the

beginning of the project until production control. To achieve

its objective, DevOps is based on principles such as

Continuous Integration, Continuous Delivery and Continuous

Deployment.
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Figure 1.1: DevOps as an intersection between development,

operations and QA

 
DevOps establishes an intersection between development,

operations and Quality, but is not governed by a standard

framework of practices and allows a much more flexible

interpretation to the extent that each organization wants to

put it into practice, according to its structure and

circumstances.

 
The term DevOps refers more than just implementations of

software: is a set of processes and methods to think about

communication and collaboration between the departments

mentioned above. Companies that have very frequent

software deliveries may require a DevOps awareness or

orientation. The adoption of DevOps is being driven by

factors such as:
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The use of agile development processes and other

methodologies.

 
The increase of a higher rate of production versions by the

interested application and business units.

 
Wide availability of virtualization in the cloud infrastructure

of internal and external suppliers.

 
Increased use of data automation and configuration

management tools.

 
The following points could be considered fundamental for

adopting a DevOps methodology by an organization.:

  

Use of agile methodologies -agile methodologies such as

Scrum allows developers using iterative and incremental

approaches using multidisciplinary teams and try to deliver

products with the highest possible value to the client in the

shortest possible time. This methodology can be

complemented with other tools like Kanban as a tool to

manage development tasks oriented for visualizing the tasks

workflow, work in progress and completed tasks.

 
Other methodologies such as Extreme Programming (XP) has

the great advantage of organized and planned programming
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so that there are no errors throughout the process. They are

usually used for the execution of short-term projects. It is

considered a light methodology and focuses on cost savings,

unit tests, integration of the whole system on a frequent

basis, pair programming, simple design and frequent

deliveries of software that works.

 
Testing methodologies such as BDD (Behaviour Driven

Development), TDD (Test Driven Development) and ATDD

(Acceptance Test Driven Development) have acquired great

importance in software development to help an organization

to test and improve the efficiency of development

successfully. These methodologies can be complemented with

other techniques like white box and black box tests for test

performing.

 

Using a microservices architecture is one of the best ways

to solve the problems inherent in monolithic systems. This

type of architecture improves the assignment of

responsibilities in the development teams and facilitates the

encapsulation in Docker containers, reducing the effort and

risk of managing the dependencies of the application,

improving the management of updates and providing

functionalities such as load balancing, high availability and

service discovery. Containers technology has the advantage of

sharing operating system and isolates applications by adding

a layer of protection between them.
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Use of good practices - these good practices include

activities aimed at correctly implementing DevOps and

refining the problems that may arise in adapting to the

organization.

  
Record all incidents: Each incident must be reflected in a

tool for further processing.

 
Guarantee repeatability: Every operation should be automated

as much as possible, providing automatic mechanisms also

for the rollback to the previous state of a change.

 
Test everything: Every change should be tested, if possible,

in an automatic way. To automate are the integration /

deployment / continuous delivery systems that have already

been mentioned.

 
Monitor and audit what is necessary: Using tools for

tracking applications behavior, as well as incidents in the

logs, is very useful for the development team to fix

problems. In addition, there must always be a person

responsible for each change in the system, and generic

accounts must be avoided, each user must carry out

operations in an identifiable way.
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DevOps methodologies

 
Currently, DevOps can be defined as an infinity symbol or a

circle that defines the different areas and phases that

comprise it:

  
Planning

 
Developing (build phase)

 
Continuous integration and testing

 
Deployment

 
Operation

 
Monitoring (continuous feedback)
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Figure 1.2: DevOps processes

 
It is important to understand that it is one of the multiple

representations, not the definitive canon. Having fully valid

simplifications in the form of four main phases, or detailed

decompositions of each of them.

 
Another essential idea to internalize is that it is the

definition of an iterative flow so that different processes can

be included in different phases in an organic and

superimposed way, always adjusting to the fundamental

concepts of value and continuous improvement.

 

Now, I will look at each phase in more detail, allowing me

a very usual license in the DevOps processes, which is to

use the Scrum framework as a working methodology to

make explanations easier.
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Management and planning

 
Every project needs a vision that indicates to the

participants the reason and the goal of the work to be

done; defining a minimum set of functionalities that allow to

provide functional value in each iteration, the acceptance

criteria to be met and the definition of done; for each one

of the phases and in the whole of the project.

 
This is constituted as a living product stack, which is

continuously supporting a process of gardening, from a

business point of view, which feeds the different phases of

development and operations; and that addresses changes

and developments according to a process of continuous

improvement based on early and continuous feedback.

 
In this phase, it is essential that business and management

teams are formed in the tools and metrics designed so that

they have a true and enough visibility of the development of

the project.
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Development and building code

 
This phase is where it is built the application, designing

infrastructure, automating processes, defining tests or

implementing security. It is where the most important effort

is being made in the automation of repetitive or complex

actions; and that it should be one of the first steps to scale

to implement DevOps in an organization.

 
If I had to summarize in a single word the most important

concept of this phase, this would be evidence. Either in a

management application, operations with data or the

deployment of virtual infrastructure; I will always work in

code - either with a programming or scripting language;

which must be stored in a code manager that allows basic

operations such as historical, branches, versioning, etc.

 
But this is not enough, and each piece built must include

its own automated tests. That is, the mechanisms that the

system itself can make sure that what we have done is right

does not fail, does not fail elsewhere, meets the acceptance

criteria and points of early errors that arise in all

development.

 
First, I store the code in a control version manager like Git

or Bitbucket in order to have versioning and rollback; then
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including automated testing. Finally, we arrive at the

orientation of what was built towards the following phases,

including the transformation of the workflow itself.
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Continuous integration and testing

 
Although in this phase and the previous one most of the

authors focus on a development point of view, the arrival of

DevOps and the concepts of Infrastructure as a code, make

IT also a full participant of this phase.

 
The continuous integration is to automate the mechanism of

review, validation, testing and alerts of the value built in the

iterations, from a global point of view. That is, my unique

functionality or feature, which I have built in my

development environment, together with the automatic tests

that ensure its proper functioning, are published in a service

that integrates it with the rest of the application.

 
Regarding continuous testing, by launching all the tests

included in each functionality, plus the integration tests of

the whole application, plus the functional tests, plus the

acceptance tests, plus the analysis of the quality of the

code, plus the regression tests. In this way, you can be sure

that your application is still working correctly.

 
And if something goes wrong, the early warning will jump,

indicating in what piece and in which line it is breaking my

system. So, the closer I get to the moment of initiating the
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critical path of deployment, the quieter I will be because

more evidence includes my work.
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Automated deployment

 
Deploying, in classical organizations, has always been a

difficult task. Two roles (Dev and IT) with divergent

objectives and interests are in a battle of isolation and

mutual suspicion to publish the application in different work

environments: development, integration, testing, pre-

production and production.

 
As in any chain, it is easy to break through the weakest

link, and the more steps there are in the deployment

processes, the more possibilities of human failure are added.

Thus, DevOps promotes the automation of deployments

through tools and scripts, with the goal of having the entire

process resolved with an approval button or, ideally, the

activation of a feature.

 
For each environment, it is important to perform and

provide the different types of tests (such as performance,

resistance, functional, safety or UX tests) in addition to

managing the configuration of the different environments.

 
The most critical and difficult in this phase, more than

known and adopted in the IT environment, is the arrival of

the cloud concept with its infrastructure capabilities as a
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code, which forces a change in the paradigm of

infrastructure management.
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Operations, ensuring the proper functioning in the production

environment
 
It is a minority the applications that are put into production

and do not require constant work in its optimization,

evolution, or support. But, in addition, you must take aware

of all operations related to its operation that must be

carried out continuously throughout the life of the software.

 
In this way you will have the adjustment of the resources

according to the demand or the characteristics regarding the

growth of the applications; the dynamic modification of the

infrastructure due to security, performance and availability; or

the optimization of processes and procedures that require

changes in the context of execution and exploitation.

 
In this phase, it will apply the adoption of the concept of

cloud - be it public, private or hybrid - where operations can

exploit the capabilities of scalability, persistence, availability,

transformation, resilience and security offered by this type of

platform.
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Monitoring

 
This last phase of a DevOps process is a permanent phase

and applies to the entire cycle. It is where you are going to

define the measures that will be monitoring to control the

health status of the applications and their infrastructure.

 
But not everything is technology, and in this phase, the

continuous feedback of all the areas and levels of the

DevOps cycle will be consolidated to be included in the next

iteration during the Plan phase, or immediately with specific

corrections.

 
The goal of this phase is monitoring and measuring

everything that can give you an overview of the current

project status, including all the dependencies, but with

capacities to go down to the singularity for observing the

operation of a particular piece carefully.
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Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery

 
DevOps manages principles that are part of the collaborative

structure and are used throughout the development and

deployment of applications. The principles bywhich DevOps

operates are the following:

  
Continuous Integration

 
Continuous Delivery

 
Continuous Deployment

 
Continuous delivery focuses on making the development of a

product always in a state of delivery throughout its life cycle.

Continuous delivery improves efficiency and adjusts the

planning and budget of the software delivery process, making it

cheaper and less risky to release new versions of the software

to the customer.

 
The implementation of continuous delivery means creating

multiple feedback loops to ensure that the software is delivered

to the customer more quickly. One of the requirements of

continuous delivery is that all people, developers, system

technicians, QA and operations collaborate effectively throughout

the delivery process.
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Figure 1.3: Continuous Delivery process

 
Continuous integration is a development practice by which

developers routinely merge their code into the central branch

(also known as master or trunk) into a version control system

- ideally, several times per day. Each change triggers a set of

quick tests to discover possible errors, which the developers

must solve immediately.
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Figure 1.4: Continuous Integration process

 
These practices, which are a critical part of continuous

integration and delivery, also require test automation and

version control. Functional validations, such as performance and

usability tests, give the team the opportunity to detect

problems introduced by the changes as soon as possible and

solve them immediately.

 
The objective of the integration and continuous delivery is to

make the process of releasing the changes to the final client

technically simple, that is, a routine and boring process. At this

point, the IT team can devote more time to planning tasks and

proactive strategies that can produce even more value to the

company.
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One of the greatest advantages in speeding up the delivery of

applications through the development of the complete life cycle

is that they can be developed iteratively and then delivered to

production on demand by the client.
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Software Delivery Pipeline

 
The Software Delivery Channel is made up of all the processes

that speed up the generation of value to the client, minimizing

risks and blockages. Here are the phases of this software

delivery channel:

 

 
Figure 1.5: Software Delivery Pipeline

 
Continuous Integration

 
Continuous Integration is the way in which the software

development team integrates its partial or total work, in a

certain time established by the work team. It requires

automation tools that are unique to the entire team of

developers. These tools help to integrate into continuous form

parts of code that are validated by automatic tests, which

makes the work of the development team more efficient since
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it allows detecting failures in the early stages of the

development cycle.

 

Continuous integration is originated under the extreme

programming methodology and is a software development

practice that requires the periodic integration of code changes

into a shared repository. This strategy involves doing integration

as often as possible. Although it sounds contradictory, this

practice allows small and simple integrations to be made

constantly, reducing time and increasing speed. In order to

have a continuous integration process, several useful steps can

be followed:

  
Have a code repository in which the development is

centralized. Each developer works on small tasks, and when

each task has finished the changes to the central line of the

repository are included.

 
Start a process of compilation and testing in an automated

way, that proves that the changes and additions made are

correct and have not altered any part of the software. For this

to work properly, it is essential that there is a good set of

tests that can be trusted.

 
Execute this process several times a day, paying attention to

the reported errors, which become a priority until they

disappear. With this, it is always possible to have the latest

functional version of the project status on the mainline, a

version that is updated several times a day.
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Continuous Delivery

 
Once the integration is achieved, you must continue with the

cycle to perform the testing that, if satisfactory, allows the

application to be deployed. In this stage, all changes in the

code are implemented in order to generate an application that

can be tested in production.

 
Continuous delivery represents a step beyond continuous

integration. According to Martin Fowler, the continuous delivery

is to build the software in such a way that it is always ready

to go into production, taking aware of the following features:

  
It is deployable throughout its life cycle.

 

The teams have prioritized this drop-down feature at any time

on the construction of new features.

 
Can give fast and automated feedback.

 
Can be deployed in any version and environment (development,

testing, production), on-demand.

 
In continuous delivery (CD), the integrated code (CI) is

automatically tested through many environments throughout the

process to reach the preproduction phase, where it is ready to
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be implemented definitively. The interaction between CI and CD

is called CI/CD.

 
Continuous deployment

 
Continuous deployment is the next step to continuous delivery.

The continuous deployment is a practice that allows bringing

the results of a development process to an environment similar

where the functional tests can be given at full scale. The

objective is to detect problems in production as quickly as

possible. It is the early moment in which the user interacts

with the application, reviews their requirements and can go

back in the development.

 
The continuous deployment requires a configuration of the work

environment, which allows an effective functioning of the

candidate versions by the users. It begins with a pre-

configuration during the entire development process and a final

configuration before the candidate version is finished.
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DevOps tools

 
Due to the growing ecosystem of DevOps-related tools, a quick

review of the different categories will be carried out, describing

in some detail some of the most widely used tools and simply

naming some others.

 
The objective of the DevOps collaboration is to update and

maintain stable production systems. The tools serve as support

to overcome the development and operations gap, and they can

be used in the development stage exclusively as Dev, and also

in the deployment stage as Ops. For both Dev and Ops, there

are tools with software, code, scripts or scripts that help to

control the environment of development and deployment of

applications efficiently.

 
The DevOps tools are part of the strategy of good

management of resource management. In software development

environments, the tools help to achieve continuous integration,

control of program versions, automatic tests, and continuous

deployment. Operations management is supported in tools for

automatic deployment of applications, a configuration of virtual

machines, automatic execution of scripts.

 
DevOps is positioned from the beginning of the iteration

planning as part of the joint integration of developer and

operator knowledge of the objectives of the project stages.
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While the developed application is in production, the DevOps

team will be responsible for addressing the changes in the

versions of the applications.

 

From the generation of the code to the deployment in

production of the corresponding build, a workflow is

established, and some tools and technologies allow its

automation. Basically, it is a workflow that needs to be adapted

according to the case, so we then make a proposal about a

generic workflow and some technological reference solutions to

better understand the process and its benefits.

 

 
Figure 1.6: DevOps tools

  
Following the previous graphic, we start from the source code

that a developer has on his local computer, where he works
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with a specific IDE (Eclipse, NetBeans, IntelliJ …) on a specific

language.

 
The first thing we should have is a distributed code repository.

In this case, we can use Git https://git-scm.com/ (being able to

implement any of its options, hosting it in own or external

hosting, such as GitLab or GitHub) so that the development

team can work in a collaborative way, where all the code of the

different developers is hosted in a centralized way is the first

step towards continuous integration. The benefits of using this

kind of tools are:

  

We can version the code, being able to recover a specific

version in a given moment, reducing the cost and the effort of

undoing changes in the code.

 
We will make sure that all the developers build their code on

the same version and the integration problems are reduced.

 
Project change management is simplified, any change is tagged

and traceable, and only specific changes are updated, the entire

project and the changed files are not replaced.

 
Next, we have a dependency manager such as Maven which is

responsible for analyzing the dependencies that the project has

and resolve them to compile later. From that moment, it will

compile and execute the quality processes (unit tests,

integration …) that have been established. The benefits of using

this kind of tools are:
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Greater control of the correct generation of the builds.

 
Automatic execution of the tests and verification of the results.

 

Once at this point, we are going to introduce Jenkins which

will act as an orchestrator of multiple flow processes. You can

think Jenkins as the responsibilityof performing the routine

tasks and check if one step of the flow to bring the

functionality to production has been correct to trigger the next,

which is possible thanks to the infinity of plugins that counts

and that it will allow us to adapt the flow to our needs. The

most common flow would be, the compilation of the project

with Maven when a member of the team makes changes in the

repository and the publication of the project in a production

environment. It is also often integrated with Nexus repository

https://repository.apache.org to get libraries and different

versions for productive environments.

 
Jenkins will execute Sonar https://www.sonarqube.org/ to verify

the quality of the written code, with respect to the established

metrics. If the results of the previous process are correct,

Jenkins will launch the Selenium http://www.seleniumhq.org/

process to execute the established test cases and ensure that

the new code does not break the functionality collected in such

cases. If this step ends successfully, we will have a build, ready

to be deployed. We will then have achieved a continuous

integration environment that will allow you to accelerate the

process of releases generation.
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Ansible https://www.ansible.com is a tool that allows us to

manage configurations, resource provisioning and automate the

deployment of the infrastructure, for example, for automating

processes of CD and CI. It also allows us to install

applications, orchestrate services and more advanced tasks.

Ansible allows different forms of configuration. Either by means

of a single file, called a playbook, which must contain all the

parameters to do a specific task, on a specific group of clients;

or, through a directory structure, for each project, separating

the parameters into files, which can later be imported from

other playbooks.

 

If we want to extend the concept of CI, we could include the

automated deployment of the generated build and we will talk

about CD. Thanks to virtualization tools such as Vagrant or

Docker and configuration management tools such as Ansible

(which allows making specific configurations about our

virtualizations), we can be able to create the necessary

environments to deploy the build.

 
In a complementary way, we also propose the use of an APM

(application performance monitor) such as AppDynamics This

tools covers during the development phase, analyzing the

performance of each software module developed to ensure its

correct performance and that the implemented solution behaves

as expected before taking it to production. Saving both times,

effort and the associated cost of bringing software that does

not work as expected to production can become a bottleneck of

our system. In production, it allows to analyze the performance
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of the system and verify that in the real environment, it

responds in anexpected way.

 
And finally, due to the large amount of information that

different parts of our system will generate, we propose the use

of a logging tool such as B-ELK being a suite composed of

different tools such as:

  
Beats It is the solution of the suite that use agents that are

responsible for capturing the information that will later process

Logstash and Elasticsearch.

 

Elastic search It is the main piece of the suite, based on the

search and indexing engine Apache Lucene and is responsible

for storing the information.

 
Logstash It is a logs processor that allows structuring the

information by formatting it and enriching it, before storing it,

so that its subsequent exploitation is optimized.

 
Kibana It is a visualization tool that allows the creation of

dashboards that show in a graphic way the information sent by

Beats, enriched by Logstash and stored by Elasticsearch. It

allows in this way to add a large amount of information for

tracking KPIs and metrics, both business and IT, providing a

very valuable vision for different organizations.

 
A good reference is this periodic table of DevOps tools made

by XebiaLabs that has become, thanks to its continuous
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updates in a guide of reference tools or, in the face of new

needs, source of information to discover new ones:

 

 

Figure 1.7: Periodic table of DevOps tools

 
We have different categories: security, continuous integration,

cloud, monitoring, etc.. In each of them, it is also indicated if

they are paid or free, and we can get more details if we click

one item in particular. For example, in the case of Ansible
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Figure 1.8: Ansible description and links

 
And GitHub:

 

 
Figure 1.9: GitHub description and links
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This table is an interesting point of reference for a wide variety

of tools that are part of the DevOps ecosystem. It also allows

us to have an overview of how all these tools are integrated

into an environment, from the repository where the code is

hosted, to automation in the provision of infrastructure,

orchestration of services and even the monitoring of our

environment. These are some of the tools organized by

categories:

  
Continuous integration: Jenkins, Drone

 
Code management: GIT

 
Test automation: Selenium, Appium

 
Infrastructure management: Chef, Puppet

 
Repositories: Nexus

 
Monitoring: Graylog, Elastic Stack

 
Architecture: Docker, Kubernetes, OpenShift, Nomad

 
Cloud: AWS, Azure, Google

 
Automation with Jenkins and Drone
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The execution of automated tasks and their orchestration is

done with Jenkins. The idea is that any task that is going to

be executed many times, must be configured to be executed

through Jenkins since, it contributes a great value in what

metainformation refers to who has executed the task, why (in

case of being executed by a trigger), how (with what

parameters), when, how long the execution has taken and other

execution parameters.

 
This automation server is developed in java, is free and is

open source, has hundreds of plugins to expand its

functionality and integrate with different systems.

 

Jenkins https://jenkins.io/ is one of the main tools of any

DevOps environment for continuous integration, and it intends

to carry out automatic integrations of a project as often as

possible in order to detect failures in the process as soon as

possible. Among the main features we can highlight:

  
Integration means the compilation and execution of tests of an

entire project

 
Offers a stable compilation and packaging environment

 
Help prevent and solve integration problems
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Strengthens the implementation of methodologies and

procedures for development, QA and operations

 
Get programmers to devote less time to correct mistakes …

and can devote their effort to implement new functions!

 
Great help in the automation of tests

 
Generates code quality metrics

 
Automates deployment by environments generates special

demonstration packaging

 
From version 2 Jenkins incorporates a fundamental feature

called Jenkins Pipeline, a set of predefined plugins with the aim

of allowing the configuration of pipelines of CD in a simple

way, that is, to facilitate the software deployment from the code

repository to different systems so that it can be used by clients

and users.

 

Drone is a lightweight and undemanding continuous integration

platform. The tool, written in Go, is used to load Builds (each

one of the phases in the development of new software)

automatically from Git repositories like GitHub, GitLab or

Bitbucket and execute them in Docker containers in order to

test them. The user has the possibility to run any test suite

and schedule the sending of reports and status notifications to

his mail. For each software test, a new container is generated

based on an image of Docker’s public repository, in such a way
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that any publicly available Docker image can be used as the

environment for the code that is to be tested.

 
A drone is integrated into Docker and supports various

programming languages such as PHP, Node.js, Ruby, Go or

Python. The only dependence needed is precisely the container

platform. Which means it is important to do this in

aframework in which Docker is installed to build a continuous

integration platform with Drone.

 
Drone supports various version control repositories. In the

project documentation, there is a manual with the name

readme.drone.io for the standard installation with GitHub

integration. To administer the CI platform, a web interface is

used through which software builds are loaded from any Git

repository, applications are grouped, and the result is executed

in a previously defined test environment.

 
Infrastructure and configuration management

 
This category groups those tools designed for the simplification

of automation and orchestration in the execution of

environments such as scripts, recipes, blueprints, playbooks,

charms and templates. In this category, we can highlight tools

relatedtothe configuration management such as Puppet, Chef,

Ansible and Vagrant.

 

Vagrant https://www.vagrantup.com/ is a HashiCorp tool that

allows you to lift light environments, focused on development
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in a simple and fast way. It allows reproducing the

development environment locally with the focus on

reproducibility and automation. It could be said that it is a

frontend sincebasically, it raises virtual machines or resources in

different systems (VirtualBox, OpenStack, VMware, Docker, …)

through code files.

 
The fact that it allows to define these resources in code files

instead of in proprietary files (OVA, VMDK, …) gives vagrant a

great sense within the DevOps philosophy by allowing to define

as part of the infrastructure code. Vagrant is a free tool, open-

source and developed in ruby.

 
Chef https://www.chef.io/solutions/devops/ and Puppet

https://puppet.com/ are the benchmarks in terms of

infrastructure automation, and they are configuration

management tools. There are some differences between both,

but in a general view, they could be compared in terms of

tools that enable the codification of the infrastructure and the

deployments on these defining the final state that is desired for

the different servers.

 
A highly automated IT infrastructure is ideal for the

development team to automatically deploy the code at each

juncture, from the testing phase to the deployment

environment. The Infrastructure as a Code (IaaS) is a potent

antidote for the possible bottlenecks of the Dev and Ops

teams. An infrastructure of this type should include

infrastructure provisioning tools, which create and deploy

infrastructure by clicking or quickly completing a template. It

should also include configuration management tools that
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facilitate, for example, the upgrade of many servers with a

single command.

 

Very similar to the previous ones is Ansible but with the

possibility of orchestrating the deployments from the controller

itself, that is, the node that executes the ansible code

(accessing the nodes by SSH), something that the previous

tools can’t do in case alone and for what could be considered

ansible as an orchestration tool, although the usual use of

ansible is to use it as a configuration management tool.

 
These tools allow both an analyst of the systems team, or

infrastructure and networks, or a programmer to deploy the

necessary components in a matter of minutes, either to do

code tests, for a demonstration or to check collateral effects of

a patch. Also, allow the automation of critical and repetitive

tasks associated with the management of the systems

infrastructure:

  
Install the operating system on a new computer or perform an

update on an existing computer

 
Update an application or library

 
Install a new service (Apache, IIS, Tomcat, WordPress, etc.) or

change the configuration of an existing service

 
Update a database engine or update its users
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Generate SSH keys on a server

 
Update SSL certificates

 
Monitoring tools

 
The monitoring must be something transversal to all

development team with the target for getting feedback about

the results of developments. In this category, we can highlight

application focused to performance such as Zabbix, Nagios,

Influxdb, Telegraf, and Grafana, log revision such as GrayLog,

Logstash, Kibana, and Elasticsearch, web analytics with Google

Analytics.

 

Nagios and Zabbix are the classic monitoring tools that have

evolved adapting to the philosophy of DevOps work teams,

competing for both to become the de facto standard for

infrastructure monitoring. Both are free and open-source and

written mainly in C.

 
Prometheus is taking some relevance, together with Grafana,

allows the visualization of metrics stored in its database as

time series. It is free, open-source and is written in Go.

 
ELK stack and Kibana
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Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana, also named “ELK stack”, are

three tools of great potential. United can offer a powerful

solution in the detection of incidents in an IT organizational

structure. Elasticsearch plays the role of a search server where

data already optimized by indexing is stored. Logstash is

theparser of the data that comes from different sources and

that, filtered, homogenize the message, and you can get to

dispense with the part of the message that is not important.

Kibana is the front-end for the visualization and analysis of

data. Each of them can be used as an independent tool, but

the union of all of them makes a perfect combination for

records management.

 
Kibana is a free distribution platform to perform data analytics,

mainly logs of infrastructure servers that are stored in the

Elasticsearch database. In a simple way, you can analyze the

data and make graphs, tables and maps that will facilitate the

visualization of the data.
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Figure 1.10: Kibana as a platform to perform data analytics

 
Kibana makes it easier to understand a large volume of data.

From an interface based on the browser (Mozilla Firefox,

Chrome, IE, Safari, …) it allows to quickly access the data and

create dynamically dashboards that can contain different queries

to Elasticsearch in real-time.

 
Containers and orchestration

 
The containers have changed the way in which the software is

packaged, distributed and deployed within all the diversity of

technologies that allow this light virtualization. Docker, it is the

best known and is being widely accepted by the industry

against other options such as LXC or rkt. It is free, open-

source and is written in Go.

 
Related to container technology is Kubernetes, developed by

Google for its own use, it is a container orchestrator, allowing

more convenient management of these, allowing things like

autoscaling. Like docker is written in Go and is free and open-

source (it was donated by Google to the Cloud Native

Computing Foundation, part of the Linux Foundation).

 

Other container orchestration options are OpenShift from

RedHat, and basically, it is a Kubernetes system covered with

numerous plugins or additional management systems, Nomad

from Hashicorp, Rancher or Docker’s own Swarm.
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All these orchestrators allow the definition of the services

through files with different formats, which facilitates the

distribution of the deployments. A solution to define

deployments of services but that does not require as much

infrastructure as to use an orchestrator is to use docker-

compose which allows the definition of services with multiple

containers, networks, etc. through configuration files in YAML

format.
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DevOps and security

 
DevOps is not just about the development teams and

operations. In order to take full advantage of the DevOps

approach, companies must consider the role that security

plays in the lifecycle of their applications. This means

thinking about basic security from the planning stage

onwards.

 
It also involves automating some security features to prevent

the DevOps workflow from slowing down. Selecting the right

tools to integrate security can be useful to achieve your

DevOps security goals.

 
But the effective security of DevOps requires more than new

tools; it is built on the cultural changes of DevOps to

integrate the work of the security teams as soon as

possible. DevOps streamlines everything by shortening the

distances between development and operations, but the

agility obtained can be impaired by insufficient security

planning.

 
Security used to be the sole responsibility of an isolated

team and was added at the final stage of development.

Currently, in a collaborative DevOps framework, security is a

shared and integrated responsibility from the start.
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An introduction to DevSecOps

 
Currently, in the collaborative work framework of DevOps,

security is a shared responsibility and integrated throughout

the process. It is such an important approach that it led

some to coin the term DevSecOps to emphasize the need

to create a security base in the DevOps initiatives.

 
DevSecOps means thinking from the beginning about the

security of applications and infrastructure. It also involves

automating some security doors to prevent the DevOps

workflow from slowing down. Selecting the right tools to y

integrates security continuously can help you achieve your

security goals, but the effective security of DevOps requires

more than new tools; it is built on the cultural changes of

DevOps to integrate the work of the security teams as soon

as possible.

 
In part, DevSecOps highlights the need to invite security

teams from the start of DevOps initiatives to develop

information security and establish a plan for security

automation. It also underlines the need to help developers

codify with security in mind, that is, a process that involves

security teams sharing visibility, comments and information

about known threats. This may also include new security
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training for developers, as more traditional application

development has not always emphasized security.

 

The adoption of DevOps practices means more collaboration

between development, QA, IT, and operation teams, and

more in-progress adoption of continuous integration or

continuous delivery tools. This provides a good foundation

to move to DevSecOps. The diagram below shows the

security involved with the development, QA, and operations

through the whole CI/CD lifecycle.

 

 
Figure 1.11: DevSecOpsLifeCycle

 
It is recommended to maintain short and frequent

development cycles, integrate safety measures with minimum

disruption of operations, keep up with innovative

technologies such as containers and microservices. All these

initiatives start at the human level, with the details of

collaboration in your organization, but the facilitator of those

human changes in a DevSecOps framework is automation.
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But what should be automated and how to do it? There is

a written guide https://itrevolution.com/book/devops-and-

audit/ that will help answer this question. Organizations

must take a step back and consider the entire development

and operations environment. This includes source code

control repositories, container registers, continuous

integration and continuous implementation process (CI /

CD), application programming interface (API) management,

automation of coordination and releases, and operational

management and supervision.

 

New automation technologies have helped organizations to

adopt more agile development practices and have also

participated in the advancement of new security measures.

But automation is not the only thing in the IT landscape

that has changed in recent years: native cloud technologies,

such as containers and microservices, are now an important

part of most DevOps initiatives, and security of DevOps

must adapt to meet them.

 
The larger scale and more dynamic infrastructure enabled by

the containers have changed the way many organizations do

business. Because of this, DevOps security practices must

be adapted to the new landscape and adjusted according to

container-specific security guidelines. Native cloud

technologies do not lend themselves to security policies and

static checklists. Rather, security must be continuous and

must be integrated into each stage of the application’s

lifecycle and infrastructure.
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DevSecOps means integrating security into the development

of applications from start to finish. This integration into the

process requires a new organizational approach that is also

necessary for the new tools. With that in mind, DevOps

teams should automate security to protect the environment

and data in general, as well as the continuous integration /

continuous delivery process, a goal that will likely include

microservice security in containers.
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Conclusion

 
An analysis of the DevOps principles has been carried out

as continuous integration, continuous delivery, continuous

deployment, which allows visualizing the culture as a

collaborative paradigm in the software development, and that

together with agile methodologies produce effective results in

short and orderly times.

 
It has studied the components in which the borders and

roles DevOps are developed with their activities: Culture,

Sharing, Automation and Metrics, which allow giving a clear

idea of the good practices that must be structured to carry

out the development and software deployment continuously

effectively.

 
As a summary, implementing DevOps in a company allows:

  
Improve collaboration in development, gaining control and

traceability over the code that is generated. Reducing the

risk during code merges and accelerating the integration

process.

 
Accelerate the process of generation of builds and improve

the quality of the code that is incorporated in these builds,
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advancing problems and reducing risks and impact derived

from putting a code that does not work correctly in

production.

 
Automate repetitive manual processes that do not add value,

reducing the publication cycle and significantly improving the

time-to-market of the versions and their promotion between

environments.

 
Automate the horizontal scaling of a system so that once a

capacity planning is reviewed, it is possible to resize the

platform easily.

 

All the benefits are aimed at improving the quality of the

software, reducing the delivery time of functionality and

saving efforts and costs in the entire process, aligning the

development and production strategies.

 
The success of DevOps depends to a large extent on the

intensive and coordinated collaboration between the client,

the developer and those responsible for IT operations.

Developers should focus on coding and IT operations teams

in the automated infrastructure management. Both need to

talk to each other to discover new ways to innovate and

improve both processes and deliverables. Working in silos

without communication is a thing of the past.
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CHAPTER 2

 
Container Platforms

 
In this chapter, we will review the main containers platforms

that provide common tooling for both development and

operations teams and the ability to use rapid development

processes with managed release processes. Containers

platforms such as OpenShift combines Docker containers

with Kubernetes orchestration project and includes

centralized administration, such as for instance management,

monitoring, traffic management, and automation.
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Structure

  
Docker containers

 
Container orchestration

 
Kubernetes

 
Docker swarm

 
OpenShift container platform
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Objectives

  
Understanding the concept of Docker containers

 
Understanding container orchestration

 
Knowing about container platforms like Kubernetes, Docker

swarm and OpenShift
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Docker containers

 
The aim of the DevOps is to improve the quality of the

new software versions and to accelerate the development,

delivery, and implementation thanks to much more effective

cooperation of all those involved and to the continued

automation. Automated DevOps tasks include repository

build processes, static and dynamic code analysis, and

module, integration, system, and performance testing. The

core spine of DevOps is still the reflections on continuous

integration Integration, and continuous delivery Delivery, two

central fields of application of the Docker platform.
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What is Docker?

 
Docker offers integration options for consolidated CI/CD

tools such as Jenkins, Travis, or Drone and allows you to

load the code automatically from the Docker Hub or version

control repositories such as GitHub, GitLab or Bitbucket.

This is how the container platform represents a base for

DevOps workflows in which developers can create new

components for applications in common and run them in

any testing environment.

 
Docker is a container platform to develop, deploy and

manage applications quickly. Docker packages software into

standardized units called containers that include everything

necessary for the software to run, including libraries, system

tools, and code. With Docker, you can deploy and adjust the

scale of applications quickly in any environment with the

certainty of knowing that your code will run the same, from

the development to the production environment and both in

the cloud and on-premise.

 
Docker uses the LibContainer to manage the functions of

the Linux Kernel and uses a group of isolation technologies

such as Namespaces, Control Groups, AppArmor, security

profiles, network interfaces, and rules for the firewall

necessary for the operation of the containers.
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A remarkable feature of this container is the Docker Hub a

repository where Docker users can share the images they

have created with other users. For Linux users, installing one

of these containers is as easy as downloading an application

from the App Store. The download from the Docker Hub is

done through commands and runs on the system itself.
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Docker new features for container management

 
Docker implements a high-level API to provide lightweight

virtualization, that is, lightweight containers that execute

processes in isolation. This is achieved mainly by using two

features of the Linux kernel: Cgroups and namespaces, which

provide us with the possibility of using resource isolation

(CPU, memory, I/O block, network, etc.).

 
With the use of containers, resources can be isolated,

services are restricted, and processes are given the ability to

have an almost completely private vision of the operating

system with its own process space identifier, the structure of

the file system, and the network interfaces. Multiple

containers share the same core, but each container can be

restricted to using only a defined amount of resources such

as CPU, memory, and I/O. Some Docker features are:

  
It is light since there is no complete virtualization, taking

better advantage of the hardware and only needing the

minimum file system for the services to work.

 
The containers are self-sufficient (although they can depend

on other containers), not needing anything more than the

image of the container for the services offered to work.
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A Docker image could be understood as an operating

system with installed applications. A container can be

created from an image. The docker images are portable

between different platforms, and the only requirement is that

docker is available in the host system.

 

The project offers us a repository of images in the GitHub

style. This service is called Registry Docker Hub and allows

you to create, share, and use images created by third parties

or by us.

 
Virtualizing with Docker offers us a series of advantages

over doing it with conventional virtual machines:

  
Portability: All containers are portable, so we can easily take

them to any other Docker device without having to

reconfigure anything. Docker allows you to run your

application locally on any operating system, on an on-

premise server, or even in the cloud.

 
Lightness: By not virtualizing a complete system, but only

what is necessary, the consumption of resources is minimal.

The saving of resources is around 80%.

 
Self-sufficiency: Docker is responsible for everything, so the

containers should only have what is necessary for the
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application to work, for example, those libraries, files, and

configurations necessary to perform its function.

 
Performance: Containers have better performance than

traditional virtualization since it is based on LXC (Linux

Containers), which runs directly on the kernel of the host

machine, avoiding the traditional virtualization layer based on

a hypervisor that penalizes performance.
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Docker architecture

 
A Docker container system consists mainly of 5 elements:

  
Docker Engine (daemon): It is a daemon that runs on any

Linux distribution, and that exposes an external API for the

management of images and containers. With it, we can create

images, upload them, and download them from a docker

registry and execute and manage containers.

 
Docker client: The Docker client allows us to manage the

Docker engine and can be configured to work with a local or

remote Docker engine, allowing us to manage both our local

development environment and our production environment.

 
Docker image: Template used to create the container for the

application that we want to deploy.

 
Docker registry: Directories where the images are stored, both

public and private access. The purpose of this component is to

store the images generated by the Docker engine. It can be

installed on a separate server and is a fundamental component

since it allows us to distribute our applications.

 
Docker containers: Folders where everything necessary (libraries,

dependencies, binaries, etc.) is stored so that the application
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can run.

 

 
Figure 2.1: Docker architecture
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Docker engine

 
The heart of any Docker project is the Docker engine, that is,

an open-source client-server application available to all users in

the current version on all established platforms. The

components that make up the basic architecture of this engine

are a daemon with server functions, a programming interface

(API) based on REST (Representational State Transfer), and the

terminal of the operating system (Command-Line Interface, CLI)

as an interface of the user (client).

  
Docker daemon: Docker engine uses a daemon process as a

server that works in the background of the host system and

allows central control of the Docker engine. It is also

responsible for creating and managing all images, containers, or

networks.

 
The API REST: Specifies a series of interfaces that allows other

programs to interact with the daemon and give instructions.

One of these programs is the terminal of the operating system.

 
The terminal: Docker uses the terminal of the operating system

as a client program, which interacts with the daemon through

the REST API and allows users to control it through scripts or

commands.
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Docker allows executing, stopping, or managing software

containers directly from the terminal. With the docker command

and instructions like build (create), pull (download), or run

(execute), it is possible to communicate with the daemon,

which makes it possible for both client and server to be in the

same system. In addition, it is possible to address the daemon

in another different system. Depending on the type of

connection to be established, communication between client

and server occurs either through the REST API, UNIX socket,

or a network interface.

 
The docker run command starts the Docker daemon to search

for and start a container with the name hello-world. If Docker

has been installed correctly, you should receive an output like

the one shown in the following image:

 

 
Figure 2.2: Executing Docker run command

 
After downloading the image successfully and receiving the

message Downloaded newer image for hello-world: latest ("the

latest hello-world: latest image has been downloaded"), the
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container is started, which includes a simple hello-world script.

You can share images, automate workflows, and more with a

free Docker ID: For more examples visit:

https://docs.docker.com/engine/userguide
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Docker registry

 
The Docker registry is an open-source project that can be

installed free on any server, but Docker offers Docker Hub a

paid SaaS system where you can upload your own images,

access public images of other users, and even official

images of the main applications such as MySQL, MongoDB,

RabbitMQ, Redis, etc.
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Docker client

 
The Docker client makes use of the remote API of the Docker

engine and can be configured to talk with a local or remote

Docker engine, allowing us to manage both our local

development environment and our production servers. The most

common docker commands are:

  
docker info: Gives information about the number of containers

and images that the current machine is managing, as well as

the plugins currently installed.

 
docker images: List information of the images that are available

on the machine (name, id, space it occupies, the time that

elapsed since it was created).

 
docker build: Create an image from the Docker file of the

current directory.

 
docker pull : Download the indicated image version to the

current machine. In case of not indicating the download

version, all that is available.

 
docker push : Uploads the version of the indicated image to a

Docker registry, allowing its distribution to other machines.
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docker rmi: Deletes an image of the current machine.

 
docker run : Create a container from an image. This command

allows a multitude of parameters, which are updated for each

version of the Docker engine, so for its documentation, it is

best to refer to the official page.

 

docker ps: Shows the containers that are running on the

machine. With the flag - it also shows the containers that are

stopped.

 
docker inspect container: Shows detailed information of a

container in json format. You can access a particular field with

the command docker inspect -f '{{.Name}}' container

 
docker stop : For the execution of a container.

 
docker start : Resumes the execution of a container.

 
docker rm : Delete a container. To delete all the containers of

a machine, you can execute the command docker rm -fv $

(docker ps -aq)

 
docker logs : Shows the logs of a container.

 
docker stats : Shows the execution statistics of a container,

such as the memory used, the CPU, the disk, etc.
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docker exec : Executes a command in a container. Useful to

debug containers in execution with the options docker exec -it

container

 
docker volume ls: Lists the existing volumes on the machine.

For a complete list of commands related to volumes run

docker volume –help

 
docker network ls: Lists the existing networks on the machine.

For a complete list of commands related to networks, run the

docker network --help.

 

docker exec: Execute a command in a container. Useful to

debug containers in execution with the options docker exec -it

container bash

 
docker cp: Copy files between the host and a container.

 
docker logs: Shows the logs of a container.

 
docker stats: Shows the execution statistics of a container.

 
The docker command line will connect to this daemon, which

will keep the docker status and so on. Each of the commands

will also be executed as a superuser, by having to contact this

daemon using a protected socket. From there, we can create a

container by downloading it from the official repository.
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$ docker pull ubuntu

 
The pull command downloads a basic Ubuntu container and

installs it. There are many images created and can be created

and shared on the Docker website, in the style of Python

libraries or Debian packages. You can search all the images of

a certain type, like Ubuntu, or look for the most popular

images.

 

 
Figure 2.3: Executing docker pull command

 
Once downloaded, you can start to execute commands. The

good thing about docker is that it allows you to execute them

directly without having to connect to the machine. We can

execute, for example, a shell when running the container:

 
$ docker run -i -t ubuntu /bin/bash

 

This indicates that a is being created, and the command is

being executed interactively In the previous instruction, we are
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executing the command for getting a terminal shell inside the

container.

 

 
Figure 2.4: Inside the container
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Testing Docker in the cloud

 
In the URL https://labs.play-with-docker.com we have a service

that allows you to run Docker containers in the cloud.

 

 
Figure 2.5: Running Docker in the cloud

 
Play with Docker is an online environment that allows you to

run Docker commands without having a docker installed on

your machine. Give the experience of having an Alpine Linux

virtual machine in the browser, where you can build and run

Docker containers and even create clusters in the Docker

Swarm mode. http://training.play-with-docker.com
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Figure 2.6: Play with Docker

 
Play with Docker also includes a training site composed of a

set of laboratories with practices from basic to advanced levels.
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Container orchestration

 
The rise of containers has changed the way programmers

conceive the development, deployment, and maintenance of

software applications. Using the native isolation capabilities

of modern operating systems, containers support a

separation of interests of Concerns, similar to that of virtual

machines, but without consuming as many resources and

with greater flexibility of deployment in comparison with

virtual machines based on hypervisors.

 
The containers are so light and flexible that they have given

rise to new architectures of applications. This new approach

consists of packaging the different services that constitute an

application into separate containers and then deploying those

containers through a cluster of physical or virtual machines.

 
But nowadays, the applications are complex, and as a rule,

it does not come with deploying a single container in

production, except in the simplest cases. The usual thing is

to need several, which must also scale differently and other

complexities. For example, one container for the front-end,

one or more for the service interface and another for the

database
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All this gives rise to the need for container orchestration,

that is, having a tool or system that automates the

deployment, management, scaling, interconnection, and

availability of our container-based applications. A container

orchestrator is responsible for the following tasks:

  
Deployment and raised automatic container-based services.

 
Self-scaling and load balancing.

 
Control of the health of each container.

 

Maintenance of secret parameters and configurations.
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Docker compose

 
Docker-compose allows you to connect several containers

and execute them with a single command. Implemented in

the Python scripting language, its fundamental component is

a central control file based on the YAML markup language.

The syntax of this file resembles that of open source

software Vagrant, used in the creation and provisioning of

virtual machines.

 
Docker-compose allows you to define a series of containers

and the relationships between them at the level of YML file

with a very intuitive format. Given this YML file, it is

responsible for orchestrating the creation of the containers

in the correct order. It is also capable of detecting the

definitions that have changed from one YML file to another,

and relaunch only those services that have changed.

 
In the file you can define as many software containers as

you want, including all the dependencies as well as their

interrelationships. The scheme followed to manage the multi-

container applications does not differ from that needed to

manage simple containers. With the docker-compose

command, the corresponding subcommand manages the

entire life cycle of the application.
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Another characteristic of Docker compose is its integrated

scaling mechanism, through the command line program,

with this Docker tool, you can define how many containers

are to be started for a given service.

 
You can read the official documentation

https://docs.docker.com/compose/gettingstarted/ for more

information and examples.
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Kubernetes

 
Kubernetes also known as K8S, is the most popular

container orchestration engine on the market and is an

open-source orchestrator for applications that run in software

containers, automating the deployment, scalability, and

management of distributed applications.

 
The reception of Kubernetes was so great that the project

was adopted by the community at the head of the CNCF -

Cloud Native Computing Foundation an organization created

as part of the Linux Foundation. The open-source

Kubernetes, currently in a fairly high state of maturity, are

managed by the CNCF. With the foundation, the project is

no longer headed by a single company and is developed

with the support (and interests) of dozens of organizations

and thousands of members of the community.

 
Kubernetes groups the containers in logical fragments called

pods, which represent the basic units of the manager, which

can be distributed in the cluster by the scheduling method.

Kubernetes is based on the master-slave architecture: a

cluster consists of a master (Kubernetes master) and other

slaves or Kubernetes nodes (also called workers). The master

acts as a central control level (control plane) in the cluster

and is composed of four basic elements that allow
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coordination within the cluster and distribute tasks: an API

server, configuration memory, etc., a scheduler and a

controller manager.

  
API server: In a Kubernetes cluster, all automation is

launched in an API server by means of a REST API. This

server acts as the central management point in the cluster.

 

etcd: It’s an open-source key-value store and can be

considered the memory of a Kubernetes cluster. Developed

by CoreOs, especially for distributed systems, etcd, stores

configuration data and facilitates it to the nodes.

 
Scheduler: The role of the scheduler is to distribute the

pods in the cluster, for which it finds out how many

resources a Pod needs and adjusts them with the resources

available to each node in the cluster.

 
Controller manager: this is a service of the Kubernetes

master that regulates the status of the cluster and executes

routine tasks, thus directing the orchestration. The main

obligation of the controller manager is to ensure that the

state of the cluster corresponds to the state that was

previously defined as objective.

 
While the master is responsible for the orchestration, the

distributed pods in the cluster are run on different nodes

called workers. To do this, each node has to run a container
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engine, Docker, in practice, although Kubernetes is not linked

to any specific container engine. In addition to the container

engine, the Kubernetes nodes also include these

components:

  
kubelet: With this name, an agent is designated who,

running in each node, directs and manages it. As the main

point of contact in the nodes, the kubelet maintains the

communication and ensures that the information is sent to

the control level and that it is received. The agent receives

the requests and supervises their execution in each of the

nodes.

 

kube-proxy: Next to the container engine and the kubelet

agent, in each node of Kubernetes also runs this proxy

service in charge of requests that arrive from abroad to be

sent to the corresponding container and to provide services

to the users of containerized applications.

 
While Docker handles entities that are referred to like

images and containers, Kubernetes wraps those entities in

what they refer to as pods. A pod can contain one or more

containers running and is the unit that Kubernetes manages.

There are several advantages that Kubernetes brings to the

administration of containers as pods:

  
Multiple nodes: Instead of simply deploying containers on a

single host, Kubernetes can implement a set of pods on
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multiple nodes. Essentially, a node provides the environment

where a container runs.

 
Replication: Kubernetes can act as a replication driver for a

pod. This means that you can set how many replicas for a

specific pod.

 
Services: The word service in the Kubernetes context implies

that you can assign a service name (ID) to a specific IP

address and port, and then assign a pod to provide that

service. Kubernetes internally tracks the location of that

service to redirect requests for another pod from that service

to the correct address and port.
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Kubernetes installation &key terms

 
If you want to install Kubernetes in your local machine, you

can use minikube

 
Also, we can install and deploy a Kubernetes cluster with

kubeadm

 
These are some terms that we should understand when we

go deeper into Kubernetes:

  
Cluster: These are physical or virtual resources and storage

resources used by Kubernetes, where the pods are deployed,

managed, and replicated. Kubernetes can be used in

different systems such as Debian, Ubuntu, RedHat, among

others.

 
Pods They are the smallest unit that includes one or more

Docker containers that work under the same unit. In many

cases, a pod is composed of a single container, but its

ability to accommodate several containers very close to each

other is a very powerful feature of Kubernetes. A pod

represents a set of containers that share storage and a

single IP.
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Replication controllers: A replication controller is a

Kubernetes mechanism that ensures that a pod has raised a

certain number of replicas. If we need more replicas, the

replication controller raises more replicas; if we need less, it

kills them; if any of them fails and dies, then it raises new

replicas to keep the number defined.

 

Services: Services allow access to containers with a unique

DNS name and stable IP addresses. Define how to access a

group of pods. In this URL

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/services-

networking/service/#publishing-services---service-types you can

see the types of services you can publish in Kubernetes.

 
Labels: They are fundamental and are used to organize and

select a group of objects in pairs of type key: value. They

help get lists of the servers where the traffic should go.

 
If you choose to configure Kubernetes, it is important to

understand the following concepts before you begin:

  
Kubernetes driver: A Kubernetes controller acts as a node

from which pods, replication controllers, services, and other

components of a Kubernetes environment are deployed and

managed. To create a Kubernetes driver, you must configure

and run the systemd, kube-api-server, kube-controller-manager,

and kube-scheduler services.
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Kubernetes nodes: A Kubernetes node provides the

environment in which containers are executed. To run as a

Kubernetes node, it must be configured to run the docker,

and kubelet services. These services must be executed on

each node of the Kubernetes cluster.

 

Kubectl command: most Kubernetes administration is done

on the master node using the kubectl command. With it is

possible to create, obtain, describe, or eliminate any of the

resources that Kubernetes manages (pods, replication

controllers, services, etc.).

 
Resource files (YAML or JSON): when you create a pod, a

replication controller, a service, or another resource in

Kubernetes, the kubectl command expects that the

information needed to create that resource is in one of

these two types of formats.
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Kubernetes cloud solutions

 
Kubernetes is currently open-source and is used as the basis

for the majority of container orchestration services. If we

want to have all the advantages of Kubernetes, without

having to manage everything below, we have all these

alternatives in the cloud:

  
Google Kubernetes engine service managed and offered by

Google, which is responsible for managing the instances of

the compute engine below. It also deals with monitoring,

logging, the health of the instances, and updating

Kubernetes to the latest available version.

 
Amazon, despite having its own container orchestration

system called Amazon ECS, already offers a managed

Kubernetes service that it has called EKS

https://aws.amazon.com/es/eks/

 
Azure has its own service based on Kubernetes which it has

called AKS https://azure.microsoft.com/es-

es/services/kubernetes-service/

 
IBM also offers in its cloud a managed Kubernetes service

called IBM Cloud Kubernetes Service
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https://www.ibm.com/cloud/container-service

 
CoreOS Tectonic https://coreos.com/tectonic is the product

through which CoreOS provides Kubernetes. It facilitates

portability among several providers of public and private

cloud. Its installation, updating, and maintenance require

fewer operations work. This tool includes Prometheus

https://prometheus.io/ for alert monitoring and management.

 

Kops used to create and manage Kubernetes clusters (if

required, in production and with high availability) from the

command line. So far, it has been the unofficial way to

install Kubernetes on AWS, and they have plans also to

include Google Compute Engine and VMware vSphere.

 
Mesosphere they will lean heavily on the use of Kubernetes

as an orchestrator instead of a Marathon.

 
CloudFoundry https://cloudfoundry.org/container-runtime/

offers Kubernetes in its container runtime.

 
OpenShift https://www.openshift.com : the leader of the PaaS

integrates Kubernetes and, when using it in its different

options (enterprise, online, etc.), we will be using managed

K8S clusters.
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Kubernetes can be completed with a large number of tools

and extensions that extend the features of the platform.

Prometheus Sysdig and the Helm package manager

https://helm.sh/ are among the best known.
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Docker swarm

 
Swarm is the solution proposed by Docker to the problems of

developers when it comes to orchestrate and plan containers

through many servers. Swarm comes bundled with the Docker

engine from version 1.12.0 and offers many advanced integrated

features such as service discovery, load balancing, scaling, and

security.

 
Docker Swarm is an open-source native clustering tool for

Docker. It converts a pool of Docker hosts into a single, virtual

Docker host. As Docker swarm serves the standard Docker API,

any tool communicating with the Docker daemon can use

Swarm to scale to multiple hosts.

 
Swarm follows Docker's philosophy of focusing on the simplicity

and experience of the developer. You could say it's easier to

use than other solutions like Kubernetes, but not as powerful

and not so adopted by companies, cloud providers, or the

community.

 
The main elements of the swarm architecture are:

  
Swarm master: Responsible for the entire cluster and manages

the resources of several hosts Docker.
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Swarm nodes: Each node of the cluster must be accessible by

the Master. Each node executes an agent so that it registers

the Docker daemon referenced, monitors, and updates the

backend with the state of the node.

 

Swarm discovery: By default, Swarm uses a discovery service,

based on Docker Hub, using a token to discover the nodes

that are part of a cluster. It also supports other discovery

services such as etcd, Consul, and Zookeeper.

 
Swarm strategy: Swarm has multiple strategies for the

classification of nodes. When a new container is executed, the

swarm decides to place it in the node with the highest-ranking

calculated for its chosen strategy.

 
Swarm networking: It is fully compatible with the new network

model (overlay) of Docker.
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Figure 2.7: Docker swarm architecture

 
Swarm is a native cluster solution provided by Docker. With

swarm, it is possible to manage a group of Docker host

resources and schedule the containers to run transparently,

automatically managing the workload. To do this is constantly

checking the requirements at the resource level of the

container, examining the available resources, and optimizing the

location of the workloads.

 

A cluster orchestrated by Docker swarm is a group of nodes

that runs Docker. One of the nodes in the cluster acts as an

administrator of the other nodes and includes containers for

the programmer and the service discovery component (service

discovery).
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Swarm provides high availability and continuously monitors the

status of containers and, if any of them suffer an interruption,

automatically has the capacity to balance the cluster, moving

and restarting the containers to keep it running.

 
The native swarm clustering tool groups a series of Docker

hosts in a single virtual host and uses the Docker API so that

any Docker tool that has contact with the Docker daemon can

access Swarm and can be scaled in a certain number of times.

hosts. Users use the CLI of the Docker engine to create

swarms, distribute applications in the cluster, and direct swarm

behavior. It does not require additional orchestration software.

 
Those Docker engines that have been joined in clusters work in

swarm mode. This mode is activated to create a new cluster or

add a host that already exists to a swarm. Each of the hosts

in a cluster becomes a node, and these nodes can be run as

virtual hosts on the same local system, although the most

common variant consists of a cloud-based structure in which

the nodes of the swarm are distributed in various systems and

infrastructures.

 
At the base of this software is a master-slave architecture:

when tasks need to be distributed in the swarm, users transfer

a so-called service to the manager node, which acts as a

master node in the cluster. The master node is responsible for

planning the containers in the cluster and acts as the primary

interface when accessing swarm resources.
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Each Docker cluster consists of at least one master node (also

called administrator or manager) and as many slave nodes

(called work or workers) as necessary. While the swarm master

is responsible for managing the cluster and delegating tasks,

the slave is responsible for executing the units of work (tasks

or tasks). In addition, container applications are distributed in

services in the selected Docker accounts.
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Swarm in practice

 
In this lab you can introduce a docker swarm creating a cluster

with 2 nodes. Now we are going to resume some of the steps.

 
For creating a cluster with swarm mode, we have to start from

a node destined to be a manager. We can execute the following

command for initializing the swarm cluster mode:

 
[node1] (local) root@192.168.0.37 ~

$ docker swarm init --advertise-addr $(hostname -i)

Swarm initialized: current node (vz79cf4danb0njb3mg9p8vwpu)

is nowa manager.

 
At this point we have initialized our swarm cluster, next we will

review how to add a worker to this swarm.

 
When executing the command, we have initialized this node as

a manager. With the mandatory parameter --advertise-addr we

indicate the IP of the Manager that will be used internally for

Swarm connections. If we omit the port, it will take 2377 by

default. The output of the command shows us two tokens.

Each of them serves to join additional manager and worker

nodes. We will now add a worker node to the cluster. For this

and from the worker console, we execute:
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$ docker swarm join --token SWMTKN-1-

1u4oi5o8db4831ipn37cyof8attas3h0xt2bf2y0fdf2my0id5-

6xje7khfhupyatgr2ifkb0u1r 192.168.0.37:2377

This node joined a swarm as a worker.

 
Now we have 2 nodes, one with IP address 192.168.0.37 and

another with IP address The first one acts as node manager

and the second one as node worker.

 

 
Figure 2.8: Adding worker node in Docker swarm

 
Once we have the cluster ready, we can start running services

on it. To register a new service, we go to the console of a

manager and execute the following:

 
$ docker service create --replicas 1 --name helloworld alpine

ping www.google.com
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Where --name is the name of the service and --replicas is the

number of tasks of this service that we want to create. Now

we can see a list of all the services in the cluster:

 

 
Figure 2.9: Creating replica service in Docker swarm

 
With the following commands, we can see all the tasks that

are running for this service, scale the number of replicas, and

check which nodes are running the new replicas:

 
$ docker service pshelloworld

$ docker service scale helloworld=4

$ docker service pshelloworld

 
In the following screenshot, we can see how scaling a service

with 4 replicas in 2 nodes.
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Figure 2.10: Scaling replicas number in Docker swarm

 
In this lab, you will play around with the container

orchestration features of Docker. You will deploy a simple

application to a single host and learn how that works. Then,

you will configure a Docker swarm mode and learn to deploy

the same simple application across multiple hosts. You will

then see how to scale the application and move the workload

across different hosts easily.

 
https://training.play-with-docker.com/orchestration-hol
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Figure 2.11: Configuring swarm mode

 

In this lab, you will begin to explore running multiple services

as a single stack with Docker swarm https://training.play-with-

docker.com/ops-s1-swarm-intro

 

 
Figure 2.12: Swarm mode introduction for it pros

 
In this section, we have analyzed Docker swarm as a Docker

native clusters management tool. For its original design, it is

more about a scheduler than a tool that manages the life cycle

of our applications. From the point of view of filtering, tags,

and the scheduler, we have seen that it offers many options

and very flexible, so it is a problem that solves quite well

without losing its compatibility with the remote API of the

Docker engine.
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OpenShift container platform

 
Red Hat OpenShift container platform helps organizations

easily develop, deploy, and manage existing and new

applications in physical, virtual, and public cloud

infrastructures.

 
The last version is available at In addition to using a newer

version of Kubernetes, CRI-O, the new version will be

released as the default runtime container. CRI-O https://cri-

o.io/ is the new container runtime designed for Kubernetes,

which allows executing any container image that follows the

Open Container Initiative (OCI) standard and is compatible

with Docker images.
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OpenShift as Platform as a Service

 
A Platform as a Service (PaaS) is a type of cloud service in

which a platform is delivered where services and functions

of an application are executed with a minimum of

operational load for the developer. In a PaaS model, the

developer focuses mainly on its code, leaving the hard

platform work to define where the application is executed,

high availability, or maintenance of the operating system,

among others.

 
RedHat OpenShift proposes a complete platform of

containers integrating Docker, Kubernetes as native

technologies of execution and container orchestration with a

series of special functions to manage permissions, storage,

application life cycle, and other functions of the enterprise

base in Red Hat Enterprise Linux.
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DevOps with OpenShift

 
Another important advantage is that OpenShift offers a

common platform and a group of tools for the development

teams and operations of your company. Fostering a common

and continuous work culture and dynamics for both teams

in the development and maintenance of applications. This

allows us to eliminate processes and slow or manual routes,

increasing the pace of work according to the needs of your

company.

 
OKD https://www.okd.io is a distribution of Kubernetes

optimized for continuous application development and multi-

tenant deployment. OKD also serves as the upstream

codebase upon which Red Hat OpenShift Online and Red

Hat OpenShift container platforms are built. For more

information check documentation

https://docs.okd.io/index.html

 
Using the container orchestration system of the Kubernetes

project, OpenShift has a set of additional functionalities that

make it the ideal platform for the integration of DevOps

environments:

  
It allows the construction of traditional applications, as well

as oriented to the cloud. A set of integrated middleware
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platforms for the development and deployment of

applications.

 
It allows managing the life cycle of applications based on

containers.

 
It includes tools for converting source code into running

application thanks to the source-to-image process.

 

Being a DevOps tool offers organizations mechanisms to

improve communication between development and

operations, as well as eliminate integration barriers between

both departments, thanks to the following features:

  
Self-provisioning: The main problem that development finds

is the waiting time since the application architect has

developed the diagram until the developer can start writing

code. OpenShift will allow you to reduce this process to just

a few minutes since with a simple command from the

developer, and you can provide the hardware, the software,

as well as the network.

 
Multi-language: Allows the use of different languages,

platforms, databases … allowing developers to use all the

possibilities of Docker. Therefore, OpenShift will not limit

your users to develop in a single platform, but it gives you

the power to choose the language you prefer.
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Automation: OpenShift offers you automated systems to

manage the life cycle of applications in the most effective

way.

 
Collaboration: OpenShift allows the management of roles

that will enable a set of operations or others, to different

users, within the same project. As a simple example, you

can allow a user of the QA/Testing team to monitor the

status of a development project, and when the application is

running in that environment, promote it to the QA

environment or even to Production.

 

Application portability: Being built on Docker containers, this

allows our application to be migrated to any system that

uses Docker.

 
Open source: with all the possibilities and advantages that

free software provides us.

 
Scalable: Allows applications to scale easily and

automatically.

 
From the operations point of view, it has the next features:

  
Promotion between environments: Thanks to the automation

processes of OpenShift, the promotion between environments
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can be delegated to those responsible for the DEV and QA

teams.

 
Scalability and planning: When operations or development

teams request the platform to scale an application

horizontally, the platform is responsible for deploying in the

nodes that are available the number of replicas that have

been indicated. Once the number of replicas has been

modified, OpenShift updates the HA-Proxy records, thus

enabling load balancing. On the other hand, OpenShift has

a Scheduler that plans the deployment of the applications

between the available nodes, differentiating zones and

regions, for adequate deployment of environments.

 
Teams and roles: OpenShift allows the management of roles

that will enable a set of operations or others, to different

users, within the same project. For example, we can allow a

user of the QA/Testing team to monitor the status of a

development project, and when the application is running in

that environment, promote it to the QA or production

environment.

 

As we have seen, the additional features offered by the Red

Hat OpenShift Container platform, beyond the Docker

containerization engine and the Kubernetes orchestration,

make this technology ideal for the integration and promotion

of DevOps environments. Integral middleware platforms

facilitate deployment tasks, facilitating life cycles,
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construction, and delivery agile and secure. Processes such

as Source-to-Image allow continuous development and

delivery (CI/CD), converting the source code into functional

applications in execution.

 
There are 4 versions of OpenShift:

  
OpenShift Origin This version allows you to have an

OpenShift cluster managed by Red Hat to deploy your

applications.

 
OpenShift online It allows you to create and execute

applications in the public cloud offered by Red Hat. You can

test OpenShift online if you login with RedHat account

credentials: https://manage.openshift.com/

 
OpenShift dedicated allows you to have an OpenShift cluster

managed by Red Hat to deploy your applications.

 
OpenShift container platform allows you to have an

OpenShift cluster in your own infrastructure managed by Red

Hat.

 
For deploying an OpenShift cluster instance in a local

environment, we have 2 options:
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Run OKD in a Container following documentation form

docs.okd.io site

https://docs.okd.io/latest/getting_started/administrators.html#ru

nning-in-a-docker-container

 
Try out a fully functioning OKD instance with an integrated

container registry, running locally on your machine with

minishift. This tool allows you to build a cluster of a single

node on a virtual machine. Here You can find all the

necessary documentation about it and the instructions to

start it. It is inspired by minikube, the solution to run

Kubernetes locally.
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OpenShift core items

 
In this section, we will see an introduction to the existing basic

resources to understand how PaaS works. We will use the

following image corresponding to the console to describe these

resources in addition to other information present in it:

 

 
Figure 2.13: OpenShift Overview project

 
In the previous image, we can distinguish the following

elements:

  
Route (green): the route is the URL associated with a service

so that we can invoke it, a route can be open to the Internet

or only for internal use. In this case, the path is welcome-PHP

demo.cloudapps.example.com. Typically the default routes are

generated as [name of service] - [name of project].[Domain of

PaaS]
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Exposed ports (orange): these are the ports that the service

exposes and with which it is mapped in our container. In this

case, port 8080 is mapped to port 8080 of the service.

 

Service (red): each service represents each of the applications

that we have in our project, the service will be the entry point

to the application and will expose some ports for its

communication.

 
Deployment (blue): represents the deployment configuration for

that application, it indicates the number of instances, their

configuration, which container image to use, scaling parameters.

The displayed number represents the number of times we

perform a new deployment.

 
Pod (blue circle): each instance that we want to execute from

our application will be executed in a different pod; thus, if, for

example, we have two instances, we will have two instances of

the same Docker image running each one in its own pod.

 
In the build section, we can see information related to the

content displayed in the pod, such as the Docker image that is

being used, the git repository from which it was generated.
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Figure 2.14: OpenShift deployment configuration

 
In the deployment section, we can see deployment

configuration; in it, we can find information corresponding to:

  
Configuration of creation and destruction of instances during

deployment.

 
Configuration of the number of replicas.

 
The Docker image that is being used and its version.

 

Environment variables are internal to the container.

 
Status of the current deployment.

 
Result of the last deployments.
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OpenShift's deployment configs are constantly monitoring to see

the number of pods running.

 

 
Figure 2.15: OpenShift details deployment configuration

 
To verify a number of replicas, click the pod's number in the

circle next to the arrows. You should see a list with your pods

by scrolling to the bottom of the web console:

 

 
Figure 2.16: OpenShift pods running

 
You can see that we have 2 replicas. Application scaling can

happen extremely quickly because OpenShift is just launching
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new instances of an existing image, especially if that image is

already cached on the node.

 

Next, we will discuss the different alternatives when building

and deploying applications in OpenShift. In the documentation,

we can see that highlights the following options to make a

build:

  
Source-to-Image (S2I): This is a framework that allows, taking

the source code of your application as input, generating an

image that executes the source code. This will create a Docker

image for each version of your source code that you want to

run.

  
https://docs.openshift.com/enterprise/3.1/creating_images/s2i.html

 
Docker builds: This strategy will execute a Docker build and

wait for the Docker image to be generated in the registry to

use it.

  
https://docs.openshift.com/enterprise/3.1/architecture/core_concept

s/builds_and_image_streams.html#docker-build

 
Custom strategy: this strategy is that you create a Docker

image yourself, what you do is precisely to execute the process

of building your application in another image, which will be the

one that is deployed.
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https://docs.openshift.com/enterprise/3.1/architecture/core_concept

s/builds_and_image_streams.html#custom-build

  

These different construction strategies allow us to generate

Docker images to leave in the registry to execute them later.

What we must highlight from these three alternatives is that

every time we want to deploy a new version of our code it will

be necessary to create a new Docker image in the registry, so

if we make many deployments it can be an overload for our

system from the point of view. view of processing capacity and

storage.

 
OpenShift also is pre-loaded with Source-to-Image (S2I) builders

for Java, JavaScript (Node.JS), Perl, PHP, Python, and Ruby.

 

 
Figure 2.17: OpenShift pre-loaded templates
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Learning scenarios

 
In the URL you can find interactive learning scenarios that

provide you with a pre-configured OpenShift instance accessible

from your browser without any downloads or configuration. Use

it to experiment, learn OpenShift, and see how we can help

solve real-world problems.

 

 
Figure 2.18: OpenShift learning scenarios
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Conclusion

 
In this URL we can find other resources for learning related

to presentations and videos made in different conferences.

 
Containers allow you to deploy applications faster, start and

stop them faster and take better advantage of hardware

resources. Virtual machines allow us to create completely

isolated complete systems, with greater control over the

environment and mixing host and guest operating systems.

 
Each technology has its applications and its advantages

according to the needs and circumstances of each

development. Currently, containers in general and Docker in

particular, are becoming an indispensable technology and are

increasingly used for more, not only to deploy applications

in production but also to create replicable development

environments among all members of a team, ensure that

the applications are going to execute the same in all

environments (development, testing, and production). Some

people say that, in the medium term, most developers will

use Docker to develop and deploy applications. Let's see

what happens, but Docker undoubtedly offers very important

advantages in all phases of software development.
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CHAPTER 3

 
Managing Containers and Docker Images

 
This chapter covers topics related to how Docker manages

images and containers, the main commands used for

generating our images from Dockerfile, and how we can

optimize our docker images, minimizing the size of images

and, in consequence reducing the attack surface.

 
The images are read-only templates that we can use as a

base to launch containers. This means that what we do in

the container only persists in that container; these

modifications are not done in the image. If we want to have

a personalized image, we must create it for our future

containers. In this chapter, we will see how we can create

an image from a container that we have already customized.
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Structure

  
Managing Docker images

 
Dockerfile commands

 
Managing Docker containers

 
Inspecting Docker containers

 
Optimizing Docker images
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Objectives

  
Understanding the concept of managing Docker container

and images

 
Understanding Dockerfile commands and best practices for

optimizing

 
Knowing about Inspecting Docker containers

 
Knowing about optimizing Docker images
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Managing Docker images

 
A Docker image is a frozen or hibernating system, which is

in a read-only mode. The images are formed by layers that

are mounted on top of each other. All layers are mounted

in read-only mode, except the last layer that is mounted as

read/write and gives rise to the container.

 
A container is nothing more than a running image, so when

you run the image, Docker adds a layer on the image in a

read/write mode. When the container stops or is deleted,

Docker automatically removes the read/write layer leaving the

image in its original state. This allows you to reuse the

same image in several environments.
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Introducing Docker images

 
If we download an image using the pull command and then

save it, we can see that an image is a set of directories and

files with a specific structure, where each folder refers to one

of the layers of which it is formed the picture. Within each

layer, there are some files to reference the said layer and a

compressed file with the file system that will form the image.

 
$ docker pull alpine

$ docker save alpine -o alpine.tar

 

 
Figure 3.1: Executing pull and save commands

 
When an image is extracted and constructed so that it can be

usable, what is done is to decompress the content of each

layer in order from the last one, which corresponds to the base
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image, thus generating a file system whose content is built or

modified incrementally with each layer.

 
The last layer that is mounted in read/write mode is the one

that differentiates one container from another or any container

from its base image. All the structures that are made on a

container that they do are add new data or modify the existing

data in the last layer. When a container is removed, the writing

layer is also deleted, but the base image remains unchanged.

 

An image is a permanently stored instance of a container. The

Docker images command shows you the images on your

system. You can assign multiple aliases (including names and

tags) to the same image whenever it is useful.

 
If a container runs in the background, it can continue to run

after the docker run command ends. You can see containers

running with the docker ps command.

 
You can see saved containers that are no longer running with

the docker ps -a command. You can restart a container; you

can use the docker start command. You can stop a running

container with the docker stop command.
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Docker layers

 
Layers are like Git confirmations and store the difference

between the previous and current version of the image. And

like Git commits, they are useful if you share them with other

repositories or images. In fact, when you request an image of

a record, download only the layers that you don't have

downloaded to your machine locally. This way, it is much more

efficient to share images.

 
The layers use space, and the more layers you have, the thicker

the final image will be. Git repositories are similar in this

regard. Because Git stores all changes between commits, the

size of your repository increases with the number of layers.

 
We can see the layers of an image with the command $docker

image history : In this example, we are obtaining layers from

Python image.
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Figure 3.2: Docker layers in Python image

 
Another way to obtain the layers of an image is through the

MicroBadger online service that shows the contents of Docker's

public images, including metadata and information about the

layers that make up the images.

 

The following image shows the information of a Python-based

image:
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Figure 3.3: Metadata from Python image in MicroBadger service
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Image tags

 
Image tags allow identifying the versions of the images, when

listing images, they are listed with their associated tag. In the

previous Python example, the tag I had downloaded is the

latest.

 
A good example that serves to understand tags and see how

layers work is the following. If we go to the Python Docker

hub page we can see the tags in the description:

 

 
Figure 3.4: Tags from the official Python image in Docker hub
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With the docker pull command, we download a specific image,

and previously we have downloaded them when creating a

container. In this example, we are downloading a specific

version for Python with the command $ docker image pull

 

 
Figure 3.5: Tags when pulling Python image
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Design considerations for Docker images

 
An image is made up of layers that are mounted one on

top of the other. The last layer is mounted as read/write

mode and gives a place to the container. Layers use the

copy on the write pattern.

 
When a new container is created from an image, all layers

in the image are read-only, and a thin read-write layer is

added above. All changes made to the specific container are

stored in that layer.

 
The original layered organization and copy-on-write strategy

promote some of the best practices for creating and shaping

Docker images.

  
Minimalist images: Docker images get huge benefits from

the point of view of stability, security, and loading time while

smaller. If you need to solve problems related to

development, you can always install tools in a container.

 
Choosing a base image: The choice of the base image is an

important decision. It can contain many layers and add

many capacities, but also a lot of weight. The quality of the

image and the author are also critical. There are official
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images for many distributions, programming languages,

databases, and runtime environments available in the Docker

hub.
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Dockerfile commands

 
One of the nice things about containers built using the

automated build approach is that Docker hub will show you

the Dockerfile used to build the container, which provides

some level of transparency over what you’re downloading

(and the syntax is relatively basic, so easy to see what’s

going on). You still need trusting the Docker hub and the

sources of data used to build the container.

 
Images are created using a series of commands, called

instructions. The instructions are placed in the Dockerfile

file, which is basically a text file that contains a collection of

changes in the root file system and the corresponding

execution parameters for use within a container later. Docker

will read this file when the image creation process begins

and executes the instructions one by one.

 
The result will be the final image. Each instruction creates a

new layer in the image. That image layer then becomes the

parent of the layer created by the next instruction.
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What is a Dockerfile?

 
Dockerfiles are scripts containing declared commands that

will be executedsuccessively, in the order given, by Docker to

automatically create a new Docker image. These help greatly

during deployments.

 
The Dockerfile allows you to build an image, and this image

can be uploaded to a registry so that it can be downloaded

to the servers you use to deploy your application. The

recommended way is not to make changes to the container

and then to commit them, but to write a Dockerfile.
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Building images from Dockerfile

 
The docker build command instructs the daemon to create an

image, for which the corresponding Dockerfile must be

available. If the user has not created the image but takes it

from a repository in Docker hub, then the docker pull

command is executed.

 
When the daemon is instructed to start a container with the

docker run command, the program first checks if the required

image is stored locally. If yes, the container starts (solid line).

It can also happen that the daemon does not find the image,

from which it extracts one directly from the repository.

 
A Docker image corresponds to the information needed to start

a container, and basically, it consists of a file system and other

metadata such as the commands to be executed, the

environment variables, the container volumes, and the ports

used by our container. The build of an image ends once the

Docker image is uploaded to a Docker registry, at which point

the application deployment period begins.

 
The main steps to create an image from a Dockerfile file are:

  
Create a new directory that contains the file, with the script

and other files that were necessary to create the image.
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Create the content.

 
Build the image using the docker build command.

 
The syntax for the command is:

 
$ docker build [options] [Dockerfile_path]

 
The most common options are:

  

-t, name [: tag]: Create an image with the name and label

specified from the instructions indicated in the file. It is a

highly recommended option.

 
-no-cache: By default, Docker caches recently performed actions.

If it is the case that we execute a docker build several times,

Docker will check if the file contains the same instructions and,

if so, will not generate a new image. To generate a new image

by omitting the cache, we will always use this option.

 
-pull: Docker will only download the image specified in the

FROM expression if it does not exist. To force you to download

the new version of the image, we will use this option.

 
-quiet: By default, the entire creation process, the executed

commands, and their output are displayed. Using this option

will only show the identifier of the created image.
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Dockerfiles always start with the definition of a base image

using the FROM instruction. The recommended way to build an

image is to use a Dockerfile, a set of instructions that indicate

how to build a Docker image. The main instructions that can

be used in a Dockerfile are:

  
FROM Establishes the base image of our container.

 
RUN : Allows you to execute a command in the context of the

image.

 
CMD : Establishes the command that the container executes on

startup.

 
EXPOSE: You can define ports where the container accepts

connections.

 
ENV var = value: To define environment variables.

 

COPY destination>: Allows you to copy files and directories to

the file system of the container

 
VOLUME : To define volumes in the container.

 
For a complete list of available instructions, you can check the

official documentation
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The COPY, ADD and RUN instructions add a new layer to your

image. The following Dockerfile example creates two layers, one

for each RUN command.

 
FROM ubuntu

RUN apt-get update

RUN apt-get install vim

 
A good practice is to combine several RUN instructions in a

single line, so we would only have one layer.

 
FROM ubuntu

RUN apt-get update && apt-get install vim

 
Among the instructions found in this file, we can highlight:

  
FROM instruction: The FROM instruction sets the base image

for the following instructions. The image can be any local or

public image. If the image is not found locally, the Docker

compilation command will attempt to download the image from

the public record. The tag or tag command is optional, so if it

is not specified, the latest tag is assumed by default.

 
FROM | label>

 

RUN instruction: The RUN instruction will execute any

command in a new layer at the top of the current image and
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confirm this image. The generated image will be used for the

next instruction in the Docker file. The RUN instruction has

two forms:

 
RUN

RUN ["executable", "arg1", "arg2" …]

  
The RUN instruction is only interpreted and used at the time

the docker build command is used to create an image. The

purpose of the RUN instructions is to execute commands that

modify the image in some way. For example, you can install

software packages or create a configuration file that becomes

part of the image. In this example, a file is created at compile

time and then viewed with Docker

 
FROM fedora:latest

MAINTAINER maintainer

RUN echo "This container was built on $(date)." >

/tmp/built.txt

ENTRYPOINT ["cat","/tmp/built.txt"]

 
When the Docker compilation is executed, the command reads

the current date and time and sends it to the file Because the

command was executed at compile-time, the exact same date is

displayed each time you perform a docker run command.

 
$ docker build -t fedora_image.

$ docker run fedora_image
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Figure 3.6: Executing docker build and docker run with fedora

image

 
In this Dockerfile, we indicate in the script which base image

we are going to use through then with we point the

commands to be executed, and with we say the default

command.

 
FROM ubuntu:latest

RUN apt-get -y update; \

apt-get -y upgrade; \

apt-get -y install apt-utils \

vim \

htop;

RUN apt-get -y install dstat

CMD ["bash"]

 

Once the file is created, we save it. Now we make the

construction of the image. The creation of the image is
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executed by the docker engine, which receives all the

information from the environment; therefore, it is advisable to

save the Dockerfile in an empty directory and add the

necessary files for the creation of the image. The docker build

command executes the instructions of a Dockerfile line by line

and displays the results on the screen.

 
$ docker build -t "test_dockerfile".

 

 
Figure 3.7: Executing docker build with the ubuntu image

 
The previous image is only the beginning part of the execution

of the docker build. Now we can see in the list of available

images and with the run command, we create a container from

the image:
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Figure 3.8: Executing docker image and docker ps commands

 
And we access it to verify that, effectively, the installed

programs are available; in this case, we are executing dstat

command inside the container to get statistics about processes.

 
$ docker exec -i -t mycontainer /bin/bash

 

 
Figure 3.9: Executing dstat command inside the container
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Best practices writing Dockerfiles

 
Docker exposes in its documentation a section of good

practices for writing Dockerfiles. These practices will help us

create images more efficiently, modularly, and with less

effort.

  
https://docs.docker.com/develop/develop-

images/dockerfile_best-practices/

 
https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder

 
Among the best practices to create optimized Docker

images, we can highlight:

  
Run only one process per container: Following the practice

of a single process per container allows us to make

decoupled applications and reuse containers more easily, that

are easier to scale, and results in more decoupled systems.

This also allows us to use container links or other container

networking techniques.

 
Reduce the size of your images: A Docker image should

only contain what is strictly necessary to run your

application. In order to reduce complexity, dependencies,
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image size, build times of an image, you should avoid

installing packages just because they can be useful for

debugging a container. As an example, do not include text

editors in your images. Another very practical option is the

use of small base images, for example, using alpine.

 

Do not assume that our containers are always running:

Containers should be treated as immutable entities, which

means we should not modify them while they are running.

The recommendation at this point is to modify the

Dockerfile, reconstruct the image, and lift a container with

that updated image. Therefore, it is recommended to handle

data and execution configurations outside the container and,

therefore, its image. To handle data isolated from the

execution of the container, we can use Docker volumes.

 
Use official images of the Docker Hub, instead of writing

ours from scratch: These images are maintained by who are

the companies that provide this software. We can also use

ONBUILD images to simplify the process of creating our

images.

 
Minimize the number of layers of our images using the

image cache: Docker uses Union Filesystems to store

images. This means that each image is made from a base

image plus a collection of differences that add the required

changes. Each difference represents an additional layer in an
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image. This has a direct impact on how we write our

Dockerfile and the directives we use.

 
Reduce the size of images to a minimum: A Docker image

should only contain what is strictly necessary to run the

application. In order to reduce complexity, dependencies,

image size, and image construction times, you should avoid

installing packages just because they can be useful for

debugging a container. A good option is the use of smaller

base images, for example, making use of the alpine

distribution as a base image.

 

Use reduced base images: Dockerfile files start from a base

through the FROM statement, which is at the beginning of

the file. The rest of the instructions will depend on this

instruction. For example, if we start from a CentOS image,

the package manager to be used in the RUN instruction will

be yum instead of apt-get. This is because, in that base

image from which we started, we don't have apt-get

available as a package manager. For example, an image

based on alpine Linux https://alpinelinux.org is lighter than

other official ones.
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Managing Docker containers

 
The Docker Hub https://hub.docker.com provides you and

your organization with a place to host and deliver images.

You can configure the Docker hub repositories in two ways:

Repositories, which allow us to upload and update the

images whenever we want from the docker daemon and

automatic images that allow us to configure a GitHub or

BitBucket account that triggers the reconstruction of an

image when any changes are made to the repository.
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Search and execute a Docker image

 
If you are interested in trying out a new software application or

looking for a new one that serves a particular purpose, Docker

images can be an easy way to experiment without installing

and configuring anything on your machine. Suppose you are

interested in trying Node.js. We could perform a search with

the search command.

 
$ docker search node

 

 
Figure 3.10: Executing docker search node command

 
Another way we can use to search for an image is through the

DockerHub interface.
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Figure 3.11: Searching node application in DockerHub

 

Once we have downloaded the node image, we will launch a

container based on that image and interact with the command

line of that container with the docker run command.

 
$ docker run [options] [image] [commands] [arguments]

 
When executing the docker run command, we must specify an

image that we will use as a base when launching the container,

and another point is that the options can replace almost all

the default values configured in the execution. When starting a

container, we have several configuration parameters:

  
-i allows establishing a connection with the standard input

 
-t manage a pseudo TTY

 
-d run the container in background mode.
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-a associate standard input or output to the open session

 
-cpus number of CPUs assigned

 
-ip assigns an IPaddress

 
-mac-address assigns a special MAC address to the container.

 
-m set a memory limit for that container (usually a few

megabytes)

 
-name assigns a name to the container

 
-p publish container ports in the assigned network

 
-rm stopping the container will be automatically deleted.

 
–tmpfs mount a directory in tmpfs mode (temporary to be

deleted, no persistence)

 
-v mount a directory in the container with persistence, it can

be a real computer folder or a Docker volume.

 

To execute this image, we execute the run command and can

be told to do it interactively using the -t and -i flags. The -t
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flag creates a tty device (a terminal) and the -i flag specifies

that this session is interactive:

 
$ docker run -t -i node /bin/bash

root@0f3ebbafe91c:/# node

Welcome to Node.js v12.7.0.

Type ".help" for more information.

>process.version

'v12.7.0'

 
Here we are already interacting with the container, that

numbering that you see after the root is the id of the

container, we can update the system, install packages, etc. This

container also has an IP with which we can interact with the

container. We can visualize the containers that we have in

execution with the docker ps command.
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Executing a container in background mode

 
To execute a container in background mode, use the --detach

or -d The -d option allows you to indicate that it runs in the

background (usually as a service daemon process).

 
$ docker container run --detach -ti --name mypythonpython:latest

/bin/bash

 

 
Figure 3.12: Executing Python container in detach mode
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Inspecting Docker containers

 
Although Docker commands give you access to information

about images and containers, sometimes you want to get more

information about the metadata of these objects. The docker

inspect command gives access to the metadata of a Docker

image in JSON format. The syntax of the command is as

follows:

 
$ docker inspect [OPTIONS] CONTAINER|IMAGE|TASK

[CONTAINER |IMAGE|TASK…]

 
https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/inspect

 
You can run docker inspect command in a running container

or in one that is no longer running but has not been deleted.

In other words, any container that can you see with the

commands docker ps or docker ps
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Figure 3.13: Inspecting Python image

 
docker inspect provides a series of options that allow you to

identify specific attributes with the --format option. For example,

you can verify the IP address configured for your container.

 
You can inspect images and containers by name or ID. In this

command, we use the docker inspect command to obtain the

IP address of the container.

 
$ docker inspect --format '{{.NetworkSettings.IPAddress}}'

 

 
Figure 3.14: Inspecting Docker container for searching IP address

 
To verify that the IP address is active, you can channel that

output to the ping command as follows:
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$ ping -c 1 $(docker inspect --

format='{{.NetworkSettings.IPAddress}}' )

 

 
Figure 3.15: Inspecting Docker container for checking ping

command

 
The following command obtains the IP addresses of all running

containers on the Docker host. Keep in mind that the ping

command only accepts one IP address, and it is necessary to

pass an additional argument to xargs -l1 to indicate that you

execute the command for each line individually.

 
$ docker ps -q | xargs docker inspect –format =

'{{.NetworkSettings.IPAddress}}' | xargs -l1 ping -c1

 

 
Figure 3.16: Inspecting Docker container for checking IP addresses
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The previous command can be summarized in the following

steps:

  
Gets the identifiers of the running containers.

 
We execute the docker inspect command from the identifiers

obtained in the previous step.

 
Get the IP address of each container and run ping for each.

 
We can check packages installed in a Docker container. For

example, if we are using an image-based in Ubuntu, we can

use the command dpkg -l for checking packages installed. First,

we need to find the id of the container that is running.

 
$ docker exec dpkg -l

 

 
Figure 3.17: Inspecting packages in Docker container-based in

Ubuntu image
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Optimizing Docker images

 
Optimizing space and reducing container size is essential to

create efficient container environments. Docker images are

generated from a series of layers. Each layer represents an

instruction in the Dockerfile file. All layers, except the last

one, are read-only.

 
If we think that Docker is designed to be able to mount a

big number of containers, both space and speed are key

factors in a development environment and much more

productive. One way to optimize images is to use as few

layers as possible. The following set of instructions occupies

4 layers.

 
# RUN apt-get update -y

# RUN apt-get install -y curl

# RUN apt-get install -y postgresql

# RUN apt-get install -y postgresql-client

 
During construction, whenever possible, Docker tends to

reuse the layers of an image of previous construction,

ignoring a step that could be costly. We need to consider

these particular use cases:
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Place the Dockerfile instructions that tend to change in the

final part of the file. This way, Docker can reuse the

previous layers.

 
We could group instructions that are repeated in the same

layer. This is due to many reasons, from reusing the layer,

to maintaining the same context, since it may be necessary

to maintain a context between two layers. To avoid this, a

clear example of this is the apt command, which usually

requires an update of repositories and previous packages.

 

In this case, the same command with fewer lines only

occupies one layer:

 
RUN apt-get update -y && \

apt-get install -y curl postgresqlpostgresql-client
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Docker's cache

 
The construction of a Docker image from a Dockerfile can

be an expensive process since it can involve the installation

of a big number of libraries, and at the same time, it is a

repetitive process because successive builds of the same

Dockerfile are very similar to each other. That is why Docker

introduces the concept of cache to optimize the image

building process.

 
Each time an image is reconstructed from a Dockerfile,

Docker checks if the current instruction has been executed

correctly and, therefore, has the results of the instruction

available in the cache. If the results are correct and are

cached, Docker, by default, uses the instruction's cached data

and reuses it with the new compilation.

 
In the first way, the command is executed in a shell,

specifically the shell /bin/sh -c The second way is useful in

cases where the base image does not have a shell. Docker

uses a cache for the construction of the images, in this way,

in case the process fails somewhere in between, the next

execution is able to reuse the partial compilations and

continue from the point where it failed.
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The first optimization that the Docker cache does is the

download of the base image of our Dockerfile. Docker

downloads the base image if it is not already downloaded to

the machine that builds. This optimization seems obvious

since these images can be hundreds of MB in size, but you

have to be careful, because if the remote version of the

image changes, Docker will continue to use the local

version. Therefore, if we want to run our Dockerfile with the

new version of the base image, we must do a manual

Docker pull of the base image.

 

As we mentioned earlier, a Docker image has an internal

structure, quite similar to a git repository. What we know as

commits in git we call layers of an image in Docker.

Therefore, an image is a succession of layers in a Docker

registry, where each layer stores the differences from the

previous layer. This concept is important in order to

optimize our Dockerfiles.

 
For now, it will be enough to know that each instruction of

our Dockerfile will create one and only one layer of our

image. Therefore, the Docker cache works at the instruction

level. In other words, if a Dockerfile line does not change,

instead of recomputing it, Docker assumes that the layer

that generates that instruction is the same as the previous

Dockerfile execution. Therefore, if we have an instruction

such as:
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RUN apt-get update && apt-get install -y git

 
When executing 2 successive builds, the apt-get commands

will not be executed, but the layer that generated the first

build will be reused. Therefore, even before executing the

second build, there is a new version of the Git package, the

image built from this Dockerfile will have the previous

version of Git, which was installed in the first build of this

Dockerfile. We can deactivate the use of the cache running

docker build

 
It is important to highlight the following aspects about the

Docker cache:

  
The Docker cache is local, that is, if it is the first time you

build a Dockerfile on a given machine, all Dockerfile

instructions will be executed, even if the image has already

been built in a Docker registry.

 

If an instruction has changed and you cannot use the cache,

the cache is invalidated, and the following Dockerfile

instructions will be executed without using the cache.

 
The behavior of the ADD and COPY instructions are

different in terms of the behavior of the cache. Although

these instructions do not change, they invalidate the cache if

the content of the files being copied has been modified.
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Finally, if for some reason you want to build without using

the cache, you can use the --no-cache = true flag for that

purpose.

 
When creating our image from the Dockerfile file, there is

an interesting feature that we can use to reconstruct the

image using the Docker cache, so that a certain layer

associated with a command is only rebuilt if the command

has changed. The cache will be invalidated in these

situations:

  
When the docker build command is executed with the --no

cache flag.

 
When a command that can be cached is provided, such as

executing apt-get update command.

 
If the context content has changed, the first ADD instruction

invalidates the cache for all the following instructions in the

Docker file.

 
For example, to force a complete reconstruction of the

image without using the cache, we can use the --no-cache

flag.

 
Docker caches each layer to accelerate the creation of

images. The cache is used for instruction if:
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The previous instruction was found in the cache.

 

There is a layer in the cache that has the same instruction.

 
In addition, in the case of the COPY and ADD instructions,

the cache will be invalidated if the checksum or metadata of

any of the files in that layer has changed.
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Docker build optimization

 
When we are working on our local machine, Docker has the

layers of all previous docker build executions that we have

made. In other words, when we work on our local machine,

the Docker cache is initialized, remember the execution of

previous docker build instructions, and as we have seen in

previous lessons, it greatly optimizes the generation of

images. However, this is not usually the case in continuous

integration environments, where normally each integration

task (either the build of an image or the execution of tests)

is executed on a new independent machine created for this

purpose and destroyed when the homework ends.

 
This is because reusing the same machines between

continuous integration tasks can lead to the appearance of

unwanted states in the machine or the accumulation of

garbage that will end up saturating the resources of said

machine.

 
Consequently, when a task of continuous integration is

executed, it is quite frequent that the Docker cache is not

initialized, which implies that the times to build our images

can grow enormously. This is a major problem because

continuous integration tasks should execute the faster, the

better.
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Luckily, Docker has a solution to this problem. When we

execute a docker build, we can indicate that it uses the

cache of an already created image. In other words, if I am

building the python:latest image, I can reuse the cache of

the latest version of python:latest by running these

commands:

 
$ docker pull python:latest

$ docker build -t python:latest --cache-from=python:latest
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Building an application with Node.js

 
In this example, we will develop a web page with Node.js

that will be served by a web server that will run in a

Docker container. In Docker, we also have the option of

joining multiple layers in a structure called multi-stage. In

this example, we build a Node.js container with an Express-

based application.

 
index.js

 
const express = require('express')

const app = express()

app.get('/', (req, res) =>res.send('Hello World!'))

app.listen(3000, () => {

console.log(‘Example app listening on port 3000!’)

})

package.json

 
{

"name": "hello-world",

"version": "1.0.0",

"main": "index.js",

"dependencies": {

"express": "^4.16.2"

},
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"scripts": {

"start": "node index.js"

}

}

 
In this example, we use a node-based image, and we

package this application with the following Dockerfile, where

we execute the npm install command from the and index.js

files:

 

FROM node:8

EXPOSE 3000

WORKDIR /app

COPY package.json index.js./

RUN npm install

CMD ["npm", "start"]

 
Next, we create our image, from the directory where we

have saved the Dockerfile. We can build the image with the

following docker build command:

 
$ docker build -t node-app

 
We can verify that in our local environment we have the

image we just created with the command: docker image ls
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We execute the image for creating the container with the

application running on port 3000:

 
$ docker run -d -p 3000:3000 -ti --rm --init node-app

> hello-world@1.0.0 start /app

> node index.js

Example app listening on port 3000!

 
In the Dockerfile file, there are 2 COPY and RUN

commands that generate two additional layers to the base

image. The resulting image has five new layers, one for each

statement in its Dockerfile file. We can see the different

layers with the docker history command.

 
We can verify that in our local environment, we have the

container we just created with commands docker container

ls and docker history
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Reducing image size with multistage

 
Now let's test the construction of the Dockerfile through

multiple stages. We will use the same Dockerfile, but now we

rewrite it with multi-stage mode. The main difference from the

previous one is that in this case, we are using the FROM

node:8 statement twice.

 
FROM node:8 as build

WORKDIR /app

COPY package.json index.js./

RUN npm install

 
FROM node:8

COPY --from=build /app /

EXPOSE 3000

CMD ["index.js"]

 
The first part of the Dockerfile creates three layers. The layers

are fused and copied in the second and last stage. Two more

layers are added above the image for a total of 3 layers. When

executing the build and history commands, we can see how the

image generated with multi-stage is smaller with the following

commands.

 
In the construction of the second image (the one that aims to

run in production) takes the executable of the application of
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the previous image = named as build.

 
$ docker build -t node-multi-stage.

 

 
Figure 3.18: Building a Docker image with multistage mode

 
With the following command, we can verify the size of the

image using node-multi-stage.

 
$ docker images | grep node-

node-multi-stage latest 70d53ac4b571 3 minutes ago 897MB

 
For more information, you can see the docker documentation

about multistage-build:
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Reducing image size with alpine Linux

 
Alpine Linux-based images

https://docs.docker.com/samples/library/alpine are also quite

popular, as they produce the smallest images to run

applications with few resources at the memory and disk space

level. In this sense, images based on this distribution are much

faster to download and configure.

 
For example, we can use Python 3.6 in Alpine, creating a

Dockerfile like this:

 
FROM python:3.6-alpine

CMD ["python3.6"]

 
Build and run this Dockerfile offers you in a Python 3.6 Shell.

This image is excellent if you run a Python application that

does not require many system-level dependencies.

 
In our Node application, the distribution of alpine-Linux offers

us the possibility to reduce the size of the image if we use it

as a base image.

 
FROM node:8 as build

WORKDIR /app

COPY package.json index.js./
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RUN npm install

 
FROM node:8-alpine

COPY --from=build /app /

EXPOSE 3000

CMD ["npm", "start"]

 
$ docker build -t node-alpine.

$ docker images | grep node-alpine

 

 

Figure 3.19: Checking the image size of Docker container-based in

node image

 
We can verify that the image size has been reduced from

897MB to 68.4MB, and we can see that the application can be

executed in the same way as before.

 
$ docker run -p 3000:3000 -ti --rm --init node-alpine

Example app listening on port 3000!

 
We can even access the shell of the image; here, we can use

the sh command instead of bash to be based on the Alpine

Linux distribution. We will have to replace the container

identifier with the one we have obtained.
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$ docker exec -tish
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Distroless images

 
From the point of view of security, if we get smaller and

specialized images, focusing on only one function or

application, attack vectors are reduced, as well as network

traffic and, therefore, the risk. An attacker in our system, the

first thing he will try to achieve is a shell, from here to

execute what interests him, pivot or execute lateral movements

(to obtain the maximum possible information of the system),

data exfiltration, search for persistence and so on.

 
This also drastically reduces system updates and, therefore,

complete maintenance of all mounted architecture. And this is

where images without a system or distroless images play an

important factor from the point of view of security.

 
Distroless images contain only the application and its

dependencies at runtime. They do not contain package

management applications or programs that we normally find in

a standard Linux distribution.

 
In the following GitHub repository, we can find the source code

of the project:

 
The Google Container Tools project hosts a series of Docker

images oriented to certain programming languages without an

operating system; that is, they do not contain any distribution,
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and all the images contain are the files needed to run the

application.

 
By executing the following commands, we can see how the

difference in sizes between an official image (98.6MB) and

another that uses a reduced version (50.9MB), is almost 50

MB.

 
$ docker pull gcr.io/distroless/python3

$ docker pull python:alpine

 

 
Figure 3.20: Downloading Python Docker image-based in distroless

and alpine

 
$ docker image ls
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Figure 3.21: Comparing Docker image size Python distroless

vs.Python alpine

 
This not only saves us disk space and network traffic but also

improves security. Not having libraries that we are not going to

need, we reduce security risks and vulnerability scanner alerts

due to obsolete or vulnerable versions.

 
Among the images currently available, we can highlight:

  
gcr.io/distroless/python2.7

 
gcr.io/distroless/python3

 
gcr.io/distroless/nodejs

 
gcr.io/distroless/java

 

In this URL you can see an example of the construction of our

Dockerfile for an application based on Python 3 using distroless

approach.
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Figure 3.22: Dockerfile example using Python3 distroless image

 
But since Distroless is a simplified version of the original

operating system, there are no additional binaries, and it is not

possible to run a bash or sh to get a shell.

 
The only binary that I could execute for this image is the

Python interpreter. In this way, we have improved both the size

of the 900 MB image that occupies the official image to 50

MB that occupies the distroless version and improved its

security, because an attacker If you manage to exploit the

application and access the container, you cannot access a shell

to execute commands, you will only have access to the binaries

that have the image installed.
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Figure 3.23: Executing container-based in Python3 distrolessDocker

image

 
We can conclude that fewer binaries mean smaller image sizes

and greater security.

 
In this example, we are going to use the image of Nodejs The

construction of our Dockerfile for the application of Node.js

using this library would be as follows:

 
FROM node:8 as build

WORKDIR /app

COPY package.json index.js./

RUN npm install

FROM gcr.io/distroless/nodejs

COPY --from=build /app /

EXPOSE 3000

CMD ["index.js"]
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With the previous Dockerfile file, we go on to build the image,

and we can run the application and see that everything works

normally:

 
$ docker build -t node-distroless.

$ docker images | grep node

 

We can verify that with a distroless image, the image size has

been reduced from 897MB to 74.4MB, and we can see that the

application can be executed in the same way as before.

 

 
Figure 3.24: Comparing Docker image size node distroless vs. node

alpine

 
In this way, we have improved both the size of the image and

its security. If an attacker manages to exploit the application

and gains access to the container, he will not be able to

access a shell to execute commands, and he will only have

access to the binaries that have the image installed. We can

conclude that fewer binaries mean smaller image sizes and

greater security.
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Conclusion

 
Docker images are based on a layered file system that offers

many advantages and benefits for use cases for which

containers are designed, such as being lightweight and

sharing common parts that many containers can deploy and

run on the same machine economically.

 
You only need to understand the principles and mechanisms

to use Docker images effectively. Docker provides several

commands to get an idea of what images are available now

and how they are structured.
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CHAPTER 4

 
Getting Started with Docker Security

 
This chapter covers topics like security best practices and

other aspects like Docker capabilities, which containers

leverage in order to provide more features, such as the

privileged container. Also, we will review the Docker content

trust and Docker registry that provide a secure way to

upload our images in the Docker hub platform and private

registry. While Docker provides a central registry to store

public images, you may not want your images to be

accessible to the world. In this case, you must use a private

registry.

 
Docker gives an approach to run applications safely

segregated in a holder, bundled with every one of its

conditions and libraries. Since your application can generally

be kept running with the environment, the build image,

testing, and organization is less complex, as your build will

be completely compact and prepared to keep running in any

environment.

 
New IT professionals with knowledge about containers need

to have a good understanding of container security. As a

result, those who manage and secure container applications

need to learn those skills quickly.
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Structure

  
Docker security principles

 
Security best practices

 
Docker capabilities

 
Docker content trust

 
Docker registry
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Objectives

  
Understanding Docker security principles and security best

practices

 
Understanding Docker capabilities and Docker content trust

 
Knowing about Docker registry

 
Knowing about creating a Docker registry in localhost
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Docker security principles

 
From the security point of view, Docker Containers use the

resources of the host machine, but they have their own

runtime environment. They have a reduced version of the

user space of the operating system. This means that you

can secure a container in a very similar way to what you

would use in a real machine since, in the background, it is

almost as if it were a real machine.

 
A container cannot access other containers or the underlying

operating system (except for the storage volumes to which

you give permission) and will communicate with other

networks and containers, with the specific network

configuration that you want to grant.

 
Keep in mind that a container isolates you as much as a

virtual machine, but it is much less heavy, requires less

configuration, and can also open wormholes to specific

folders if we need it, with total security.

 
Even when processes isolated in containers run in the same

kernel, Docker uses a series of isolation techniques to

protect them from each other. The most important is the

central functions of the Linux kernel, such as Cgroups and

namespaces. The distribution of system resources (memory,
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CPU, bandwidth) takes place by means of a Cgroup

mechanism that guarantees that each container can only

consume the quota reserved for it.

 

With this approach, the containers do not offer the same

degree of isolation that can be achieved with virtual

machines. In the case that an attacker was made with a

virtual machine, it would hardly have any chance to attack

the core of the underlying host system. Containers, on the

other hand, as encapsulated instances of a common host

kernel, provide a greater margin of freedom for any type of

attack.

 
Despite the isolation techniques that have been described,

from the containers it is possible to reach important

secondary kernel systems such as Cgroups or the kernel

interfaces in the /sys and /proc directories, and these offer

attackers the ability to dodge the functions Host security

And since all containers run on the same host system in

the same user namespace, a container that has been

assigned admin (root) rights also keeps them in interaction

with the host kernel.

 
The Docker daemon, responsible for the management of the

container in the host system, also enjoys root rights, so a

user with access to the daemon automatically gains access

to all the directories to which access has been authorized as

well as the possibility to communicate with a REST API
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using HTTP. This is why, in its documentation, Docker

recommends providing access to the daemon only to trusted

users.

 
The development team behind Docker is also aware of these

security problems, considering them an obstacle to the

consolidation of this technology in production systems.

Along with the fundamental isolation techniques of the Linux

kernel, the latest versions of the engine Docker, therefore,

support the AppArmor, SELinux and Seccomp frameworks,

which would act as a kind of firewall for the kernel

resources:

  
AppArmor allows regulating the access rights of the

containers to the file system.

 
SELinux presents a complex system of rules with which you

can implement access controls to the kernel resources.

 

Seccomp (Secure Computing Mode) monitors system calls.

 
Adding to these frameworks, Docker also uses the so-called

Linux capabilities with which you can limit the root rights

with which the Docker Engine starts the containers.

 
Some software weaknesses contained in application

components that are expanded through Docker's registry are
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also a source of objections. In principle, there are no

restrictions regarding the creation and publication of images

in the Docker hub, and this is what carries the risk of

introducing malicious code in a system by downloading an

image. Therefore, before deploying an application, Docker

users should always make sure that the complete code

supplied by an image to run containers comes from a

reliable source.

 
The use of Docker brings benefits to developers, testers, and

system administrators. In the case of developers, the use of

Docker makes it possible to focus on code generation and

not worry about the different characteristics that the

development and production environment can have. On the

other hand, since it is very easy to manage containers and

one of their main characteristics is that they are very light,

they are very suitable to deploy a testing environment where

you can do the testing. Finally, it also brings advantages to

system administrators, since the deployment of applications

can be done more easily, without the need to use virtual

machines.

 

The great advantage of container-based virtualization is that

applications with different requirements can run isolated

from each other without having to assume the overhead of

a separate guest system. For this, container technology takes

advantage of two basic functions of the Linux kernel: the

control groups (Cgroups) and the kernel namespaces.
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Namespaces also provide isolation for processes and mount

points. In this way, processes that run in a container cannot

interact or see processes that run in another container. The

isolation of the mounting points implies that they cannot

interact with the mounting points in another container.

 
Control groups (Cgroups) are a feature of the Linux kernel

that facilitates the limitation of the use of resources at the

level of CPU and memory that a container can use. This

ensures that each container gets only the resources it really

needs.
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Docker daemon attack surface

 
While Docker facilitates virtualization work, it is sometimes

possible to forget the security implications of the execution

of Docker containers. From a security point of view, it is

important to keep in mind that Docker requires root

privileges to function normally.

 
Docker Daemon is the main process that manages the life

cycle of containers and needs root privileges to run.

Unfortunately, since the Docker daemon runs with root

privileges, it also presents an attack vector. For more details,

we can get more information in the official documentation

 
The Docker daemon is responsible for creating and

managing containers, which includes creating file systems,

assigning IP addresses, routing packets, process

management, and many more tasks that require

administrator privileges. Therefore, it is essential to start the

daemon as a user administrator.

 
Among the main actions we can perform on the containers,

we can highlight operations such as starting new containers,

stopping running containers as well as reconfiguring the

running containers with new commands. It is also possible
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to extract confidential information, such as passwords and

certificates.

 
One of Docker's ultimate goals is to be able to run even

the daemon as a non-root user, without affecting its

functionality, and delegate operations that require root (such

as file and network system operations) to a dedicated thread

with elevated privileges.

 

If you want to expose the Docker port to the outside (to

make use of the remote API), it is recommended to ensure

that only trusted clients have access allowed. A simple way

is to secure Docker with SSL and certificates using HTTPS.

You can find ways to configure this at
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Security best practices

 
In the following list, we will summarize the best security

practices when running Docker:

  
It is advisable to run the daemon Docker process on a

dedicated server and isolated from other machines.

 
The best option to run the Docker daemon is to use a

machine with a Unix operating system.

 
Special care must be taken to link certain Docker host

directories as volumes since it is possible for a container to

gain full read and write access and perform irreversible

operations on these directories.

 
From the point of view of communications, the best option

is to use SSL-based authentication.

 
Avoid running processes with root privileges inside the

containers.

 
We could study the option of enabling specific security

profiles such as AppArmor and SELinux on the host Docker.
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Unlike virtual machines, all containers share the host Docker

kernel. Therefore, it is important to have the kernel updated

with the latest security patches.

 
From the point of view of system administrators, they could

follow best practice recommendations for Linux system

administration. The following best practices can help create

services with more security and improve container security:

  
Do not run the software as root.

 
Disable SETUID permissions.

 
Use the -cap-drop and -cap-add flags to remove and add

capabilities in the container.

 

Use the --cap-add flag, only for the capabilities you really

need.

 
One application per container, microservice oriented

approach.

 
If you are going to share secrets, it is advisable not to use

environment variables or run containers in privileged mode.
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It is also advisable to check the users who have access to

the Docker host.

 
It is important to have Docker updated to the latest version

in order to ensure that all holes have been solved and that

it also has the latest features that Docker is incorporating.

 
Update the Linux kernel in the Docker host. One of the

most vulnerable components in container management is the

kernel, as it is shared among all containers. Therefore,

special care should be taken to keep the kernel in its latest

update when available.

 
In the following sections, we are going to analyze some best

practices with more details. First, we are going to check the

default user within a container.
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Execution with a non-root user

 
By default, containers run with root privileges. If we execute the

following commands, we see that the default user is root.

 
In this command we are executing alpine container for checking

root user:

 
$ docker run -v /bin:/host/bin --it --rm alpine sh

 
This is the execution of the previous command:

 

 
Figure 4.1: Executing a Docker container with default root user

 
At this point, from a security point of view, it is important to

configure the namespaces to limit access to the container.

While the container engine must be run with the root user, it

is not a good practice for the containers to do so, and it is

necessary to create a user for each running container.
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The containers are executed by default with the root user, so

root privileges are available within the container. The security

solution is to indicate in the creation of the image in the

Dockerfile, the user who wants to be able to execute.

 
You can add the user inside the Dockerfile with the following

commands:

 
RUN useradd

USER

 
We could include in the Dockerfile the information about the

user with the previous commands:

 
FROM python:latest

RUN useradd -s /bin/bash unix_user

USER unix_user

ENTRYPOINT ["bin/bash"]

 
We build the image with the command:

 
$ docker image build -t python_image

 
When executing the container with the interactive option (-i),

we see how the user corresponds to the one we have declared

in the Dockerfile.
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$ docker run -tipython_image

 
In this screenshot, we can see the content from /etc/password

file after executing the previous command:

 

 
Figure 4.2: Inspecting the file /etc/passwd

 
In this way, when inspecting the file we see how the user is

added inside the container.
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Start containers in read-only mode

 
Best practice recommendations for the administration of Linux

systems include the application of the principle of minimum

privilege. For this, flags such as read-only can be applied when

executing a container.

 
Limiting the use of the file system against writing helps prevent

a potential attacker from writing to the container.

 
To do this, use the docker run command with the read-only

flag:

 
$ docker run -d --read-only python sh

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous command:
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Figure 4.3: Executing container with read-only mode

 
When executing the container with this flag, if we try to create

a file, it returns the message cannot touch the file: read-only

filesystem.

 
The main disadvantage with the read-only parameter is that

most applications need to write files in directories such as /

tmp and will not work in a read-only environment. In these

cases, we could use folders and files in which the application

needs to write access and use volumes to mount only those

files.

 

If the container needs to write to the filesystem, a volume can

be provided to avoid errors and, in addition, make changes

persistent once the container dies. In the case of temporary

files, it is recommended to use Docker volumes.
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A volume is a directory that is separate from the root

filesystem of the container and is managed directly by the

daemon Docker process and can be shared between containers.

 
In this example, we are running a MySQL container and

configure it as read-only, with the exception of /var/lib/mysql

and /tmp directories. This means that the only location where

data can be written into the container is in these directories.

Any other location inside the container will not allow you to

write anything on it.

 
To do this, we can run the MySQL container in combination

with other parameters like MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD and

define a volume with -v flag:

 
$ docker run --name mysql --read-only -v /var/lib/mysql -v /tmp

-d -e MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD=password mysql

 
In this screenshot we can see the output when trying to create

a file inside a container with read-only mode:

 

 
Figure 4.4: Executing a MySQL container with a volume

 
When executing the container and trying to write outside the

/tmp directory, we get the error message read-only filesystem.
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When working with volumes, we could use the flag: ro when

indicating the route where we declare the volume:

 
$ docker run -v $(pwd):/pwd:rodebian touch /pwd/x

 

In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous command:

 

 
Figure 4.5: Executing container with a volume in read-only mode

 
At this point, we have reviewed how to start a container and

mount a volume in read-only mode.
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Disable setuid and setgid permissions

 
The set user ID and set group ID bits are special

permissions that are used to access directories and files in

the operating system by users that do not have root

permissions.

 
The main problem with these bits is that they can be

exploited by attackers. At this point, the best practice is to

disable the setuid rights by adding these lines in the

Dockerfile. With the following command, the setuid and

setgid permissions are deleted during the image construction

phase using the Dockerfile.

 
RUN find / -perm +6000 -type f -exec chmod a-s {} ; ||

true

 
This command performs a search for executables and

removes any setuid and setgid permission from any user. It

is important to apply this command carefully since it is

surely necessary that legitimate programs require such

permissions and therefore do not remain unusable within

the container.
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With the following command you can disable setuid and

setgid bits when you start a Docker container:

 
$ docker run -d --cap-drop SETGID --cap-drop SETUID

 
With the previous command, you have disabled setuid and

setgid capabilities when running a specific Docker container.
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Verifying images with content trust

 
DOCKER_CONTENT_TRUST environment variable allows

verifyingthat images you download from the Docker registry

or Docker hub are trusted and signed. In this way, you can

defend against poisoned or injected images. For enabling

this feature, you need to export this variable with export

 
In the following command, we are downloading an image

from the Docker hub, additionally verifying the image hash:

 
$ docker pull

someimage@sha256:a25306f3850e1bd44541976aa7b5fd0a29be

 
In the previous command, we are checking the SHA256

hash of the image file system manifest, where a manifest is

a metadata file that describes the constituent parts of a

Docker image. The manifest file contains a list of all the

image layers identified by the hash, so if you can verify that

the manifest has not been modified, you can download and

trust all layers in a secure way, even over untrust channels

like HTTP.
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Resource limitation

 
The Docker service, by default, all containers share host

machine resources equitably. This means that there is no

preference between containers when it comes to consuming

resources. One of the problems that may arise, and that is why

there are applications or software aimed at monitoring the

infrastructure or cluster of containers to be able to see, in a

granular way, which containers may be affecting the stability of

the entire infrastructure and following this, cause a denial of

service to the host machine and therefore affect the entire

container ecosystem, preventing its normal operation.

 
A possible solution to resource problems that may arise is to

limit each of the containers using the command:

 
$ docker run [OPTIONS] [IMAGE] [COMMAND] [ARG]

 
The previous command has different configuration parameters

that allow both to limit the use of resources and to prioritize

in case it is needed at a specific time in order to meet the

needs of different users.

 
The following command shows information about options

available related toCPU, devices, and memory:
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$ docker run --help | grep 'cpu\|device\|memory'

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous command:

 

 
Figure 4.6: Command options for limiting resources in containers

 
At this point, we have reviewed the different options available

to the command to meet performance needs, such as CPU,

memory, and read/write speed.
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Docker capabilities

 
The containers, by default, boot with a series of limited Linux

privileges. One of the strengths is the granularity that these

systems have in order to provide permissions, in case it

requires the situation, and to carry out the functionality that

needed to be executed, without providing root permissions.

 
In the same way that different privileges can be added, by

default, the ideal in terms of security is always to apply as

restricted or as minimalist as possible. In other words, do not

provide permissions until it is shown that they are necessary to

be able to execute the different functionalities required.

Therefore, by applying this concept, the exposure of the

container is minimized.

 
Docker capabilities allow us to manage what permissions a

process has to access the kernel and allow segregating root

user privileges to limit actions that can be accessed with

privileges. The Docker container engine uses part of Linux's

capabilities and is essential for managing security contexts.

 
The capabilities provide a tool with which to design a more

advanced security strategy with different privilege levels.

 
In this URL you can check the man pages for Linux

capabilities.
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Capabilities allow us to manage what permissions a process

has access to the parts of the Kernel, regardless of the user

who launches it. They allow segregating root user privileges to

limit actions that can be accessed with privileges. Different

container engines use part of the capabilities of Linux and are

essential for managing security contexts.

 

Linux performs a granular division of capabilities so that the

privileges associated with the superuser can be enabled and

disabled independently. Some example capabilities are:

  
CAP_SYSLOG: For modifying the behavior of the kernel log.

 
CAP_NET_ADMIN: For modifying the network configuration.

 
CAP_SYS_MODULE: For managing kernel modules.

 
CAP_SYS_RAWIO: For modifying the kernel memory.

 
CAP_SYS_NICE: For modifying the priority of the processes.

 
CAP_SYS_TIME: For modifying the system clock.

 
CAP_SYS_TTY_CONFIG: For configuring TTY devices.

 
CAP_AUDIT_CONTROL: For configuring the audit subsystem.
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Thanks to this granularity that the capabilities provide and the

fact of not needing to acquire the root identity, they are a very

useful method to execute privileged tasks with the minimum

necessary permissions. These facilities that the capabilities

provide make them a very important security element in many

systems. In this way, the capabilities are used in virtualization

environments such as Linux or Docker containers, where they

play a fundamental role in the management of security

contexts.

 
The main advantage is to avoid granting a process to raise

privileges at the superuser level when you really do not need

more than certain permissions for a specific operation. In this

table we can see some Linux capabilities with a description:

 

 
Figure 4.7: Linux capabilities
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The Linux kernel prefixes all capability constants with CAP_ For

example, CAP_CHOWN makes changes in bits UIDs and GIDs

to change the owner of a file.
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Listing all capabilities

 
The Linux libcap packages incorporate commands and binaries

for listing and managing capabilities, among which we can

highlight:

  
getcap: Allows listing capabilities of a file.

 
setcap: Allows assigning deleting capabilities of a file.

 
getpcaps: Allows listing capabilities of a process.

 
capsh: Provides a command-line interface for testing and

exploring capabilities.

 
We can get an idea of the capabilities enabled by default with

the capsh command that provides a command-line interface

testing and exploring capabilities:

  
CAP_AUDIT_WRITE allows writing access to the audit log

 
CAP_AUDIT_CONTROL allows configuring the Linux audit

subsystem

 
CAP_NET_ADMIN allows configuring the network
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CAP_SETPCAP allows set process control capabilities

 
The following command will start a new container using Python

image and list capabilities with capsh --print command:

 

 
Figure 4.8: Listing capabilities in a Docker container

 
At this point, we have reviewed the different capabilities

activated by default in a docker container.
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Add and drop capabilities

 
To provide or remove Linux permissions to different containers,

Docker provides the following commands, where we can apply

add or remove privileges through flags:

 
$ docker run --cap-add = {capability}

$ docker run --cap-drop = {capability}

 
We could add a specific capability with the command:

 
$ docker run --rm -it --cap-add

$CAP alpine sh

 
To drop capabilities from the root account of a container, we

can use:

 
$ docker run --rm -it --cap-drop

$CAP alpine sh

 
To drop all capabilities and then explicitly add individual

capabilities to the root account of a container we can use:

 
$ docker run --rm -it --cap-drop ALL --cap-add

$CAP alpine sh
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For example, we can delete the CHOWN capability inside a

container and then try to add a user. The action of adding a

user will fail because the operation it needs CAP_CHOWN

capability.

 
In the following command, we can see the action of changing

ownership of a file or directory inside a ubuntu container:

 
$ docker run --cap-add=ALL --cap-drop=CHOWN -ti ubuntu sh

 
When executing the previous command, we can see that the

action of changing ownership of a file or directory will fail and

it will show Operation not permitted message:

 

 

Figure 4.9: Drop CHOWN capabilities in a Docker container

 
In the same way, we can start a new container based on the

Python image and eliminate the CHOWN capability so that the

owner of a file inside the counter cannot be changed. When

executing it, we see how the command returns an error code

because this container's root account has been removed and,

therefore, cannot change the ownership of a file or directory.
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In the following command we are deleting CHOWN capability

inside python container:

 
$ docker run -it --cap-drop CHOWN python /bin/bash

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous command:

 

 
Figure 4.10: Drop CHOWN capabilities in a python container

 
Docker containers start with a reduced capacity set. By default,

Docker enables the following capabilities: chown, dac_override,

fowner, kill, setgid, setuid, setpcap, net_bind_service, net_raw,

sys_chroot, mknod, setfcap, and
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We can also remove all the capabilities that are enabled in

Docker by default and check that the container stops working.

Here we start a bash shell without the capabilities that are

enabled by default:

 
$ docker run -ti --cap-drop=CHOWN --cap-drop=DAC_OVERRIDE

--cap-drop=FSETID --cap-drop=FOWNER --cap-drop=KILL --cap-

drop=MKNOD

--cap-drop=NET_RAW --cap-drop=SETGID --cap-drop=SETUID

--cap-drop=SETFCAP --cap-drop=SETPCAP --cap-

drop=NET_BIND_SERVICE

--cap-drop=SYS_CHROOT --cap-drop=AUDIT_WRITE ubuntu

/bin/bash

 
It is also recommended to drop the setuid and setgid

capabilities from containers that will be running on your hosts.

The Linux kernel is responsible for managing the UID and GID

space, and it’s kernel-level syscalls that are used to determine if

requested privileges should be granted.

 
To drop the setuid or setgid capabilities when you start a

Docker container, you will need executing the following

instruction:

 
$ docker run -it --cap-drop SETGID --cap-drop SETUID python

sh

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous command:
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Figure 4.11: Drop SETGID and SETUID capabilities in a Python

container

 
If we try to get the capabilities inside the container, we can

see that UID and GID bits are equals to 0.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the result for listing

capabilities:
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Figure 4.12: GID and UID bits after dropping these capabilities

 
At this point, we have reviewed that we can disable UID and

GID bits to improve the security of our container and avoid a

possible elevation of privileges.
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Disabling ping in a container

 
For disabling ping in a python container, we can use the

following command that drops the NET_RAW capability in the

Python container. If we try the ping command inside the

container, it will return the message privilege for raw socket.

 
In the following command we are dropping net_raw capability

inside python container:

 
$ docker run --it --cap-drop NET_RAW python sh

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous command:
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Figure 4.13: Disable ping in Python container

 
In the previous example, we have disabled the use of RAW and

PACKET sockets. In this way, using the capabilities, it is

possible to get users or processes to perform privileged tasks

with the level of granularity that we want.

 
The best practice at this point is to eliminate all capacities and

add only those we need in our container with the flags - cap-

drop and In this example, eliminating all the capabilities, we

see how we cannot ping or change the host name.

 

In the following command, we can see the result for dropping

all capabilities in alpine container. When trying to execute ping

command, it will return permission denied:

 

 
Figure 4.14: Disabling all capabilities in alpine container

 
In this way, using Linux capabilities, we have been able to

make users and processes perform tasks that require privileges

with greater granularity. For example, by eliminating the setuid
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and setgid bits, a possible attacker who finds a vulnerability

within the container, could not obtain an execution shell since

it could not obtain a shell with root privileges.
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Adding capability for managing network

 
In the next example, we are using --cap-add=NET_ADMIN to

add capabilities to configure the network and networking

control. By adding this capability, we can disable the network

interface with the link set eth0down command, and when trying

ping command, it would return network is unreachable.

 
In the following command we are adding net_admin capability

inside python container:

 
$ docker run -ti --cap-add=NET_ADMIN python sh -c "ip link

set eth0 down"

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous command:
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Figure 4.15: Enable capability for managing network

 

One of the capabilities is and this option has several security

implications related to the sending of packages since it allows

any package to be generated, and impersonation attacks could

be made to perform MITM attacks from a container. It is

recommended to disable this capability along with those that

are not necessary for the execution of a containerized

application. For the rest of the capabilities, highlight the one of

CAP_NET_ADMIN that does not activate it by default, so we

should untrusting images that run this capability since it gives

full control of networking.

 
In the following commands, we are checking to drop NET_RAW

capability inside busybox container:

 

 
Figure 4.16: Disabling capability NET_RAW for managing network
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At this point, we have reviewed how we can manage a network

with capabilities NET_RAW and
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Execution of privileged containers

 
There are times when you need your container to have special

kernel capabilities that would normally be denied. This could

include mounting a USB drive, modifying network settings, or

creating a new Unix device. In the following code, we try to

change the MAC address of our container in the eth0 interface:

 
$ docker run --rm -ti ubuntu /bin/bash

root@b328e3449da8:/# ip link ls

1: lo: mtu 65536 qdiscnoqueue state …

link/loopback 00:00:00:00:00:00brd 00:00:00:00:00:00

9: eth0: mtu 1500 qdiscnoqueue state …

link/ether 02:42:0a:00:00:04brdff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

root@b328e3449da8:/# ip link set eth0 address

02:0a:03:0b:04:0c

RTNETLINK answers: Operation not permitted

 
When performing this operation, we see how it is not allowed

since the Linux kernel blocks it in the container. However,

assuming we need this functionality for our container to work,

the easiest way to expand the privileges of a container is to

launch it with the argument --privileged =

 
In the following command we are executing ubuntu container

with full privileges:
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$ docker run -ti --rm --privileged=true ubuntu /bin/bash

 
In the result of the command with this flag, we see how the

MAC address has been modified correctly.

 
root@88d9d17dc13c:/# ip link ls

1: lo: mtu 65536 qdiscnoqueue state …

link/loopback 00:00:00:00:00:00brd 00:00:00:00:00:00

9: eth0: mtu 1500 qdiscnoqueue state …

link/ether 02:42:0a:00:00:04brdff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

root@88d9d17dc13c:/# ip link set eth0 address

02:0a:03:0b:04:0c

root@88d9d17dc13c:/# ip link ls

1: lo: mtu 65536 qdiscnoqueue state …

link/loopback 00:00:00:00:00:00brd 00:00:00:00:00:00

9: eth0: mtu 1500 qdiscnoqueue state …

link/ether 02:0a:03:0b:04:0c brdff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

 
With privileged access within the container, we provide more

capabilities to perform operations normally performed by root.

For example, let's try to create a device while mounting a disk

image.

 
In the following command we are executing fedora container

with full privileges for getting a bash shell:

 
$ docker run --privileged -i -t fedora /bin/bash
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In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous command:

 

 
Figure 4.17: Disabling capability NET_RAW for managing network

 

The problem with using the --privileged=true flag is that it gives

your container very wide privileges, and in most cases, you

probably only need one or two kernel capabilities to perform

the necessary operations. As we can see, the privileged

container can access much more hardware than the privileged

container.
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Docker content trust

 
Docker Content Trust (DCT) is a solution offered by Docker to

ensure that containers are not compromised from a security

point of view, and their origin and traceability are maintained.

 
This Docker mechanism allows developers to sign their content,

completing the reliable distribution mechanism. When a user

downloads an image from a repository, this mechanism allows

you to check the signatures of the images, receiving a

certificate that includes the public key, which allows you to

verify that the image comes from the one that made the

upload to the docker registry.

 
If you are using the Docker hub, it is very simple to use DCT

exporting the environment variable:

 
$ export DOCKER_CONTENT_TRUST=1

 
DOCKER_CONTENT_TRUST is a feature that restricts the

Docker client from using only image tags that have been

signed before performing a pull. To enable this option, which

by default is disabled, we need to define the

DOCKER_CONTENT_TRUST environment variable or run Docker

engine with the option --disable-content-trust =
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All keys are stored on the client-side, and only the timestamp

and signature are stored as metadata along with the tags and

image in the Docker log. If we download an image from a

trusted repository, we see how it also checks the signature of

the image.

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the result of pulling

the Python Docker image with docker content trust enabled:

 

 
Figure 4.18: Downloading Python image with DCT

 
DCT has the ability to protect against some attack scenarios

among which we can highlight:

  
Protection of malicious code in images: For example, if a

possible attacker wants to make a modification to an official

image to introduce malicious code, this mechanism protects

you from it.
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Protection against repeated attacks: Repeat attacks are those in

which a malicious user tries to pass an earlier version of an

application, which has been compromised, such as the latest

legitimate version. The security mechanism of DCT will

maintain the integrity of the image through the use of

timestamps.

 
Protection against key commitments: If a key is compromised,

this mechanism creates a new key and would become to create

the image with this new key.
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Signing images mechanism

 
Now we will review both the integrity of the images and the

different layers that compose it. For each layer and for each

image, they have a SHA256 hash that allows verifying if that

image has been modified. However, if any of these images are

downloaded through an insecure network or are simply

published by a third party or malicious user, it is not possible

only with the hash information to be able to detect it.

 
To do this, there are two commands that are entered in the

Dockerfile that allow you to sign the image at the time of

building or publishing them in the Docker record itself, and

therefore, to be able to verify signature file when they are

downloaded from the registry.

 
For the signing of images, we must configure environment

variables DOCKER_CONTENT_TRUST and

DOCKER_CONTENT_TRUST_SERVER.

 
The first environment variable allows you to enable and disable

DCT verification. If enabled, the integrity of the image will be

verified, relying on the official Docker notary server indicated in

the second environment variable.

 
The second-order allows you to define the URL where the

notary server is located. In most cases, companies feed on the
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images from the Docker hub image repository, where the notary

service will be carried out by the Docker company.

 
Here are how to enter the previous environment variables in

our Dockerfile to sign the image:

  
export DOCKER_CONTENT_TRUST=1

 
export

DOCKER_CONTENT_TRUST_SERVER="http://notary.docker.io"

 

When an image is uploaded, the Docker client will return a

string that represents the image hash. This hash is with which

the image will be validated when performing a pull.

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the result of pulling

the Python Docker image with the hash value:

 

 
Figure 4.19: Downloading Python image verifying SHA256 hash
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Each time an image is attempted to be downloaded; in this

way, Docker will verify that the hash matches that of the

original image. Any update of the image will result in the

generation of a new hash. In this way, we avoid impersonation

of images and ensure downloading an image in a secure way.

 
When enabling DCT, the Docker engine will only download

those images that have been signed and will deny the

execution of those images whose signatures do not match, in

this case, the user will receive the error remote trust data does

not exist for docker.io/

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the result of enabling

and disabling docker content trust when downloading an image

from the Docker hub:

 

 
Figure 4.20: Downloading Docker image with

DOCKER_CONTENT_TRUST
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At this point, we have reviewed how we can manage the

verification of Docker images with DCT.
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Secure download in Dockerfiles

 
Regarding the secure download in Dockerfiles, in most cases,

the providers add the signatures of verification. For example,

the Dockerfile for the python image makes use of the GPG key

to verify the signature of the package being downloaded.

 
In this screenshot we can see the use of GPG key for

download packages in python docker image:

 

 
Figure 4.21: Download a package in a secure way from a

Dockerfile

 
At this point, we have reviewed some best practices that can

be applied in Dockerfiles for downloading files and packages in

a secure way.
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Notary as a tool for managing images

 
Docker notary is a tool that allows you to publish and

manage images reliably. The use of this tool to sign your

content ensures that those who want to download an image,

the content is reliable.

 
Some of the notary's objectives include guaranteeing

confidence in the images we download, either from a public

or private repository, the delegation of trust between users,

or the reliable distribution over repositories or channels that

are not trusted.

 
Notary aims to make downloading images a safer and more

reliable process by making it easier for people to publish

and verify Docker images.

 
Notary consists of the server and client parts. The client

part is installed on the local machine and handles the

storage of the keys locally, as well as communication with

the notary server. For more information on how to compile

and configure the notary server, see the GitHub repository

 
You can find official Docker hub notary servers at and a

precompiled notary binary for 64-bit Linux or macOS is
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available in the GitHub repository
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Docker registry

 
Docker provides a software distribution mechanism, also

known as a registry, which facilitates the discovery and

distribution of Docker images. The concept of registration is

fundamental as it provides a set of utilities to package,

send, store, discover, and reuse images. The best known

Docker registry is the Docker hub.
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What is a registry?

 
A Registry is one of the key pieces when creating our Docker

environments as soon as we start creating our own images. An

own registry will allow the different docker engines that we

have to download the images that we develop and that we do

not necessarily want to be public.

 
We also have the possibility to set up our own registry. Having

the registry in our infrastructure saves us bandwidth and gives

us better access / download time. This may seem unimportant

today, in clusters where we release updates or self-healing

comes into play has its importance.

 
The following image shows a workflow where a user builds an

image and loads it into the registry:
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Figure 4.22: Docker registry from the developer point of view

 
The idea behind the Docker registry is that developers can

extract the image from the registry to create other containers

and deploy them either in the public cloud or in an

organization's private servers.
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Docker registry in Docker hub

 
Docker hub is the main image registry service. This service

is offered as a Software as a Service platform with several

usage plans.

 
The Docker registry works in a very similar way to Git. Each

image, also known as a repository, is a succession of layers.

In this way, every time we build our image locally, the

Docker registry only stores the difference from the previous

version, making the image creation and distribution process

much more efficient.

 
To run and deploy a Docker registry on your own server,

you can do it in several ways to store and distribute your

own Docker images. For Linux distributions that include a

Docker registration package (such as Fedora and Red Hat

Enterprise Linux), you can install the package and start the

service. For other distributions, you can run the image of

the official Docker.io registry container to deploy the service.

 
Docker registry is an open-source project that can be

installed on any server to create your own registry and

upload your images privately. The goal is to have an

alternative to the Docker hub to track the images hosted on

your own server.
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It allows deploying private repositories for internal use where

to host images locally in a controlled environment. The

official version of this service can be found in the Docker

hub on the URL
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Creating Docker local registry

 
This image contains an implementation of the Docker Registry

HTTP API V2 for use with Docker version> = 1.6.

 
Below are the steps to set up a private docker registry on your

own server:

  
Once you have executed the next command, we have a

container of the type registry running in the IP address of the

Docker host.

 
In the following command we are executing registry container

in detach mode with port 5000 exposed:

 
$ docker run -d -p 5000:5000 --restart = always --name registry

registry:2

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous command:
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Figure 4.23: Downloading a Docker image for creating a local

registry

 
The previous command starts the image of the registry

available in Docker hub, exposes TCP port 5000 on the system

so that clients outside the container can use it, and executes it

as a foreground process. For testing this container, you can

upload and download images in the private repository.

 

For example, you can download the hello-world image available

in the Docker hub registry.

 
$ sudo docker run --name myhello hello-world

 
The next step is tagging the hello-world Docker image.

 
We can use the docker tag command to give a name to the

docker image:

$ docker tag hello-world localhost:5000/hello-me:latest
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In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous command:

 

 
Figure 4.24: Tagging hello-world Docker image

 
The next step is to push the image in the registry.

 
To save the hello-world image in the local Docker registry, we

execute the command:

 
$ docker push localhost:5000/hello-me:latest

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous command:

 

 
Figure 4.25: Pushing hello-world Docker image on the local registry
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The next step is to ensure that you can recover the image

from the registry. First, you need to delete the current image

with the docker rm command, and then retrieve it from your

local registry:

 
$ sudo docker rm myhello

$ sudo docker rmi hello-world localhost:5000/hello-me:latest

$ sudo docker pull localhost:5000/hello-me:latest

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous commands:

 

 
Figure 4.26: Deleting hello-world Docker image and pulling from

the local registry

 
Finally, we can verify that the image has been downloaded to

our host Docker and we can execute the image.

 
$ docker images

$ docker run -it localhost:5000/hello-me
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In the following screenshot, we can see the result of executing

the previous commands:

 

 
Figure 4.27: Checking Docker images and running Docker image

from localhost

  
In summary, setting up a private Docker registry offers

developers the ability to send and extract images without using

the public Docker registry.
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Conclusion

 
Docker containers present unique security challenges. There

are some Docker security concerns to keep in mind. First,

running containers and applications with Docker means

running the Docker daemon, which requires root privileges.

Other concerns include container flexibility, which makes it

easy to run multiple instances of containers. Many of these

containers can be at different levels of security patches.

 
Like any other technology, Docker is not exempt from

possible security problems. To minimize them, it is best to

apply good practices and audit our infrastructure frequently

for vulnerabilities. In the next chapter, we will review tools

for testing security in the Docker host.
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Questions

  
Which is responsible for creating and managing containers,

which includes creating file systems, assigning IP addresses,

routing packets, process management, and many more tasks

that require administrator privileges?

 
Which is a directory that is separate from the root file

system of the container and is managed directly by the

daemon docker process and can be shared between

containers?

 
Which bits are special permissions that are used to access

directories and files in the operating system by users that

do not have root permissions?

 
Which environment variable verify the images you download

from the Docker registry or Docker hub are trusted and

signed?

 
Which tool allows us to manage what permissions have a

process for accessing the kernel functions and allow

segregating root user privileges?
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CHAPTER 5

 
Docker Host Security

 
This chapter covers topics like AppArmor and Seccomp

profiles, which provide kernel-enhancement features in order

to limit system calls. Also, we will review tools such as

Docker bench security, Lynis, and DockScan that follow

security best practices in the Docker environment and some

of the important recommendations that can be followed

during auditing and Docker deployment in a production

environment. The Docker Bench for Security can help test

for docker content trust features and access control issues.

 
Analyzing the security of the host docker is also important

since most of the attacks that can occur take advantage of

a kernel vulnerability or because some package has not been

updated. At this point, we will review some tools for

auditing the security of the Docker Host.
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Structure

  
Docker daemon security

 
Apparmor and Seccomp profiles

 
Docker bench security

 
Auditing Docker host with Lynis and DockScan
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Objectives

  
Understanding Docker daemon security

 
Understanding Apparmor and Seccomp profiles

 
Knowing about Docker bench security

 
Knowing about auditing Docker host with Lynis and

DockScan
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Docker daemon security

 
The most important element of the Docker architecture is the

Docker daemon process, which guarantees communication

between containers and that traffic is protected by https.

 
When using the socket it is important to check the access

permissions by the users, in particular, that only the root user

has to write permissions, and the Docker group does not

contain users that can compromise the container.

 
At this point, it is important to note that Docker socket

exposure can result in privilege escalation. Docker works

primarily as a client that communicates with a daemon process

called dockerd. This process with root privileges is a socket

located in the path

 
We can create new containers inside another container on the

Docker host, for it the process /var/run/docker.sock must be

mounted as a volume with the command:

 
$ docker run -it -v

/var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sockdebian /bin/bash

 
Being the container based on a Debian image we can follow

the installation guide, the commands to be executed would be:
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https://docs.docker.com/install/linux/docker-ce/debian/#install-

using-the-repository

 
Update packages and install packages that allow us to connect

with repositories securely with HTTPS:

 
$ apt-get update

$ apt-get install apt-transport-https ca-certificates curl gnupg2 \

software-properties-common

 

In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 5.1: Updating system and installing packages
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You can use the following command to configure the stable

repository and update the local repository using apt-get

 
$ add-apt-repository \

"deb [arch=amd64] https://download.docker.com/linux/debian \

$(lsb_release -cs) \

stable"

$ apt-get update

 
We then install the latest version of Docker CE:

 
$ apt-get install docker-ce

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 5.2: Installing docker-ce package
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We mount root from the host Docker with the commands:

 
$ docker run -it -v /:/host debian /bin/bash

$ chroot /host

$ /bin/bash

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous commands:

 

 
Figure 5.3: Mounting root inside Docker

 
In this way, we see how the Docker container starts a new

mount point / in /host container. This is the host root file

system, not the first container. The second container connects

to and you can check how effectively it as root on the host. In

this way, we have proven that we have root access to the host

from any process.

 

As we have seen, the Docker daemon runs with root

permissions; therefore, it is very important to limit users who
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have control over the Docker daemon. We could give a series

of recommendations on how they should configure access to

the directories and files of the daemon to all users who are

not responsible for the management.

 
Each of the files is indicated below, what permissions they

should have in a default scenario (there is only one user with

permissions to control):

 
control):

control):

control):

control):

control):

control):

control):

 
At this point we have reviewed the security of Docker daemon

and what are the default permissions for each service this

process is using at low level.
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Auditing files and directories

 
As the Docker daemon runs with root privileges, all directories

and files should be constantly audited to know all the activities

and operations that are running. In order to correctly audit all

events that take place on the host Docker, we can use the

Linux audit daemon framework, which includes the following

features:

  
Audit processes and file modification

 
Monitor system calls

 
Detect intrusions

 
Register commands by users

 
To correctly configure the audit daemon, it will be necessary to

add new rules in the file Next, we will proceed to add the

necessary rules to be able to audit the directories:
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Figure 5.4: Configuration audit rules

 
Once the rules have been added, it will be necessary to restart

the audit daemon using the following command:

 
$ sudo service auditd restart

 
Finally, in order to review the logs generated during the audit,

they can be found in the path
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Kernel Linux security and SELinux

 
At this point, we will introduce SELinux, which enables an

additional layer of insulation. Security-Enhanced Linux

(SELinux) is a Linux kernel security module that provides

different security controls, among which we can highlight

access controls, integrity controls, and role-based access

control (RBAC). In addition, it provides privacy policies

between the Docker host and containerized applications.

 
Red Hat or Fedora-based distributions have SELinux enabled

by default, and the Docker daemon usually runs on a

specific SELinux domain. In Debian-based distributions,

AppArmor is enabled by default and provides a layer that

works similarly.

 
SELinux is a tool created by the National Security Agency

(NSA) of the United States to protect systems in general

and subsequently integrated into the Linux Kernel. To

determine if you have SELinux enabled in your distribution,

you can run the sestatus command:

 
$ sestatus

SELinux status: enabled

SELinuxfs mount: /sys/fs/selinux

SELinux root directory: /etc/selinux
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Loaded policy name: targeted

Current mode: permissive

Mode from config file: permissive

Policy MLS status: enabled

Policy deny_unknown status: allowed

Max kernel policy version: 28

 

For installation from Ubuntu repositories

https://packages.ubuntu.com/bionic/selinux or Debian-based

distributions we can do it through the command:

 
$ sudo apt-get install selinux

 
For example, on SELinux-enabled systems, it is possible to

verify if the Docker Daemon runs safely using the -Z option

on commands such as netstat and

 
$ ps -efZ | grep docker

system_u:system_r:docker_t:SystemLow root 1873 1 2 07:21 ?

00:00:00

/usr/bin/docker -d --selinux-enabled

 
The output of the previous command shows that the Docker

daemon is running in a secure way, as shown by the

security context of the first column. The presence of

docker_t keyword is a type of special domain with restricted

rights. You can also see how the Docker daemon

/usr/bin/docker contains --selinux-enabled parameter.
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To start the Docker daemon with this property enabled, we

can execute the following command.

 
$ docker -d --selinux-enabled

 
We can also verify if SELinux is enabled through the docker

inspect command.

 
$ docker ps -q | xargs docker inspect --format '{{.Id}}:

SecurityOpt = {{.HostConfig.SecurityOpt}}'

 
To use SELinux you must also have the relevant SELinux

policy creation tools available. If you have a distribution with

the yum package manager, for example, you can run yum -y

install

 

Mandatory access control (MAC) tools in Linux impose

security rules that ensure that not only the normal read-

write-execute rules apply to files and processes, but more

precise rules can be applied to processes at the kernel level.

 
For example, a MySQL process can only afford to write files

under specific directories, such as The equivalent standard

for Debian-based systems is AppArmor.
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Apparmor and Seccomp profiles

 
AppArmor enables the administrator to assign each running

program a secure profile, define file system access, network

capacities, rules of execution, etc. Also, it provides protection

for external and internal threats, enabling system administrators

to associate a secure profile with each application that restricts

that application's capabilities.

 
AppArmor allows you to limit what an application can do

through a set of rules; specifically, these are the main features:

  
Limit certain users or processes to access a Daemon

application or process.

 
Limit an application or Daemon to access certain processes.

 
Limit the resources that the application can access.

 
You can find more information in the official documentation:

  
http://wiki.apparmor.net/index.php/Main_Page

 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AppArmor
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It is possible to check if Docker is using AppArmor through

the docker info command in the security options section.

 
$ docker info

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 5.5: Execution of docker info

 
With the docker info command also we can see information

about the use of CPU, memory, and other information related

to the kernel, operating system, and the directory where Docker

is installed.
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Installing AppArmor on Ubuntu distributions

 
We can find the AppAmor-profiles package within the repository

of the different versions of Ubuntu:

 
In the following screenshot we can see the version of the

AppArmor package:

 

 
Figure 5.6: PackageAppArmor-profiles for Ubuntu

  
For installation, we can execute the following command on

Ubuntu terminal:

 
$ sudo apt-get install apparmor-profiles
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Once you have installed AppArmor, there are some directories

that are common:

  
/etc/apparmor/: This contains the files that configure the

daemon.

 
/etc/apparmor.d/: This contains the ruleset files that limit the

access that an application has to the rest of the system.

  
In the following screenshot we can see the folder structure of

/etc/apparmor.d/ directory:
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Figure 5.7: AppArmor files and directories

 
Applications commonly used to configure and customize

AppArmor include:

  
/usr/sbin/aa-enforce: This enable a profile or set of rules.
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/usr/sbin/aa-logprof: This enable registration for a profile. To

use this command, you must first enable the profile with the

aa-enforce command.

 

/usr/sbin/aa-complain: This enables the profile for registration.

 
/usr/sbin/aa-genprof: This generates custom profiles.

 
/usr/sbin/aa-notify: This returns users and processes that have

been denied access to an application.

 
usr/sbin/aa-status: This informs you about active profiles.

AppArmor considers each profile active to create a policy for

the system, also available as /usr/sbin/apparmor_status.

 
At this point, we have reviewed the installation of AppArmor

and the folder structure for checking the default configuration.
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AppArmor in practice

 
To check if AppArmor is enabled in the Linux kernel of the

Docker host, we can do it with the following command:

 
$ docker info | grep apparmor

Security Options: apparmorseccomp

 
We can also use docker inspect to verify if the property is

enabled:

 
$ docker ps -q | xargs docker inspect --format '{{ .Id }}:

AppArmorProfile={{ .AppArmorProfile}}'

 
By default, Docker uses the AppArmorDocker-default profile

that is located in the /etc/apparmor.d/docker/ path. You can

find more information about it in the official documentation:

https://docs.docker.com/engine/security/apparmor/#understand-

the-policies
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AppArmorDocker-default profile

 
We can check the status of AppArmor in the Docker host

and identify whether the Docker containers are running or

not with an AppArmor profile. To do this, we can execute

the apparmor_status command.

 
$ apparmor_status

apparmor module is loaded.

10 profiles are loaded.

10 profiles are in enforce mode.

/sbin/dhclient

/usr/bin/lxc-start

/usr/lib/NetworkManager/nm-dhcp-client.action

/usr/lib/NetworkManager/nm-dhcp-helper

/usr/lib/connman/scripts/dhclient-script

/usr/sbin/tcpdump

docker-default

lxc-container-default

lxc-container-default-with-mounting

lxc-container-default-with-nesting

0 profiles are in complain mode.

2 processes have profiles defined.

2 processes are in enforce mode.

/sbin/dhclient (610)

0 processes are in complain mode.
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Keep in mind that Docker-default is now displayed in

application mode procedures as well. The value in

parentheses is the container process's PID, as seen from the

Docker host's PID namespace.

 

Enforce mode profiles deny AppArmor-based activities.

Recording activities in complain mode profiles that breached

some of the safest environments of the profile but do not

block functionality.
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Run container without AppArmor profile

 
We have some options to run the container so that the

AppArmor profile is disabled or instruct Docker to use the

default profile:

  
To execute a container with AppArmor profile, use the flag: -

-security-opt apparmor =

 
To execute a container without AppArmor profile, use the

flag: --security-opt apparmor =

 
To verify that the new container is not running with an

AppArmor profile, we can execute the apparmor_status

command.

 
$ apparmor_status

apparmor module is loaded.

1 processes are in enforce mode.

/sbin/dhclient (610)

0 processes are in complain mode.

0 processes are unconfined but have a profile defined.

  
When executing the command, we can see that in the

processes that appear in the enforce section, there are no
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instances of the docker-default profile. This implies that not

the apparmor docker-default profile is associated with the

started container.
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Defense in-depth

 
In-depth defense allows multiple lines of defense to work

together to provide improved overall defensive capabilities from

the security point of view.

 
With the following command we can start a Ubuntu container

with Seccomp disabled by default:

 
$ docker container run --rm -it --cap-add SYS_ADMIN --security-

opt seccomp=unconfined ubuntu sh

 
To verify that AppArmor is working we can try to create 2

directories and try to group them with the mount command

and the bind option:

 
# mkdir mydir1; mkdir mydir2; mount --bind mydir1 mydir2

mount: mount /mydir1 on /mydir2 failed: Permission denied

 
The operation returns permission denied because the AppArmor

profile denied the operation. We can start a new container

without an AppArmor profile and retry the same operation to

confirm that the default AppArmor profile is the one that

denied the operation.
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$ docker container run --rm -it --cap-add SYS_ADMIN --security-

opt seccomp=unconfined --security-opt apparmor=unconfined

ubuntu sh

# mkdir dir1; mkdir dir2; mount --bind dir1 dir2

# ls -l

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous commands:

 

 
Figure 5.8: Checking container without AppArmor profile

 
We can see the procedure was effective in the previous image.

This demonstrates that the procedure in the past scenario was

avoided by the default AppArmor profile.
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Run container with Seccomp profile

 
Seccomp is an isolated space installation in the Linux Kernel

that acts as a firewall that allows you to limit system calls

(syscalls). We can check if Seccomp is enabled with the docker

info command:

 
$ docker info | grep seccomp

 
We can create the following file that allows us to define the

system calls that we want to block. In this example, we are

blocking mkdir, and chownsys calls.

 
touch policy.json

{

"defaultAction": "SCMP_ACT_ALLOW",

"syscalls": [

{

"name": "mkdir",

"action": "SCMP_ACT_ERRNO"

},

{

"name": "chmod",

"action": "SCMP_ACT_ERRNO"

},

{

"name": "chown",
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"action": "SCMP_ACT_ERRNO"

}

]

}

 
Then, we can execute the container based on the alpine

distribution, passing the policy.json policy file as a parameter.

 

$ docker run --rm -it --security-opt seccomp:policy.json alpine sh

 
We can verify that the mkdir, chmod and chown commands

cannot be used inside the container and when executing them

we get the error Operation not

 
$ mkdirnewdir

$ chownroot:root bin

$ chmod +x /etc/resolv.conf

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous commands:
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Figure 5.9: Checking container with Seccomp profile

 
At this point, we have reviewed the execution of Seccomp

profile over an alpine container using the policy defined in

JSON file configuration.
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Reducing the container attack surface

 
Reducing the attack surface is a fundamental principle of

security. Beyond securing the host, the container's underlying

shared kernel architecture needs attention, as well as

retaining general standard settings and particular container

profiles.

 
For example, container security depends on the Kernel and

Docker daemon that is accessed through system calls. At

this point, although Docker has made significant

improvements in the ability to call Seccomp profiles, these

profiles only disable certain calls by default, but there are

others that are available, leaving a large number of syscalls

that can be invoked without any restriction.

 
Another example is the ability to link the Docker daemon

process with the Unix Docker access group or the TCP port

that allows containers to communicate with each other.

 
The ultimate goal in security is to obtain a balance between

the insulation of the containers, and the communication

needs between them. This implies taking measures both to

limit the number of containers that are accessible to groups

and to control the degree to which the containers interact

with each other.
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Docker bench security

 
Docker bench security is a useful tool to test the security of

your Docker containers. The objective is to perform the Docker

CIS checks against a container, and a report is generated that

tells you if that container is potentially insecure at the level of

permissions and access to resources.

 
The tool mainly focuses on best practices in areas such as file

permissions and registry settings. The following links are the

Docker CIS benchmark guides, which allow securing machines

running Docker.

  
https://www.cisecurity.org/cis-benchmarks

 
https://www.cisecurity.org/benchmark/docker

 
https://docs.docker.com/v17.09/compliance/cis

 
These guides allow defining a series of guidelines to be

followed by all members of a DevOps team. In this way, the

audit and internal security teams would be aware of these

guidelines in order to perform the corresponding compliance

and security tests. The use of these guides and best practices

help to reduce the margin of error when starting to work with

an established base.
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Docker bench security is a shell script that looks for common

best practice patterns around the implementation of Docker

containers in production. It is a set of bash scripts, which

must be run as a root user on any machine with Docker

installed, and the tool will produce a report with all the checks.

From the point of view of the Docker host and Docker daemon

settings, this is the best tool you can use to check these best

practices.

 

The source code available in the following GitHub repository

can be accessed:

 
Docker bench runs in a container with high privileges and runs

a set of tests against all the containers that are in the host

Docker. The tests return the PASS, or INFO status, and we can

see if, for each test, it passes the specific functionality.

 
The tool will inspect the following components:

  
Host configuration

 
The Daemon docker configuration

 
Docker daemon configuration files

 
Image container and compilation files
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Runtime container

 
Docker security operations

 
To execute the tool, we can do it through an image that we

can find in the Docker Hub, copying the following command in

our Docker host:

 
In the following screenshot we can see the state of the image

in Docker hub:

 

 
Figure 5.10: Docker bench security in Docker hub

 
To start the Docker bench security for analyzing the Docker

host with a default configuration, we can execute the following

command:

 

$ docker run -it --net host --pid host --cap-add audit_control \

-v /var/lib:/var/lib \
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-v /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock \

-v /usr/lib/systemd:/usr/lib/systemd \

-v /etc:/etc --label docker_bench_security \

docker/docker-bench-security

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 5.11: Executing Docker bench security

 
We also have the possibility to run the bash script that we find

in the GitHub repository. https://github.com/docker/docker-

bench-security/blob/master/docker-bench-security.sh

 
Among the checks carried out by Docker bench, we can

highlight:

  
Host configuration: This section checks the security over the

host Docker configuration.
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Daemon Docker configuration: This section offers

recommendations about the security of the docker daemon.

Everything in this section affects the configuration of the

Docker Daemon as well as each running container.

 
Docker daemon configuration files: This section shows

information about the configuration files used by the daemon

Docker. This ranges from permissions to properties. Sometimes,

these areas may contain information that you do not want

others to know, which could be in a plain text format.

 
Daemon Docker configuration: This section shows information

about the Docker daemon configuration and has the capacity

for detecting containers that are running on the same Docker

host and checking the access to each other's network traffic. By

default, all containers that run on the same Docker host have

access to each other's network traffic.

 
Also, it has the capacity for detecting if the Docker container is

running as a root user. In this case, it shows a

recommendation to create a user for the container.

 
Also, it shows a warning message if you are adding many

capabilities that the Docker container is not using

(overprivileged).

 
Below are some examples of warning messages that the report

shows and recommendations for action for each message.
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Docker daemon settings

[WARN] 2.2 - Restrict network traffic between containers

 
By default, all containers that run on the same Docker host

have access to each other's network traffic. To avoid this, you

must add the flag --icc = false in the process of starting the

Docker daemon.

 

Docker daemon configuration files

[WARN] 4.1 - Create a user for the container

[WARN] * Running as root:

 
At this point, it is recommended to create another user other

than root to run your containers.

 
[WARN] 5.3 - Verify that containers are running only a single

main process

[WARN] * Too many processes running:

 
It is recommended to run only one process per container:

 
[WARN] 5.4 - Restrict Linux Kernel Capabilities within containers

[WARN] * Capabilities added: CapAdd = [audit_control]

 
You can use the --cap-drop = {} flag from the Docker run

command to remove the additional capabilities of a container.

Docker also supports adding and removing capabilities;
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therefore, it is recommended to remove all capabilities, except

those that you intend to use inside the container.

 
[WARN] 5.13 - Mount container's root filesystem as read-only

[WARN] * Container running with root FS mounted R / W:

 
Its use of the flag --read-only is recommended. Using read-only

containers helps ensure that data is not modified or

manipulated.

 
Thanks to this tool and the generated report, we have access

to almost 100 security recommendations to always keep in

mind when we are going to use Docker in production. In the

previous table, we can see the suggested safety

recommendations in the form of a checklist.
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Execution examples with Docker bench security

 
We see how at the host configuration level it performs the

following checks:

  
Check that a separate partition for containers has been created.

 
Check that Docker is up to date.

 
Verify that only trusted users can control Docker daemon; what

it does is check users belonging to the Docker group.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of Docker

bench security in the Host configuration section:
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Figure 5.12: Checking host configuration with Docker bench security

 
The checks marked with a warning must be reviewed:

 
[WARN] 1.5 - Ensure auditing is configured for the Docker

daemon

[WARN] 1.6 - Ensure auditing is configured for Docker files and

directories - /var/lib/docker

[WARN] 1.7 - Ensure auditing is configured for Docker files and

directories - /etc/docker

[WARN] 1.11 - Ensure auditing is configured for Docker files and

directories - /etc/docker/daemon.json

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of Docker

bench security in the Docker daemon configuration section:
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Figure 5.13: Checking Docker daemon configuration with Docker

bench security

 
Docker daemon configuration files are related to the

permissions of the files related to the Docker daemon, such as

docker.service, What it does is verify that these files can only

be run with root permissions.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of Docker

bench security in the Docker daemon configuration files

subsection:
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Figure 5.14: Checking Docker daemon configuration files

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of Docker

bench security in the Container Images and Build Files

subsection:

 

 
Figure 5.15: Checking Container Images and Build files
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To solve the warning, you would have to execute the command:

 
$ export DOCKER_CONTENT_TRUST=1

 
If we execute a container, we see the warnings that it detects

by default.

 
$ docker container run --detach -ti --name mypython python

/bin/bash

 

In the following screenshot, we can see the output of Docker

bench security when enabling Docker content Trust, and we

execute the previous container:

 

 
Figure 5.16: Default warnings when running container

 
To solve the most critical warnings, we could re-execute the

container, but limiting resources at the memory level, CPU,
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read-only permissions, and use a non-root user.

 
$ docker container run --detach -ti -u 1000 --read-only -m

256mb --securityopt=

no-new-privileges --cpu-shares=500 --pids-limit=1 --name

mypython python

/bin/bash

 
At this point, we have reviewed the execution of the Docker

bench security tool for checking the security configuration in

the Docker host, showing the output of the report in specific

sections.
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Docker bench security source code

 
In this section, we are going to review some parts of the

Docker bench security source code.

 
In GitHub repository are available the bash scripts available in

the tests folder. https://github.com/docker/docker-bench-

security/tree/master/tests

 
In the following screenshot we can see the scripts in GitHub

repository:

 

 
Figure 5.17: GitHub Repository

 
Next, we will review in more detail some scripts individually:

This script allows you to check AppArmor is enabled in the

container. In this case is using the instruction inspect --format

'AppArmorProfile={{ .AppArmorProfile }}'
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In the following screenshot we can see partial code of the

previous script:

 

 
Figure 5.18: Script 5_container_runtime.sh that checks AppArmor

profile

 
The script also allows you to check if SElinux is enabled in the

container, using the Docker inspect command using the

SecurityOpt filter.

 
policy=$(docker inspect --format 'SecurityOpt={{

.HostConfig.SecurityOpt }}' "$c")

 
In the following screenshot we can see code for checking

SecurityOpt filter:
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Figure 5.19: Script 5_container_runtime.sh checking SecurityOpt

filter

  
4_container_images.sh: The script that allows you to check if a

specific user has been created for the build images or the root

user is being used.

 
user=$(docker inspect --format 'User={{.Config.User}}' "$c")

 
In the following screenshot we can see code for checking the

user used for building images:
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Figure 5.20: Script 4_container_images.sh checking user is being

used inside the container

  
The script that allows you to carry out checks related to the

configuration of the Docker daemon. For example, check if TLS

authentication has been configured.

 
In the following screenshot we can see code for checking TLS

authentication is configured for Docker daemon:
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Figure 5.21: Script 2_docker_daemon_configuration.sh checking

TLSauthentication

 
At this point we have reviewed some code scripts of the

Docker bench security tool for checking the security

configuration in the Docker host.
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Auditing Docker host with Lynis and Dockscan

 
Lynis is an open-source security audit tool for evaluating the

security of Linux and UNIX-based systems. Lynis execute directly

on the Docker host so that it has access to the Linux kernel.

We can find the source code and the installation in the

following repositories:

  
https://cisofy.com/lynis

 
https://github.com/CISOfy/Lynis

 
https://cisofy.com/documentation/lynis/get-started/#installation-

manual

 
Once installed, the audit system command performs the

following checks:

  
Check the operating system

 
Perform a search for available tools and utilities

 
Checking any Lynis update

 
Perform tests with the enabled add-ons
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Perform safety tests by category

 
Security scan status report

 
In the following screenshot we can see the options of Lynis

command:

 

 
Figure 5.22: Lynis command options

  
First configurations are checking boot, services, and kernel:
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Figure 5.23: Checking boot, services, and kernel

 
Second, it checks configurations related to users, groups, and

authentication:
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Figure 5.24: Checking users, groups, and authentication

 
Third, it checks configurations related to shells and file

systems:

 

 
Figure 5.25: Checking configurations related to shells and filesystems

 
Fourth, it checks configurations related to storage and name

services:
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Figure 5.26: Checking configurations related to storage and name

services

 
Fith, it checks configurations related to networking:
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Figure 5.27: Checking configurations related to networking

  
Last, it checks configurations related to Docker containers and

security frameworks like AppArmor and SELinux:

 

 
Figure 5.28: Checking configurations related to Docker containers

and security frameworks

 
At this point we have reviewed the execution of the

Lynissecurity tool for checking the security configuration in the

Docker host.
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Auditing a Dockerfile

 
This command initializes the tests related to Docker and will

perform an analysis related to security in the Dockerfile.

 
$ lynis audit dockerfile

 
In the GitHub repository, we can find the script used to

analyze the Dockerfile.

 
The first thing the script does is to obtain the type of image

(Debian, Fedora, Ubuntu).

 
In the following screenshot we can see code for checking the

type of the image:
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Figure 5.29: Checking configurations related to Docker containers

and security frameworks

 
Next, check if a user has been found in the Dockerfile or if

the root user is being used instead.

 
FIND=$(grep "^USER" ${AUDIT_FILE} | cut -d' ' -f2 )

if [ -z "${FIND}" ]; then

ReportWarning "dockerfile" "No user declared in Dockerfile.

Container will execute command as root."

else

USER=$(echo ${FIND})

Display --indent 2 --text "User" --result "${USER}"

Fi

 
Finally, the script is checking packages that are being

downloaded using curl or wget and if the download is being

done securely using HTTPS.

 
In the following screenshot we can see code for checking

download packages:
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Figure 5.30: Checking download packages

 
At this point we have reviewed some code scripts of the Lynis

tool for checking the security configuration in the Docker host.
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Dockscan for scanning Docker installations for security issues

and vulnerabilities
 
This tool developed in ruby language

https://github.com/kost/dockscan requires installation on your

machine Ruby 2.0 or higher and the ruby docker-api gem. The

installation is very simple and is executed with the following

command:

 
$ gem install dockscan

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of dockscan

installation:
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Figure 5.31: Installing dockscan

 
This tool is a script developed in ruby that analyzes the

installation of the host docker and the execution of containers.

The output of DockScan offers a report where we can see the

limits of the configured resources, as well as to detect the case

that the host Docker allows a container to transfer traffic

directly to other containers.

 
To start the analysis, we execute the command:

 
$ dockscan unix:///var/run/docker.sock

 

In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 5.32: Analyzing Docker socket

 
In the output of the previous command, we see how the tool

detects how Docker is running without limits at the memory or

CPU level and with the forwarding of ipv4 packets between the

host network and that of the containers in execution. The lack
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of control of these cases is marked as a medium risk

vulnerability (medium), and running Docker with an

experimental version marks it as high risk (high).

 
If we want a more extensive report, we indicate that generating

a report in TXT format:

 

 

Figure 5.33: Getting a report about security issues found in the

Docker Host

 
At this point we have reviewed the DockScan tool for auditing

the security of the Docker installation.
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Conclusion

 
The host machine can be defined as the most important

part of the Docker environment since where the entire

infrastructure is supported and where the containers will be

executed, which is why it is advisable to follow a set of

good practices when we are going to configure the machine

where they will be hosted, and they will execute the different

containers.

 
The ultimate goal is to minimize the attack vectors that can

be produced on the host Docker itself. If containers from

different clients are running on the same host, breaking the

security of one of those containers could leave them

exposed to the other containers. Because all the containers

that run on the same Docker host share the same execution

kernel, it makes sense to spend time securing the core of

it.

 
In the next chapter, we will review some open source tools

such as Clair with quay.io repository and anchor for

discovering vulnerabilities in Docker images.
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Questions

  
Which Linux kernel security module provides security controls

among which we can highlight access controls, integrity

controls, and RBAC?

 
Which tool provides protection for external and internal

threats, enabling system administrators to associate a secure

profile with each application that restricts that application's

capabilities?

 
Which tool allows us to test the security of your Docker

containers and focuses on best practices in areas such as

file permissions and registry settings?

 
Which open source security audit tool is used for evaluating

the security of Linux and Unix-based systems?

 
Which tool is a script developed in ruby that analyzes the

installation of the host docker and the execution of

containers?
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CHAPTER 6

 
Docker Image Security

 
In this chapter, we will review some open source tools such

as Clair with quay.io repository and anchored for discovering

vulnerabilities in Docker images. In addition to ensuring that

your container is correctly designed from a security point of

view, all image layers in a container must be free of known

vulnerabilities. This is done by software in the Docker

repositories that have the capacity to realize a static analysis

of images.

 
In this chapter, the reader will learn about analyzing the

security of docker images and discover vulnerabilities through

the study of a series of static analysis tools of the different

layers that compose an image. As a result, developers will

have the capacity to detect vulnerabilities in container

applications before uploading them to production.
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Structure

  
Docker hub repository

 
Docker security scanning

 
Open-source tools for vulnerability analysis

 
Clair scanner and quay.io repository

 
Analyzing Docker images with anchore engine and anchore

cli
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Objectives

  
Knowing about Docker hub repository

 
Understanding Docker security scanning

 
Knowing about open source tools for vulnerability analysis

 
Knowing about Clair scanner and quay.io repository

 
Knowing about anchore engine and anchore cli for

vulnerability analysis
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Docker hub repository

 
Docker Hub is a repository of images created by the

community, in which any user can create their image and

upload it in the repository to share it with the community.

 
Within this repository, there are 2 types of images,

depending on their origin. First of all, we have the official

images that are the ones that are maintained by the main

suppliers such as Apache, Ngnix, MongoDB, Ubuntu, Alpine.

 
On the other hand, we can find the images that have been

created by users, and therefore, they are images that have

been customized and adapted according to their needs for

the project. Most likely, it has been customized from an

official image.
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Docker security scanning

 
Docker Security Scanning is a service available in Docker

Hub for private repositories that compares the contents of a

container layer by layer, by inspecting the binary packages in

that container against the Common Vulnerabilities and

Exposures (CVE) database.

 
Alternative open-source tools are available, all of which

function in the same way:

  
Scan the image, separate the layers, and build a

comprehensive content manifest.

 
Get the different layers that make up the images at the

package level.

 
Compare the images manifest's content with the CVE and

NVD server list of known vulnerabilities.

 
This scanning tool's effectiveness depends on:

  
Static analysis depth and integrity: the scanner's ability to

discover the image's inner layers and the nature of those

layers.
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Vulnerability feeds quality: indicates coverage and how much

the vulnerability lists need to be updated.

 
For reducing false positives, you can use white lists.

 
In the next section, we are going to start with the Docker

security scanning process that allows you to start a review

process of images in Docker hub repositories.
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The Docker security scanning process

 
Docker security scanning is the tool that integrates directly with

the official docker hub repository and allows you to

automatically review images found in public repositories and

private records in Docker Hub or Docker Cloud for known

vulnerabilities.

 
Docker maintains a service in charge of searching for known

vulnerabilities and uses the CVE database https://cve.mitre.org

to find in our images libraries, binaries, and exploits of the

programs that run on them. This service is available for Docker

hub private repositories, in Docker cloud and on-premise

version, being in all cases a paid service, although there are

third-party services that offer similar functionality for free.

 
More information in documentation:

 
Periodically, Docker analyzes all the images uploaded to the

Docker hub, and once the analysis is finished, it provides us

with a result of the different vulnerabilities, as well as the level

of criticality of these, in addition to informing the CVE of each

of them.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of analyzing

layers in a Docker image:
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Figure 6.1: Analyzing layers in a Docker image

 
A single library or component can contain multiple

vulnerabilities or exposures and Docker security scanning

reports on each one. You can click an individual vulnerability

report from the scan results and navigate to the specific CVE

report data to learn more about it.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the information about

specific CVE in a docker image:
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Figure 6.2: Information about specific CVE in a Docker image

 
Vulnerabilities are given high, medium, or low-level criticality in

the scan file. The criticality level is dependent on the score of

the server assigned to the CVE code by the Common

Vulnerability Score System (CVSS). They may be classified as

follows, based on the score given to the vulnerability:

  
High: The vulnerability has a score within the range [8-10]

 
Medium: The vulnerability has a score within the range [4-7.9]

 
Low: Vulnerability has a score within the range [0.0-3.9]

 

When a new image is uploaded to the Docker Hub or Docker

cloud, it launches a job that extracts that image from the

docker registry and then sends that image to the scanning

service that scans composite layers by analyzing each of the

binaries with the CVE database.

 
Therefore, all the information related to the vulnerabilities found

in that image is available. The next steps would be to identify

false positives if you are really exposed to that vulnerability, and

if so, correct it before performing the container deployment.

 
In conclusion, it is a good tool that Docker provides to know a

little about the state of health in terms of security of official
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images and have knowledge if changes are being applied and

patching those vulnerabilities.
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Open-source tools for vulnerability analysis

 
The static vulnerability analysis is normally carried out by

specialized tools for this function and is performed

automatically, where the image created with its source code

is analyzed, hence the static name, since the content of the

This before its deployment in production.

 
This is a stage that currently, within the DevOps culture, is

being carried out more and more, since it has been

integrated into the entire project life cycle to be able to

provide more and more information before the application

reaches production.

 
This stage, if you enter the Docker world where they

normally go hand in hand with the DevOps culture, the

analysis of Docker image vulnerabilities lies in the first stage

of building the solution. This analysis would be the only

static analysis that would fall within the stages included in

the continuous delivery and deployment pipelines and

emerges as a new requirement at the security level due to

the generation of Docker images as a packaging solution to

be able to subsequently manage the execution of the

application contained in these images as containers in

different environments.
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Mention that although at the Dockerfile level, you can also

perform good practices, it is not until the time of image

construction when you could verify which binary files and

libraries have been included in the image itself. In addition,

it is the immutability property of Docker images that makes

static vulnerability analysis on a constructed image important

since such image, as mentioned above, cannot be modified

afterward, and it would be necessary to return to Modify the

image using the Dockerfile file and rebuild the image.

 

In this section, we will review of the different open source

tools or solutions that will be carried out to perform the

static vulnerability analysis automatically.

 
Image scanners are an important set of tools. Tools such as

Clair by CoreOS, Dagda, and Anchore can automatically

check for image vulnerabilities, saving a great deal of time.

When a vulnerability is detected, they can also send

notifications via email and look for fixes.
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Continuous integration with Docker

 
The scan can be easily integrated into continuous integration

and delivery workflows so that scanning can be started

automatically every time a developer completes a new

container. Today, most administrators generally only discover

a new vulnerability that is of high criticality by consulting

the CVE database. The lower criticality vulnerabilities may

not even be discovered. The scanner automates the process

of identifying vulnerabilities that are not critical but could be

exploited by potential attackers.

 
If a problem or vulnerability is discovered in the base

image, and that image is reconstructed. Once the

compilation is complete, the image is sent to the container

platform log. The platform can detect that the image has

changed. For constructions that depend on this image and

have defined triggers, the platform allows you to

automatically reconstruct the image of the application,

incorporating libraries that have been changed during the

reconstruction process.

 
Once the compilation is complete, the image is sent to the

container platform log. The platform immediately detects

changes in the image in its internal register, and, for

applications that use it as a base image, the updated image
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is automatically implemented, ensuring that the code that is

executed in production is identical to the most recent

updated image. All these capabilities work together to

integrate security capabilities into a process of continuous

integration and continuous deployment

 
When a developer uploads the code to the source code

control repository, it automatically displays the newly

constructed image to test it. You may have to build the

image and deploy (deploy) the new image automatically

through the CI process.

 

Within the Docker ecosystem, the Dockerfile file describes

how it will be built and what will be installed in the

container so that the application can run on it. When

running within a continuous integration environment, it will

automatically generate and publish in the corporate Docker

registry a container, including the software dependencies of

that container.

 
A best practice to improve application security is to

integrate automated security tests into your compilation or

IC process. For example, we could integrate vulnerability

scanner tools or dynamic application analysis:

  
Static Application Security Testing (SAST) and Dynamic

Application Security Testing (DAST) tools such as HP Fortify

and IBM AppScan.
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Tools such as Black Duck Hub and JFrog Xray that act as

scanners that allow real-time verification of the code against

a database of known vulnerabilities.

  
https://www.blackducksoftware.com

 
https://jfrog.com/xray

  
Below is a list of recommendations to ensure those

platforms that are in the container construction environment.

Within these recommendations, we can include Docker tools

and others that allow you to automate and organize the

source code.

  
Source code control: Source code control should be a

common practice in DevOps security and operations

equipment in order to ensure quality while contributing to

the unit and integration testing. The main tools for source

code control are GitHub GitLab and Bitbucket

 

Compiler tools and controllers: Almost all the development

teams use construction tools such as Bamboo and Jenkins.

These platforms are an essential part of their automated

compilation processes.
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Security unit tests: Unit tests are an excellent way to execute

test cases focused on specific functions and code modules.

In addition, as the set of tests grows over time, it is

essential to generate a set of regression tests to ensure that

the vulnerabilities and security flaws have already been

resolved.

 
Code analysis: It is advisable to implement code scans to

verify that the code that is built is safe. Many tools have an

integration through RESTful API within the development and

continuous delivery cycle.

 
Component analysis: A useful method is to test libraries

against the CVE list to decide if a vulnerable program is

being used. Docker and some open source projects offer

software that can be built into your security pipeline to test

specific libraries against the CVE database.

 
In this section, we have reviewed the tools for working with

continuous integration with Docker. In the next section, we

will introduce some tools like CoreOS Clair and Dagda as a

container vulnerability analysis services.
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CoreOS Clair

 
Clair is a container vulnerability analysis service. It works

through an API that analyzes each layer of the container

looking for existing vulnerabilities in Debian, Ubuntu, and

CentOS databases. It can also be used from the command

line, as we see here. This tool has the capacity for reporting

the list of known vulnerabilities that affect each container

and notify users.

 
The methodology used for using this tool is by command

line. Basically, it extracts all the layers of the image and

notifies the vulnerabilities found and stores the information

in a database. It also manages its own database that it

updates from sources known as CVE.

  
https://github.com/coreos/clair

 
https://coreos.com/blog/vulnerability-analysis-for-containers/

 
Clair is the security engine that uses the https://quay.io

registry internally.
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Dagda: the Docker security suite

 
Dagda is an open-source tool, developed in Python to perform

static analysis of known vulnerabilities in Docker

images/containers. It also helps you to monitor running Docker

containers for detecting anomalous activities.

 
Dagda retrieves information about the software installed in your

Docker image, such as the OS packages, library dependencies,

modules, and matches it against a vulnerability database. This

database is created by collating vulnerability data from sources

such as NVD, SecurityFocus BID & Exploit-DB into a MongoDB

database.

 
The database also stores your past static analysis scans

performed on the Docker images and their result for a duration

that you specify.

 
The project can be found in the following GitHub repository:

 
We can find more information about the tool in the URL:

 
In the following image, you can see the Dagda GitHub

repository:
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Figure 6.3: Dagda GitHub repository

 
Dagda supports multiple Docker base Linux images:

  
Red Hat/CentOS/Fedora

 

Debian/Ubuntu

 
OpenSUSE

 
Alpine Linux

 
Dagda uses OWASP dependency check and Retire.js to analyze

packages and dependencies of various languages such as Java,

Python, NodeJS, JS, Ruby, and PHP, identifying known

vulnerabilities in Docker images.

 
It also runs ClamAV to search for malware or detect Trojanized

images, and at the level of image monitoring, it integrates with

Sysdig Falco as a tool to detect runtime anomalies and monitor
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containers on Unix environment. Falco is a tool that can be

installed as an agent on each Docker host and internally

functions analyzing system calls and kernel filters against the

rules that are stored in a database for identifying attacks or

anomalous calls inside the containers and in general in the

Docker host.

 
If we follow the documentation that we can find in the GitHub

repository, for its installation, we need to install the following

modules on Python 3: Python 3.4.5, MongoDB 2.4, Pip3,

PyMongo, Requests, Python-dateutil, Joblib, Docker-py, Flask,

Flask-cors, PyYAML.

 
In the following image, you can see the Dagda architecture:

 

 
Figure 6.4: Dagda architecture
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REST-API & Command-line interfaces are two ways with which

you can interact with this Docker security suite. Every aspect of

this tool can be controlled via the REST-API. You can have CLI

access to this tool via the REST API. To interact with Docker

containers, we can do it through the REST API. To execute it,

we can do it with python3 to see what are the possible

commands that we can execute.

 
In the following screenshot you can see the options of the

Dagda Python script:

 

 

Figure 6.5: Dagda Python script options

 
The first thing to do is to start the Dagda server, and we can

do it with the start options from the dagda.py Python script.
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In the following screenshot you can see the options of the

Dagda Python start-server script:

 

 
Figure 6.6: Dagda Python start-server options

 
With the check option, we can perform a vulnerability analysis

from a specific image, and with the history option, we can

obtain the historical analysis made from the name of the image

and the scan id.

 
$ python3 dagda.py check --docker_image

 
In the following screenshot, you can see the options for

starting analysis in a Docker image:
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Figure 6.7: Dagda options for starting analysis in a Docker image

 
Successful acceptance returns a scanned ID, which you then

use to retrieve the scan reports.

 
$ python3 dagda.py history --id

 
With the vuln option, we can initialize the vulnerability database

and indicate if we want to filter by a specific CVE code. The

first thing that should be done is to run the script with the --

init option to initialize the database with updated information

about database vulnerabilities such as CVE, exploit database,

and Red Hat security advisories.

 
In the following screenshot, you can see the options for

checking vulnerabilities in an image:
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Figure 6.8: Dagda options for checking vulnerabilities in an image

 
At this point, we have reviewed the Dagda script for checking

vulnerabilities in Docker images.
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OWASP dependency check

 
OWASP dependency check is an analysis tool that allows you

to scan the images layer by layer, allowing you to analyze

several languages such as Java, Python, Node.js, JavaScript,

Ruby, and PHP. In the case of JavaScript code and Node.js,

use the library Retire.js.

 
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Dependency_Check

 
Internally, it performs a scan and collection of information

about the pom.xml and manifest files in the case of Java

projects and JAR files. In the case of projects with JavaScript,

the target is to analyze the package.json file and the NPM

dependencies. This information is compared with the NVD and

CVE database.

 
The official project page can be found within the OWASP

project and can be installed as a command-line tool or as a

maven plugin to integrate it into projects as if it were a library.

 
If we analyze a project, we have the possibility of generating a

report with the vulnerabilities detected. We can see an example

report at
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The tool is also available as a Docker image in the public

Docker hub repository

 
$ docker pull deepfenceio/deepfence_depcheck

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 6.9: Downloading image form Docker hub

 
We can see the options and commands offered if we check the

Docker image with the -h parameter:

 
$ docker run -ti -v /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock -v

/var/lib/docker/:/fenced/mnt/host/var/lib/docker/:rw -v

/:/fenced/mnt/host/:ro -v /home/sandman/db:/tmp:rw

deepfenceio/deepfence_depcheck -h
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usage: /usr/local/bin/start_services.sh options

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 6.10: Options for deepfence Docker image

 
Also, we can see execution examples for deepfence Docker

image:
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Figure 6.11: Execution examples for deepfence Docker image

 
The first step before analyzing our images is to build the initial

vulnerability database. The following command will initialize the

database with data recovered from public database vulnerability

 
$ docker run -ti -v /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock -v

/var/lib/docker/:/fenced/mnt/host/var/lib/docker/:rw -v

/:/fenced/mnt/host/:ro -v /home/user/db:/tmp:rw

deepfenceio/deepfence_depcheck -u true

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 6.12: Initializing vulnerability database

 

To analyze a specific image, for example, we can download the

deepfenceio/fis-java-openshift image from Docker hub repository
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$ docker pull deepfenceio/fis-java-openshift

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 6.13: Downloading image form Docker hub

 
To analyze a specific image we can pass the -t all parameter:

 
$ docker run -ti -v /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock -v

/var/lib/docker/:/fenced/mnt/host/var/lib/docker/:rw -v

/:/fenced/mnt/host/:ro -v /home/user/db:/tmp:rw

deepfenceio/deepfence_depcheck -t all -ideepfenceio/fis-java-

openshift -j true

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 6.14: Scanning Docker image for detecting vulnerabilities

 

At this point we have reviewed OWASP dependency check

script for checking vulnerabilities in Docker images.
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MicroScanner

 
MicroScanner is another tool to scan container images for

vulnerabilities in packages. It uses the same vulnerability

database as the Aqua security commercial scanner.

 
https://github.com/aquasecurity/microscanner

 
To use MicroScanner, you must first sign up for a token, which

can be obtained from the service

https://microscanner.aquasec.com/signup or by running the

command:

 
$ docker run --rm -it aquasec/microscanner --register

 
In the following screenshot you can see the MicroScanner page

for registering for a token:
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Figure 6.15: MicroScanner page for registering token

 
MicroScanner is designed to run as part of building an image

of a container. To start using it, simply add the following code

snippet in the Dockerfile of the image you want to analyze and

add the key that we have obtained when registering.

 
ADD

RUN chmod +x microscanner

RUN ./microscanner

 

For example, the following commands correspond to a

Dockerfile file that performs the construction of an image based

on python, on which it executes MicroScanner.

 
FROM python:3.7

RUN apt-get update && apt-get -y install ca-certificates

ADD https://get.aquasec.com/microscanner/

RUN chmod +x /microscanner

ARG token

RUN /microscanner ${token}

RUN echo "No vulnerabilities!"

 
These commands download the MicroScanner binary, give it

permission to run and execute it on the contents of the file

system of the base image.
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$ docker build --build-arg=token= --no-cache.

 
In the following screenshot, you can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 6.16: MicroScanner execution build command

 
At this point, we have reviewed the MicroScanner script for

checking vulnerabilities in docker images. If MicroScanner finds

a vulnerability, it reports the details in JSON format.
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Clair scanner and quay.io repository

 
CoreOS Clair is an open-source project for static vulnerability

analysis in container-based applications. As layers can be shared

among many containers, introspection is vital to create a

package inventory and compare it with known CVEs. Since

Clair's image analysis is static, it is never necessary for the

containers to actually running, so the analysis time is greatly

reduced and does not require that potentially vulnerable

containers be run.

 
At the analysis level, it performs the following checks:

  
Scan an image against Clair's server

 
Compare vulnerabilities against a white list

 
It tells you if there are vulnerabilities that are not whitelisted

 
By extracting static information from the image file system and

maintaining a list of differences between the different layers of

which the image is composed, the analysis time is greatly

reduced and does not require that potentially vulnerable

containers be executed.
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Clair provides a JSON API that extracts all layers of the image

and can be run locally to inspect container images, for

example, as part of a process of continuous integration and

delivery.

 
In the following screenshot you can see the Linux distributions

supported by Clair scanner:

 

 

Figure 6.17: Linux distributions supported by Clair scanner

 
To install Clair, we can do it through the Docker Compose tool

and the repository

 
In the following screenshot you can see the GitHub repository

for Clair scanner:
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Figure 6.18: GitHub repository for Clair scanner

 
The installation instructions are:

 
$ git clone https://github.com/hxquangnhat/clair-analyze-local-

images.git

$ cd clair-analyze-local-images/

$ docker-compose up -d

 
This repository contains the following file that we can execute

with the docker-compose up command. This is the content of

the docker-compose where we see the services of Postgres and

Clair:

 
docker-compose.yml

 
In the following screenshot, you can see the content of this

file:
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Figure 6.19: Docker-compose file for Clair scanner

 
Here we see the 2 containers in execution, and to analyze an

image, we execute the container with name Clair. When

executing previous commands, we have 2 containers running,

one corresponding to the Postgres database listening on port

5432 and another corresponding to the image analyzer listening

on port

 
In the following screenshot you can see 2 containers for Clair

and Postgres services in running state:
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Figure 6.20: Containers for Clair and Postgres services in running

state

 
For analyzing vulnerabilities in an image, we can use the

following command:

 
$ docker exec clair_clairanalyser

 

If the image has vulnerabilities, it shows the corresponding

CVE:

 

 
Figure 6.21: Vulnerabilities found in a Docker image

 
For more information about the installation and execution of

the tool, we can query the official documentation:
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Another alternative for scanning vulnerabilities in images and

Docker containers, we can use the Clair tool, from CoreOS, to

do this, we will use the following commands for deployment:

  
The first step is to pull a container from the Postgres version

9.6 database:

 
$ sudo docker run -d -e POSTGRES_PASSWORD="" -p

5432:5432 --restart always postgres:9.6

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 6.22: Step 1 command

 

In the second step, we create a Clair configuration file with the

commands:

 
$ sudomkdir $HOME/clair_config

$ sudo curl -L

http://raw.githubusercontent.com/coreos/clair/master/config.yaml.s
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ample -o $PWD/clair_config/config.yaml

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous commands:

 

 
Figure 6.23: Step 2 commands

 
In the URL we can find the YAML file configuration for

deploying Clair services with Docker.

 
In the third step, we download Clair container and check Clair

state:

 
$ sudo docker run --net=host -d -p 6060-6061:6060-6061 --

restart always -v $PWD/clair_config:/config

quay.io/coreos/clair:v2.0.7 --config=/config/config.yaml

$ curl -X GET -l http://localhost:6061/health

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous commands:
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Figure 6.24: Step 3 commands

 
In the fourth step, we install and configure Clair scanner:

 
$ mkdirclairscanner

$ sudowget

$ sudo mv clair-scanner_linux_amd64 clair-scanner

$ sudochmod +x clair-scanner

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous commands:
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Figure 6.25: Step 4 commands

 
In the following screenshot we can see how we give Clair-

scanner execution permissions with chmod command:

 

 
Figure 6.26: Clair-scanner execution permissions

 
In the fifth step, we pull an image that we know has

vulnerabilities.

 
For example, the image available in Docker Hub

https://hub.docker.com/r/vulnerables/cve-2016-10033 has a remote

code execution vulnerability.

 
$ sudo docker pull vulnerables/cve-2016-10033

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 6.27: Step 5 command

 
In the sixth step, we launch the analysis of the unloaded

container using Clair scanner:

 
$ sudo ./clair-scanner -c http://localhost:6060 vulnerables/cve-

2016-10033

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 6.28: Step 6 command
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In the following screenshot, we can see vulnerabilities detected

in the Docker image

 

 
Figure 6.29: Vulnerabilities detected in the Docker image

vulnerables/cve-2016-10033

 
We could also analyze Docker images with the clairctl service

available in the GitHub repository.

  
https://github.com/jgsqware/clairctl

 
In the same way that we have seen before, we have a Docker

compose file docker-compose.yml that runs 3 services (Postgres,

Clair, and clairctl):

 
version: '2.1'
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services:

postgres:

image: postgres:9.6

restart: unless-stopped

volumes:

- ./docker-compose-data/postgres-data/:/var/lib/postgresql/data:rw

environment:

- POSTGRES_PASSWORD=ChangeMe

- POSTGRES_USER=clair

- POSTGRES_DB=clair

clair:

image: quay.io/coreos/clair:v2.0.0

restart: unless-stopped

volumes:

- ./docker-compose-data/clair-config/:/config/:ro

- ./docker-compose-data/clair-tmp/:/tmp/:rw

depends_on:

postgres:

condition: service_started

command: [--log-level=debug, --config, /config/config.yml]

 
clairctl:

image: jgsqware/clairctl:latest

restart: unless-stopped

environment:

- DOCKER_API_VERSION=1.24

volumes:

- ./docker-compose-data/clairctl-reports/:/reports/:rw

- /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock:ro

depends_on:
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clair:

condition: service_started

 
When executing the docker-compose command over the

previous file, we see how we have 3 containers running, one

for each of the services we have in the docker-compose.yml file.

 
$ docker-compose up -d

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 6.30: Execution of the docker-compose command

 
With the docker ps command, we can see the services related

toClair and Postgres that have been deployed.
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In this way, we have the clairctl command available to execute

it as a Docker image.

 

 
Figure 6.31: Execution of the docker-compose exec clair

 
To perform an analysis of an image, we can execute the

command:

 
$ docker-compose exec clairctlclairctl analyze --local

 
At this point, we have reviewed the execution of Clair using

Docker compose and how we can detect vulnerabilities in a

specific Docker image.
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Github repositories and Clair links

 
Among the main repositories of GitHub and articles with

more information about the tool we can highlight:

  
https://github.com/coreos/clair

 
https://github.com/arminc/clair-scanner

 
https://github.com/arminc/clair-local-scan

 
https://bitbucket.org/osallou/clair

 
https://coreos.com/blog/vulnerability-analysis-for-containers.html

 
https://thenewstack.io/coreos-introduces-container-scanning-

forvulnerabilities

 
In this section, we have reviewed the installation and

execution of Clair for scanning Docker images. In the next

section, we will review the Quay.io image repository for

static image analysis.
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Quay.io image repository

 
CoreOs, in addition to using Clair to analyze Docker images

uploaded by customers, also uses the Quay.io image

repository a container registry with similar features to the

Docker hub repository.

 
Quay registry provides static image analysis with the

objective of finding obsolete and vulnerable libraries in

binaries. Among the main features we can highlight:

  
Scanning the image before uploading it to production

 
Vulnerability mapping with CVE updates

 
Links to the vulnerabilities of the CVE database

 
Easy to integrate into your CI/CD workflow

 
Web interface and analysis engine API

 
At low level uses the CoreOS Clair open source CVE engine
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We continue with the registration and login into Quay.io

service.
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Register in Quay.io

 
To log in to you must execute the docker login quay.io

command from the command line. The following steps can be

found in https://docs.quay.io/solution/getting-started.html

 
$ docker login quay.io

Username: myusername

Password: mypassword

 
Within the configuration of the Quay.io account, it is possible

to create an encrypted password for added security. The next

step would be to create a new container on which to execute

the image that we are going to analyze.

 
When creating the container, we see that it returns an

identifier:

 

 
Figure 6.32: Creating a new container, it will return a container

identifier
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As the last step, we must create the name of the repository

where we will subsequently upload the image:

 
$ docker commit quay.io/username/reponame

 
When creating the repository name, we see that it returns an

identifier:

 

 
Figure 6.33: Tag the container to an image

 
To send an image to a repository in Quay.io, we need to

execute the docker push command:

 

$ sudo docker push quay.io/namespace/repository:tag

The push refers to a repository [quay.io/username/reponame]

(len: 1)

Sending image list

Pushing repository quay.io/username/reponame (1 tags)

8dbd9e392a96: Pushing [=======> ] 21.27 MB/134.1 MB 40s

 
To extract an image from the Quay.io repository, run the

following command:

 
$ sudo docker pull quay.io/namespace/repository
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Another way to create a repository is through the Quay.io user

web interface. Click on the + icon in the upper right corner

and select New In the following screenshot we can see quay.io

page for creating a new repository:

 

 
Figure 6.34: Quay.io page for creating a new repository

 
The tags of a repository can be viewed and modified in the

label panel of the repository page.

 
In the following screenshot we can see Quay.io page for

viewing repository tags:
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Figure 6.35: Quay.io page for viewing repository tags

 
From this interface, it is possible to assign several labels to the

same image. A new tag can be added to a tagged image by

clicking on the icon next to the tag and selecting Add new tag.

Quay.io will confirm the action of adding a new label to the

image.

 
In the following screenshot we can see actions related to tags:

 

 
Figure 6.36: Actions related to tags

 
In the Manifest layers section, we can see the layers that make

up the image:
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Figure 6.37: Manifest layers

 
We can see information related to the image scan, including

the vulnerabilities that have been detected in each of the layers.

For each of the vulnerabilities, it shows the CVE number, the

level of criticality, affected package, a version that contains the

vulnerability, and the version that has the fix and could solve

the security flaw.

 
In the following screenshot we can see vulnerabilities detected

by Quay security scanner:
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Figure 6.38: Vulnerabilities detected by Quay security scanner

 
In the following screenshot, we can see image vulnerabilities

with the corresponding CVE:

 

 
Figure 6.39: Image vulnerabilities with the corresponding CVE

 
A high, medium, or low criticality levels are assigned to

vulnerabilities in the scan report. This criticality level depends
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on the CVSS score:

  
High: The vulnerability has a basic CVSS score that varies from

8.0 to 10.0.

 
Medium: The vulnerability has a CVSS base score ranging from

4.0-7.9.

 
Low: The vulnerability has a basic CVSS score ranging from 0.0

to 3.9.

 
If we go into details, we see that for each vulnerability, a series

of metrics is defined that will give the final score and the level

of criticality:

 

 

Figure 6.40: Vulnerabilities detected by Quay security scanner
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In the previous image, we see that each vulnerability defines a

series of metrics that will give the final score and the level of

criticality.

 
Access vector: This metric reflects how the vulnerability is

exploited. The more remote an attacker is to attack a host, the

higher the vulnerability score.

 
In the previous example, we see that the value of this metric

is the network. This metric measures the impact on the

integrity of a successfully exploited vulnerability. Integrity refers

to the reliability and veracity of the information. The increase in

the impact of integrity increases the vulnerability score.

  
Access complexity: This metric measures the complexity of the

attack required to exploit the vulnerability once an attacker has

accessed the target system.

 
Authentication: This metric measures the strength or complexity

of the authentication process; for example, if an attacker is

required to provide credentials before he can run an exploit.

The fewer authentication instances required, the higher the

vulnerability score.

 
Confidentiality impact: Confidentiality refers to limiting access to

information and disclosure only to authorized users, as well as

preventing access or disclosure to unauthorized persons.

Increasing the impact of confidentiality increases the

vulnerability score.
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Integrity impact: This metric measures the impact on the

integrity of a successfully exploited vulnerability. The increase in

the impact of integrity increases the vulnerability score.

 
You can find more information about these metrics in the URL:
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Analyzing Docker images with anchore engine and anchore cli

 
Anchore is an open-source solution, available in on-premise

version or in a service version managed by third parties, where

its main objective is the discovery of Docker images in both

public and private repositories, with the objective of performing

a static analysis of known vulnerabilities.

 
This solution allows the list of packages installed in the

operating system of the docker image, as well as the complete

list of all Node.js and Ruby files and dependencies included in,

said Docker image. The static analysis of known vulnerabilities

will be performed on the set of packages installed at the

operating system level (base image).

 
In the following image, we can see Anchore engine architecture:

 

 
Figure 6.41: Anchore engine architecture
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The architecture of the anchor engine consists of six

components that can be implemented in a single container or

in a Kubernetes cluster:

  
API service: This is a central messaging interface that can be

accessed via a script using a REST API or using the command

line directly.

 

Image analyzer service: This is the service executed by the

worker nodes that perform the process of scanning Docker

images.

 
Catalog service: Internal database that contains the catalog of

vulnerabilities.

 
Waiting service: This organizes, persists, and schedules internal

engine tasks.

 
Policy Engine Service: This provides vulnerability analysis in

accordance with policies and rules.

 
Kubernetes Webhook Service: Services that allows validating

Docker images before they are generated.

 
Basically, the Anchore engine is provided as a Docker image

that can be with other orchestration platforms such as

Kubernetes, Docker Swarm, or Rancher.
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Anchore Engine allows developers to perform a detailed analysis

of images, execute queries, generate reports, and define policies

that can be used in the CI/CD cycle. Anchore offers the

possibility of connecting to a Jenkins pipeline, so when a

developer uploads code in a repository like GitHub, it activates

Jenkins to start a compilation that creates a container image,

etc.

 
The open-source version is highly customizable and reusable for

different tasks, from CD/CI tasks to forensic analysis or

inspection and debugging tasks. Among other things, it allows:

  
Extract packages and components from Docker images.

 
Scan images for known vulnerabilities.

 
We continue with the installation of the anchore engine with

Docker compose.
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Starting Anchore engine

 
There are several ways to start the anchore-engine; one of the

most direct and simple is through the compose.yaml docker

where all the services that are needed are declared. To do this,

we can use docker-compose.yaml file that we find within the

scripts/docker-compose directory in the GitHub project.

  
https://github.com/anchore/anchore-engine/blob/master/docker-

compose.yaml

 
These are the command you can use for downloading the last

version of

 
$ git clone https://github.com/anchore/anchore-engine

$ cd anchore-engine

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous commands:
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Figure 6.42: Downloading Anchore engine source code

 

To start Anchore Engine, we can execute the docker compose -

d command on the same path where we have downloaded the

docker-compose.yaml file.

 
$ docker-compose up -d

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 6.43: Starting Anchore engine containers

 
Here, we can see the anchore-engine containers running each

in its corresponding port. We see that the anchore-engine

service is downloading the image from the

docker.io/anchore/anchore-engine repository, and also this

service depends on the anchore-db service, which in turn

downloads the Postgres image, establishing the volumes of

persistence and the necessary environment variables.

 
In the following screenshot we can see Anchore engine

containers in execution:

 

 
Figure 6.44: Anchore engine containers in execution
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The installation of anchore cli could be done in several ways,

and the most direct is through the pip install command or

through the source code.

 

$ pip install anchorecli

$ git clone https://github.com/anchore/anchore-cli

$ cd anchore-cli

$ pip install --user –upgrade.

$ python setup.py install

 
To execute the anchore container, we can do it from the docker

pull anchore/cli command. At this point, you can execute any

of the queries that are included with anchore, create and

evaluate images against custom policies that are configured to

ensure that your containers meet the requirements defined in

the security policies. For more information on the above

features, see the anchore documentation.

 
Anchore cli has the ability to communicate with the anchore

engine to analyze the images that we have locally on the host

docker. It provides a command-line interface at the top of the

REST API of the anchore engine. Using the Anchore CLI, users

can manage and inspect images, policies, and so on.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the options of anchore-

cli after installing:
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Figure 6.45: Anchore cli options

 
In the following screenshot we can see the commands

supported by anchore-cli:
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Figure 6.46: Anchore cli commands

 
These are some of the commands to perform an analysis of an

image.

 
$ anchore-cli --u admin --p foobar image

 

In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 6.47: Anchore cli commands
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These are the commands that could be most useful for

analyzing our images:

 
# Add an image to Anchore to analyze

$ anchore-cli image add

 
# Display image content

$ anchore-cli image content os

 
# Analyze image content

$ anchore-cli image content files

 
# Evaluate based on policy compliance

$ anchore-cli evaluate check os

 
The following command will return information about the

process of analyzing a Docker image:

 
$ anchore-cli --u admin --p foobar image add

docker.io/library/alpine:3.4

 

In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 6.48: Anchore cli commands

 
The following command will return the packages installed inside

the Docker image:

 
$ anchore-cli --u admin --p foobar image content

docker.io/library/alpine:3.4 os

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 6.49: Packages in the alpine docker image
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The following command will get metadata from the Docker

image:

 
$ anchore-cli --u admin --p foobar image metadata

docker.io/library/alpine:3.4 manifest

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 6.50: Metadata in the alpine docker image

 
With the following command, once we have analyzed the

image, we can see the detected vulnerabilities and the reference

to the corresponding CVE code.

 
$ anchore-cli --u admin --p foobar image vuln

docker.io/library/alpine:3.4 all
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In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 6.51: Metadata in the alpine Docker image

 
The previous command shows information for each package

has found a vulnerable version, the level of criticality, and in

which version it would be resolved.
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Conclusion

 
In this chapter, we have reviewed some open source tools

discovering vulnerabilities in Docker images. In order to

minimize the exposure of our images before deploying in a

productive environment, it is important to analyze possible

vulnerabilities layer by layer that could cause an attacker to

take control of the application.

 
In this chapter, the reader has learned about analyzing the

security of docker images layer by layer and discover

vulnerabilities through the study of static analysis tools.

 
In the next chapter, we are going to review topics like

Docker container threats and system attacks, which can

impact in Docker applications, and what are the main

vulnerabilities we can find in Docker images.
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Questions

  
Which is the analysis tool that allows you to scan the

images layer by layer, allowing you to analyze several

languages such as Java, Python, Node.js, JavaScript, Ruby,

and PHP?

 
Which is the base Linux Docker images Dagda supports?

 
What provides Clair for analyzing each layer of the container

looking for existing vulnerabilities in Debian, Ubuntu, and

CentOS databases?

 
Which Docker registry provides static image analysis with the

objective of finding obsolete and vulnerable libraries in

binaries?

 
Which are the main components of the anchore engine

architecture?
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CHAPTER 7

 
Auditing and Analyzing Vulnerabilities in Docker Containers

 
This chapter covers topics like Docker container threats and

system attacks, which can impact in Docker applications.

These threats and attacks are also applicable to specific

Docker container versions of the applications. We will review

examples of attacks and exploits that could target running

containers. Also, we will review specific CVE in Docker

images and how we can get details about specific

vulnerabilities with vulners API.

 
In this chapter, the reader will learn about what are the

main Docker container threats, what are the main

vulnerabilities we can find in Docker images, and some

services and tools for getting information about these

vulnerabilities. As a result, developers will have the capacity

to obtain details about vulnerabilities in container

applications.
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Structure

  
Docker containers threats and attacks

 
Analyzing vulnerabilities in Docker images

 
CVE in Docker images

 
Getting CVE details with vulners API
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Objectives

  
Knowing about Docker containers threats and attacks

 
Knowing about analyzing vulnerabilities in Docker images

 
Understanding CVE in Docker images

 
Knowing about obtaining CVE details with vulners API
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Docker containers threats and attacks

 
Among the possible attacks and threats that the containers may

suffer, we can highlight direct attacks on the kernel taking

advantage of a vulnerability that has not been patched, Denial

of Service (DoS) attacks, where the main problem is that the

container may monopolize the access to certain resources such

as CPU and memory, resulting in denial of service. Another

possible attack is the use of trojanized images. If an attacker

gets someone to execute a trojanized image with malicious

code, both the host docker and the data exposed by it are at

risk. Also, it is critical ensuring that images you are running

are up-to-date and do not contain software versions with known

vulnerabilities.

 
In this URL, we can see the main vulnerabilities and container

attacks related to Docker organized by category:

 
https://www.cvedetails.com/product/28125/Docker-Docker.html?

vendor_id=13534

 
In this image, we can see the main Docker vulnerabilities

organized by category:
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Figure 7.1: Docker vulnerabilities organized by category

 
In the following image, we can see the main Docker attacks

organized by year and type:

 

 
Figure 7.2: Common attacks in Docker containers

 
Because the containers will always share the host kernel, the

container can exploit any vulnerability in the kernel interface to

compromise the Docker host, unless it uses seccomp or

apparmor to limit calls between the container and the host.

Among the threats in the containers, we can highlight:
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Application-level DDoS and script attacks between sites in

public containers.

 
Containers that attempt to download additional malware or

scan internal systems for vulnerabilities or confidential data.

 
A container that is forced to use system resources in an

attempt to block other containers.

 
Use of unsecured applications, the aim of which is to deny

service on the network and to affect other containers.

 
The Dirty Cow exploits in the Linux kernel allows root privilege

escalation on a host or container.

 
Ransomware attacks on insecure server containers by MongoDB

and Elasticsearchcontainers.

 
Buffer overflow vulnerability in Ruby and Python libraries that

allow the execution of malicious code.

 

SQL injection attacks that allow you to take control of a

database container in order to steal data.

 
Vulnerabilities such as buffer overflow based on the glibc stack,

which gives control to hackers through man-in-the-middle

attacks.
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For example, in some python images, it is common to see this

type of CVE related toa vulnerability in the glibc library.

 

 
Figure 7.3: CVE related toa vulnerability in the glibc library

 
We could also check if there is an exploit available for this

CVE.

 

 
Figure 7.4: Exploits available for CVE-2018-1000001

 
You can find more information about this vulnerability in
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Most vulnerabilities associated with CVE are associated with

one or more vulnerabilities. For example, CVE-2015-1781, which

is a weakness in a buffer overflow that can be abused in DNS

servers and leads to denial of service or arbitrary code

execution, may fall into three categories: denial of service,

execution code and overflow.

 
One of the most critical CVEs is CVE-2014-9357. This CVE

allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code with root

privileges.

 

 
Figure 7.5: CVE-2014-9357 details

 
You can find more information about this vulnerability in

 
In this case, the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS)

is being used to measure and compare threats. The common

vulnerability scoring system is based on factors such as the

attack vector, the complexity of the attack, the privileges, the
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user interaction, the scope, the integrity, and the availability of

the data when conducting the attack.

 
Organizations rely on the CVSS scoring system as a standard

way to capture the main features of vulnerabilities and produce

a numerical score that reflects their severity.

 
The calculation of CVSS is modeled according to the risk

formula, where the impact is multiplied by the probability, while

CVSS calls it the submetric of impact and exploitability: CVSS =

Impact × Exploitability.

 
In this image, we can see attack vectors in CVE-2014-9357:

 

 
Figure 7.6: Attack vectors in CVE-2014-9357

 
For obtaining the level of criticality of vulnerabilities, we can

also use some metrics such as the access vector, the network,
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the complexity of access, authentication, and the impact of

confidentiality. Among the main attack vectors, we can highlight:

  
Access vector: This metric reflects how the vulnerability is

exploited. An exploitable vulnerability with access to the network

means that the vulnerable software is linked to the network

stack, and the attacker does not require access to the local

network. Such vulnerability is often called exploitable remotely.

An example of a network attack is an RPC buffer overflow.

 
Buffer overflow is a common vulnerability in web servers that

occurs when an application tries to place more data in a buffer

that was designed to retain. In the case of a buffer overflow, a

programmer creates a buffer in the code but does not place

restrictions on it. The data must go somewhere, which in this

case, means adjacent buffers. When data overflows in buffers,

the result may be corrupt or overwritten data.

 

Access complexity: This metric analyzes the complexity of the

attack required to exploit the vulnerability once an attacker

gains access to the system. For example, consider a buffer

overflow in Internet service, once the target system is located,

the attacker could initiate an exploitation process.

 
Authentication: This metric analyzes the number of times an

attacker must authenticate on a target to exploit a vulnerability.

This metric measures that an attacker is required to provide

credentials before the vulnerability occurs. The fewer
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authentication instances required, the higher the vulnerability

score.

 
Confidentiality impact: This metric measures the impact of the

confidentiality of a successfully exploited vulnerability.

Confidentiality refers to limiting access and disclosure of

information to authorized users only, as well as preventing

access by unauthorized persons. The greater the impact of

confidentiality increases the vulnerability score.

 
Integrity impact: This metric measures the impact on the

integrity of a successfully exploited vulnerability. The greater the

impact on integrity increases the vulnerability score. For

example, if an attacker can modify any file in the target system,

at this point, we have a very high score.

 

Another vulnerability that affects Docker container with root

permissions is one discovered in runc, the utility to run

containers of the open containersinitiative, by which it is

possible to obtain root permissions on the host machine that

is running the container.

 
For the exploitation of the vulnerability, only one malicious

container is necessary, which will overwrite the binary runc of

the host machine. The attack is not blocked by AppArmor's

default policy, just like SELinux's on systems like Fedora.

However, using the enforcing mode with a correct configuration

of the namespaces (as happens by default in Red Hat), the

attack is blocked.
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The vulnerability has been identified with CVE-2019-5736, and

there is already a patch available that corrects the bug. If it is

not possible to patch, a possible solution is to configure

SELinux correctly to prevent exploitation.

 
More information about the vulnerability in
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Dirty Cow Exploit (CVE-2016-5195)

 
DirtyCow (CVE-2016-5195) is a privilege escalation vulnerability

in the Linux kernel, and it allows any existing user without

privileges to perform an elevation of administrator privileges. It

exploits a race condition between processes to enter the kernel

and modify files.

 
COW (Change on Write) is a technique used in UNIX systems

to reduce duplication of objects in memory. When using the

Race condition, the user with minimal privileges will modify the

read-only objects, which within the ideal case should not occur.

The main recommendation is to verify the version of your

kernel and update it if it detects a vulnerable version.

 
The vulnerability used in Dirty Cow is a vulnerability that

exploits the contents of the memory while the kernel is

executing system calls (syscalls) to perform actions in the same

memory address space.

 
The vulnerability opens a file that only the root user with read-

only permissions has access to and tries to write some content

to the file. Normally this is denied by the privilege hierarchy,

but the exploit allows opening the file in a read-only segment

in memory.
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In this image, you can see the versions that are vulnerable

along with the version that would solve the bug:

 

 

Figure 7.7: Linux versions affected by DirtyCow

 
More information on

 
In the following GitHub repositories, you can find some proofs

of concept that allow simulating the behavior of this exploit.

  
https://github.com/scumjr/dirtycow-vdso

 
https://github.com/gebl/dirtycow-docker-vdso

 
In the following GitHub repository

https://github.com/dirtycow/dirtycow.github.io/wiki/PoCs we can

find several proofs of concept where we have the exploit in the

dirtycow.c file.
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Figure 7.8: Exploit files for DirtyCow

 
In this repository you already can find the Dockerfile and the

scripts to run it:

 
https://github.com/Alpha-Cybersecurity/dirtyc0w-docker

 

 
Figure 7.9: Repository for DirtyCow proof of concept

 

This is the content of the Dockerfile we can find in the

previous repository:
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Figure 7.10: Dockerfile for DirtyCow proof of concept

 
The DirtyCow environment is based on an Ubuntu image. GCC

compiler and build-essential packages are a prerequisite for the

compilation of DirtyCow exploit.

 
In this screenshot, we can see the execution of DirtyCow

exploit:
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Figure 7.11: Executing DirtyCow proof of concept

 
The DirtyCow exploit demonstrates how to write to files as a

root user (system administrator). In this example, a file called

foo is created with certain content, permission, and the

property is set, and we try to write to the file as a normal

user, but with the DirtyCow binary or exploit.

 
The vulnerability occurs when opening a file that only the root

user has access to read-only permissions and tries to write

some content to the file. Normally this is rejected by the

privilege hierarchy, but the exploit opens the file in a read-only

memory segment.
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Prevent DirtyCow with apparmor

 
If we use AppArmor, we can make the exploit have no effect

by establishing restrictions on which applications within the

container have permission to read, write, and execute. When

using the default apparmor profile, the DirtyCowexploit was

stopped. Another possibility is to run containers in read-only

mode. The execution of the containers as read-only could

prevent an attacker from making changes to the system.

 
In this screenshot, we can see the execution of DirtyCow

exploit with apparmor enabled:

 

 
Figure 7.12: Executing DirtyCow with apparmor enabled
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AppArmor is a security feature that is part of the Linux kernel

and is a tool to restrict the capabilities of an application during

runtime.

 
Another possibility is to run containers in read-only mode. The

execution of the containers as read-only could prevent the

attacker from making changes to the system.
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Vulnerability jack in the box (CVE-2018-8115)

 
This is a remote code execution vulnerability (CVE 2018-8115)

that affects Docker for Windows. This vulnerability is related to

the compatibility of Windows Compute Service Shim published

and maintained by Microsoft. This service uses a filepath.Join

function with the unauthorized entry that allows you to create,

delete, and replace files on the host's file system, which leads

to remote code execution.

 
The vulnerability is due to the fact that the file path in that

function is not validated correctly, and the destination file can

be written to an arbitrary location on the victim's host.

 
The good news is that Docker patched this vulnerability in the

Docker CE 18.03.1 and Docker CE 17.05.0-rc1 versions.

 
Companies like Aqua Security have also created open-source

tools that allow you to check images to see if they contain this

vulnerability. To do this, the tool downloads an image from the

registry, obtains the image layers, and performs a verification of

the .tar file for each layer. The script can be found in the

repository:

 
https://github.com/aquasecurity/scancve-2018-8115
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It is a python script that will connect to the Docker Hub

Registry and verify if an image, in any of its layers, has any

access level path related to the file system that may exploit the

CVE-2018-8115 vulnerability.

 
In this screenshot we can see a fragment of the Python script

for detecting CVE-2018-8115 vulnerability:

 

 
Figure 7.13: Python script for detecting CVE-2018-8115 vulnerability

 
In this section, we have reviewed some vulnerabilities and

attacks that are common in some Docker images.
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Most vulnerable packages

 
Finally, we get what packages make Docker images contain

vulnerabilities more frequently. For official images, glibc is the

most frequently used library, affecting more than 80% of the

images in all versions and the latest version.

 
The following table represents 10 main packages that make

images contain vulnerabilities:

 

 
Figure 7.14: Most vulnerable packages

 
As we can see in the previous table, certain packages appear

in more than one version image. These packages could be

specifically targeted to improve the security of the Docker hub

ecosystem.
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Analyzing vulnerabilities in Docker images

 
An audit process ensures that all containers are based on

updated containers and that both hosts and containers are

configured securely. Among the characteristics that we can

validate in an audit process, we can highlight:

  
Isolation and minimum privilege: the containers are executed

with the minimum resources and privileges necessary to

function effectively. For this, it is important to limit both the

memory and the use of CPU and network functions.

 
Limiting the amount of memory available to a container will

prevent attackers from consuming all the memory on the host

and killing other services. Limiting the use of the CPU and the

network can prevent attackers from executing denial of service

attacks and heavy resource processes such as Bitcoins mining.

 
Access controls: Linux security modules, such as Apparmor or

SELinux, are used to enforce access controls and limit system

calls.

 
Some specific considerations to consider in an audit process:

  
Check that the images and packages in them are updated and

without vulnerabilities.
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Links and volumes between containers. Using base file systems

in read-only mode will make it easy to find problems with the

docker diff command. It is important that our images take up

as little space as possible. The larger the images, the more

difficult the audit will be.

 

The kernel of the machine where the docker server is running

should always be updated as it is the point shared between all

the containers running on the same server.

 
The NVD database, which is managed by the U.S. government,

details the effects for each CVE, including the code that causes

it and the correct patch.

 
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/search/results?

form_type=Basic&results_type=overview&query=docker&search_typ

e=all
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Figure 7.15: National vulnerability database

 
NVD assigns to each vulnerability a score of 0 to 10. Range 7-

10 scores were graded as a highly critical vulnerability, range 4-

6 scores as moderate vulnerability, and 0-4 as low vulnerability.

 

 
Figure 7.16: NVD vulnerabilities

 

This classification takes into consideration several factors,

including the complexity needed to exploit a system and

vulnerability impact. Lower complexity implies a higher score,

and greater impact implies a higher score.
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Security vulnerability classification

 
MITRE is an agency that provides and maintains a CVE

(Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) list of vulnerabilities

contained in operating systems and servers. The NVD database,

managed by the U.S. government, details the effects for each

vulnerability, including its affected code and possible solutions.

 
For each vulnerability, NVD gives a score of 0 to 10. The range

scores 7-10 are rated as high vulnerability, the range scores 4-6

as medium vulnerability, and 0-3.9 as low vulnerability.

 
Some examples of vulnerabilities classified by level criticality

that we can find in docker images are:

 
High criticality vulnerabilities:

  
ShellShock http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shellshock_(software_bug)

 
Heartbleed (OpenSSL) http://heartbleed.com

 
Vulnerabilities of medium criticality:

  
Poodle (OpenSSL) https://poodlebleed.com
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Vulnerabilities of low criticality:

  
Buffer Overflow: GCC memory allocations can cause an

overflow buffer due to memory overflow when accessing

memory areas that have not been assigned.

 
To obtain the latest known vulnerabilities of NVD, we have a

script developed in Python in the following GitHub repository

 
https://github.com/linxack/nvdparser

 

The classification of a vulnerability is often subjective, and

companies usually classify them depending on specific

configurations or the score given by certain Linux distributions.

For example, we can take as a reference to the score assigned

by a given distribution. For example, for Ubuntu, we have the

following list:

 
http://people.canonical.com/~ubuntu-security/cve/main.html
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Figure 7.17: Ubuntu CVE list

 
The red hat also manages its own CVE list available in

https://access.redhat.com/security/security-updates/#/cve

 

 
Figure 7.18: Red Hat CVE list

 
In this section, we have reviewed some vulnerabilities classified

by the criticality level.
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Alpine image vulnerability

 
This is one of the latest vulnerabilities discovered. The problem

is in the alpine Linux image that is distributed for versions 3.3,

3.4, 3.5. These versions contain an empty password for the root

user. In addition to exploiting the vulnerability, you need to

have the Linux-pam authentication package or the shadow

package installed on Linux.

  
https://launchpad.net/ubuntu/+source/shadow

 
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2019-5021

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the details of this

vulnerability:

 

 
Figure 7.19: Alpine image vulnerability
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In the GitHub repository we can see the change made by

maintainers in the alpine image in one of the scripts:

 
https://git.alpinelinux.org/aports/commit/?

id=7a2566ec8260ceacae81088ebe2ffe6526c3809e

 
In the following screenshot we can see script affected for this

vulnerability:

 

 
Figure 7.20: Script affected in Alpine image vulnerability

 
With the following command, we can check the 3.4 version is

vulnerable since the root user is enabled.

 
$ docker run docker.io/alpine:3.4 cat /etc/shadow | head -n1

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 7.21: Docker container running version vulnerable

 
The solution to this problem is to disable root login with the

instruction:

 
RUN sed -i -e 's / ^ root::/ root:!: /' / etc/shadow

 
Where the character! means the root user cannot log in. With

the following command, we can check the latest version is not

vulnerable since the root user is disabled:

 
$ docker run docker.io/alpine:latest cat /etc/shadow | head -n1

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 7.22: Docker container running version not vulnerable

 
In this section, we have reviewed a specific vulnerability in

alpine Docker images and the mitigation for this.
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CVE in Docker images

 
We can find CVEs that are directly related to Docker security

incidents or issues. To learn more about Docker CVEs or see a

list of current Docker CVEs, visit

 
In the previous URL, we can find that CVE that are directly

related to incidents or security problems in Docker:

 

 
Figure 7.23: Docker CVE database

 
This list will be updated every time a CVE is detected for a

specific version of Docker. As you can see, the list is very

small, so it's probably a list that won't grow on a basic

frequency, day-to-day, or even month-to-month.

 
We can find other services that allow us to visualize the

Docker vulnerabilities registered in the CVE database.
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In the following screenshot we can see some CVE registered in

saucs database:

 

 

Figure 7.24: Docker CVE saucs database

 
As an entity handling and publishing CVEs, MITRE correlates

every CVE with the program that is affected by this

vulnerability. https://cve.mitre.org

 
Next, we will study some of these vulnerabilities, related to

specific versions of Docker:

  
CVE-2014-5282: Docker prior to version 1.3 does not correctly

validate image identifiers, allowing remote attackers to redirect

to another image by loading untrusted images using docker

load: https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2014-5282
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CVE-2014-5280: boot2docker prior to version 1.3 allows attackers

to perform Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) attacks by taking

advantage of Docker daemons by enabling TCP connections

without TLS encryption: https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2014-

5280

 
CVE-2014-5279: The boot2docker controlled Docker Daemon

before 1.3 makes improper TCP connections without default

authentication, making it easier for a remote attacker to gain

permissions or execute arbitrary code in containers:

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2014-5279

 
When a new vulnerability is discovered, creating a fresh CVE is

a way to make it accessible to the public. This CVE includes

all the vulnerability data, as well as an identifier unique for

each security vulnerability identified.
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Vulnerable images in Docker hub

 
In the next URL in the Docker hub, we can find some

images that already bring by default a series of

vulnerabilities.

 
https://hub.docker.com/u/vulnerables

 
Vulnerable ShellShock image

 
https://hub.docker.com/r/vulnerables/cve-2014-6271

 
Shellshock is a family of security errors in the bash on Unix

systems. Many web server implementations use bash to

process requests, allowing an attacker to execute arbitrary

commands and gain unauthorized access to a computer

system.

 
Image with OpenSSH remote DOS vulnerability

 
https://hub.docker.com/r/vulnerables/cve-2016-6515

 
Versions prior to 7.3 of OpenSSH do not limit the length of

passwords for authentication on SSH servers, which allows a
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remote attacker to cause a denial of service over a long

chain. This error resides in the source code of the auth-

passwd.c file in the auth_password function.

 
An attacker can take advantage of this problem to make the

application go into an infinite loop and consume CPU

resources until it causes a denial of service.

 
Vulnerable HeartBleed Image

 
https://hub.docker.com/r/vulnerables/cve-2014-0160

 

The Heartbleed error is a vulnerability in the OpenSSL

cryptographic software library. This vulnerability compromises

the secret keys used to identify service providers and encrypt

user traffic, names, and passwords. It is thought that about

17% (half a million) of secure internet web servers certified

by trusted authorities are vulnerable to attack, allowing theft

of private keys and session passwords and cookies from

servers.

 
In the following services, we can find containers with latest

updates about vulnerabilities:

  
https://vulnerablecontainers.org/

 
https://vulnerablecontainers.org/official/
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At this point, we have reviewed some main CVE we can

find in Docker images. Next section, we will review how we

can get CVE details with vulners API.
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Getting CVE details with vulners API

 
Vulnersdatabase provides searches, data recovery, archiving, and

vulnerability scanning API for integration purposes. With this

library, it is possible to create security tools and access the

largest security database in the world.

 
It provides an API in Python to obtain information about the

CVE by identifier, search for available public vulnerabilities and

obtain vulnerabilities and vulnerabilities by name and software

version.

 
https://github.com/vulnersCom/api/blob/master/README.md

 
To install the library, just run the command pip install:

 
$ pip install -U vulners

 
In addition, it is necessary to register on the vulners website to

obtain "API KEY" that allows you to make requests and queries.

Below are some examples of queries to this database.

 
The following Python script allows you to search in the vulners

database by specific search criteria; for example, we could

search for the DirtyCow vulnerability.
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import vulners

vulners_api = vulners.Vulners(api_key="API_KEY")

dirtycow = vulners_api.search("dirtycow", limit=10)

for i, val in enumerate(dirtycow):

for key,value in val.items():

print(key,":",value)

 
In the following screenshot you can see the output of the

previous script:

 

 
Figure 7.25: Information about DirtyCow

 
We could also obtain more information about a specific CVE.

 
In the following code we are using the document method from

the vulners API for searching a specific CVE identifier:

 
vulners_api = vulners.Vulners(api_key="API_KEY")

CVE_2018_8115 = vulners_api.document("CVE-2018-8115")

print(type(CVE_2018_8115))
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for key,value in CVE_2018_8115.items():

print(key,":",value)

 
In the following screenshot you can see the output of the

previous script:

 

 
Figure 7.26: Information about CVE-2018-8115

 
We could obtain information about public exploits with the

searchExploit method.

 
import vulners

vulners_api = vulners.Vulners(api_key="API_KEY")

wordpress_exploits = vulners_api.searchExploit("wordpress 4.7.0")

 
Get references for a specific CVE identifier.

 

import vulners

vulners_api = vulners.Vulners(api_key="API_KEY")

references = vulners_api.references("CVE-2018-8115")

for key,value in references.items():

for key,val in enumerate(value):

for key,value in val.items():
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print(key,":",value)

 
In this section we have reviewed vulner API for get more

information about vulnerabilities and attacks that are common

in some Docker images. You can get more information about

the API and more examples in Git repository

https://github.com/vulnersCom/api
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Conclusion

 
In this chapter we have reviewed some topics like Docker

container threats and examples of container attacks like

DirtyCow. Also, we have reviewed specific CVE in Docker

images and how we can get more information about specific

vulnerability with vulners API.

 
In this chapter, the reader has learned about the main

vulnerabilities and Docker threats we can find in Docker

images and containers. As a result, developers will have the

capacity to obtain details about specific CVEs in container

applications.

 
In the next chapter, we will review the state of Kubernetes

security, and some tools for checking Kubernetes is

implemented in a secure way by following some best

practices documented in the CIS Kubernetes Benchmark

guide.
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Questions

  
Which is the metric being used to measure and compare

threats and vulnerabilities?

 
Which common vulnerability in web servers occurs when an

application tries to place more data in a buffer that was

designed to retain?

 
Which vulnerability affects Docker container with root

permissions discovered in a utility to run containers of the

open containersinitiative?

 
Which vulnerability exploits the contents of the memory

while the kernel is executing system calls (syscalls) to

perform actions in the same memory address space?

 
Which package is the most frequently used in Docker

images and is one of the most vulnerable libraries?
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CHAPTER 8

 
Kubernetes Security

 
In this chapter, we will introduce Kubernetes security and

Kubernetes Bench for security project as an application that

checks whether Kubernetes is implemented securely by

executing the controls documented in CIS Kubernetes

Benchmark guide. Also, we will review more critical

vulnerabilities discovered in the last year and other security

projects to improve security in Kubernetes.

 
In this chapter, the reader will learn about the state of the

Kubernetes security and what are the main tools we can

find in the Kubernetes ecosystem for checking the security

of the Kubernetes cluster. As a result, DevOps will have the

capacity to analyze the security and risks that containers and

pods are exposing to Docker and Kubernetes clients.
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Structure

  
Introducing Kubernetes security

 
Kubernetes engine security

 
KubeBench security and vulnerabilities

 
Kubernetes security projects
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Objectives

  
Understanding the principles and best practices about

Kubernete's security.

 
Knowing about security risks in Kubernetes.

 
Knowing about KubeBench security and main vulnerabilities

affected in the last year.

 
Knowing about Kubernetes security projects and plugins for

testing the security of your Kubernetes cluster.
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Introducing Kubernetes security

 
If you don't want to install anything on your local machine,

you can play with Kubernetes with an online service that

allows you to have four-hour environments, totally free,

where you can create a cluster with several nodes in a fast

way.

 
In the following links, you will find some resources related

to executing Kubernetes online, and you could play with

some scenarios that are configured in the online

environment:

  
https://labs.play-with-k8s.com/

 
https://training.play-with-kubernetes.com/

 
https://github.com/play-with-docker/play-with-

kubernetes.github.io
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Securing containers with Kubernetes

 
Kubernetes and Docker are revolutionizing the world of

computing, application development, and specifically

DevSecOps. Both technologies combined offer us benefits

such as scaling and managing the implementation of an

application or a service by using containers, to the point of

becoming today a true standard for orchestration. Like any

other infrastructure, we must take precautions at the time of

its implementation to try to build it as safely as possible, as

well as offer the best final performance.

 
From the perspective of DevOps, Kubernetes brings the

following characteristics:

  
Operating in the DevOps model: In the DevOps model,

software developers assume greater responsibility for building

and deploying applications.

 
Creation of common service sets: Actually, applications

request a service from another application pointing to an IP

address and port number. With Kubernetes, it is possible to

build applications in containers that provide services that are

available for other containers to use.
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Data-center pre-configuration: Kubernetes aims to create

consistent application programming interfaces (APIs) that

result in stable environments for running applications in

containers. Developers should be able to create applications

that work in any cloud provider that supports those APIs.

This reliable framework means that developers can identify

the version of Kubernetes along with the services they need

and not have to worry about the specific configuration of

the data-center.
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Configuring Kubernetes

 
While Docker manages entities referred to like images and

containers, Kubernetes wraps those entities in what is

referred to as pods. A pod can contain one or more

running containers and is the unit that manages Kubernetes.

There are several advantages that Kubernetes brings to

container management as pods:

  
Multiple nodes: Instead of simply deploying a container on a

single host, Kubernetes can implement a set of pods on

multiple nodes. Essentially, a node provides the environment

where a container is executed.

 
Replication: Kubernetes can act as a replication controller for

a pod. This means that you can set how many replicas of a

specific pod should be running at all times.

 
Services: The word "service" in the context of Kubernetes

implies that you can assign a service name (ID) to a

specific IP address and port, and then assign a pod to

provide that service. Kubernetes internally tracks the location

of that service and has the capacity to redirect requests

from another pod of that service to the correct address and

port.
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If you choose to configure Kubernetes, it is important to

understand the following concepts before starting:

  

Kubernetes controller: A Kubernetes controller acts as a node

from which the pods, replication controllers, services, and

other components of a Kubernetes environment are

implemented and managed. To create a Kubernetes

controller, you must configure and run the systemd, kube-

api-server, kube-controller-manager, and kube-scheduler

 
Kubernetes nodes: A Kubernetes node provides the

environment in which the containers run. To run a machine

as a Kubernetes node, it must be configured to run the

Docker, and kubelet services. These services must be run on

each node of the Kubernetes cluster.

 
kubectl command: Most Kubernetes administration is

performed on the master node using the kubectl command.

With it is possible to create, obtain, describe, or eliminate

any of the resources that Kubernetes manages (pods,

replication controllers, services, etc.).

 
Resource files (YAML or JSON): When you create a pod, a

replication controller, service, or another resource in

Kubernetes, the kubectl command expects the information

needed to create that resource to be in one of these two

types of formats.
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The best way to see how Kubernetes works is to configure a

Kubernetes cluster that has a master controller node and

must have at least two nodes, each operating on separate

systems. The Kubernetes API, managed by a kubelet, must

be protected to ensure that it is not accessed in an

unauthorized way to perform malicious actions. In the case

that unauthorized access was made to one of the containers

running in a pod of a Kubernetes environment, the API

could be attacked by means of some simple commands to

be able to visualize the information about the entire

environment.

 

Security on Kubernetes should be focused on preventing

image manipulation and unauthorized access to the entire

environment. Regarding runtime protection, it is essential not

to deploy pods with root permissions, checking that pods

have defined security policies (pod security policies), and

Kubernetes is using secrets for credential and password

management.
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Best security practices with Kubernetes

 
From the perspective of security, due to the impact that

some implementations that can be carried out in an

organization can cause, it is advisable to follow some best

practices at a security level. In the following points, we will

comment on the main security practices with Kubernetes:
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Firewall ports

 
This security practice is frequently used since it is not

advisable to expose a port that does not need to be

exposed. In order to prevent this from happening, it is ideal

to define the port's exposure:

 
The first thing you should do is check the existence of

some interface or define an IP to link the service, for

example, the localhost interface Some processes are opening

so many ports on all interfaces that they should rather have

a public access firewall. Although they only allow purely

confidential information, they also allow you direct access to

your set of computers.
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Restrict the Docker pull command

 
Docker is a resource that can sometimes be uncontrolled by

the ease of access it has. That is, anyone with access to

the Kubernetes API or Docker connector can obtain the

image they want, generating traffic from infected images or

with serious security problems for Kubernetes. Even many

clusters have already become a network of Bitcoin miners.

Although it is a problem that seems not to be solved, the

Image Policy plugin can significantly improve that situation,

connecting directly with the Docker API. This plugin imposes

a series of strict security rules that reflect a black and white

list of images that can be extracted.

 
Another solution is using the Image Policy Webhook through

Admission Controller, which intercepts all image extractions

and takes care of security in the same way as the plugin

mentioned above.
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API authorization mode and anonymous authentication

 
It is very important that you know what authorization mode

your system is using. This can be done by verifying the

parameters, where you can also check if authentication is

configured anonymously.

 
It is important to know that this configuration will not affect

the kubelet authorization mode since it exposes an API on

its own that executes commands that kubelet can completely

ignore. More specifically, a kubelet provides a command API

used by in which arbitrary commands are executed on a

specific node. This configuration can be designed in the

following way: --authorization-mode = Webhook and --

anonymous-auth =
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Kubernetes dashboard

 
Kubernetes dashboard offers the option of receiving a service

account in which you can view all the operations in your

network with full access. The challenge with the Kubernetes

dashboard is to restrict public access to it.

 
You can follow this guide to secure the Kubernetes board:

 
https://blog.heptio.com/on-securing-the-kubernetes-dashboard-

16b09b1b7aca
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Checking network policies

 
Network policies represent a series of firewall rules for

Kubernetes. Therefore, it is good that you consult the

network policies of Kubernetes to configure them correctly

from the beginning. See the Kubernetes network policy for

an excellent starting point. If your network provider does not

support network policies, consider switching to one that

supports it.

 
In the following link, you can find more information about

this aspect:

 
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/cluster-

administration/networking
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Pods security policies

 
Pods (one or more containers which share network and

storage configurations) are the main component of

Kubernetes. Therefore, their security is very important and

needs to be implemented from the first steps of its design,

using security policies. In the official documentation, you can

find some examples of how to apply these security policies

in our implementation with Kubernetes.

 
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/policy/pod-security-policy

 
According to official documentation, a pod security policy is

a cluster-level resource that controls aspects about the

security of a pod. These security policies are defined through

the PodSecurityPolicy object, through which we can define

the conditions under which a pod must meet to be

accepted in the system, and also allows us to define the

default values of fields that are not explicitly assigned.

 
https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/docs/how-to/pod-

security-policies?hl=es

 
A security policy is defined as practically everything in

Kubernetes, through a manifest file, usually in YAML format.
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Let's see an example:

 
apiVersion: policy/v1beta1

kind: PodSecurityPolicy

metadata:

name: permissive

spec:

privileged: true

hostNetwork: true

hostIPC: true

hostPID: true

seLinux:

rule: RunAsAny

supplementalGroups:

rule: RunAsAny

runAsUser:

rule: RunAsAny

fsGroup:

rule: RunAsAny

hostPorts:

- min: 0

max: 65535

volumes:

- '*'

 
In this example, you can see how the defined policy is very

permissive. It practically allows us to run a pod with all

kinds of privileges. For example, we could execute it in

privileged mode (privileged: true), so that we could have
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access to parts of the host, share the space of network

names, processes and IPC (Inter-Process Communication) of

the host, run the container or containers as root, etc.

Unless there is a good reason, such configurations should

be avoided.

 
Pod security policies allow administrators to control the

following aspects:

  
Containers in privileged mode: This feature allows or does

not allow the execution of containers in privileged mode.

The field that sets this aspect is called privileged. By default,

the containers run in non-privileged mode.

  

Host namespace: There are four fields that allow us to

define the behavior of a container with respect to access to

certain parts of the host:

 
HostPID: This controls whether the pod containers share the

same process space (IDs) of the host.

 
HostIPC: This controls whether the containers in a pod

share the host's IPC space.

 
HostNetwork: This controls whether a pod can make use of

the same host network space. This implies that the pod
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would have access to the loopback device, and to the

processes that are running on that host.

 
HostPorts: This defines ranges of ports allowed in the host

network space. This range is given by the HostPortRange

field, and the min and max attributes that define the range

of ports, the values of both attributes are included in the

range.

 
Volumes and file systems:

  
Volumes: This provides a list of permitted volumes. These

correspond to the source used to create the volume.

 
FSGroup: This controls which supplementary group that

applies to some volumes.

 

AllowedHostPaths: Specifies a list of paths allowed to be

used by volumes. An empty list would imply that there are

no restrictions. This list is defined by two attributes:

pathPrefix and

 
ReadOnlyRootFilesystem: This requires that the containers

run with the root file system in read-only mode.

 
Users and groups:
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RunAsUser: Specifies which user the containers run inside

the pod.

 
RunAsGroup: Specifies with which group ID the containers

run within the pod.

 
Privilege escalation: Basically, it controls the no_new_privs

option of the container process. This option prevents

binaries with the setuid option from changing the user's

effective ID and prevents enabling new extra capabilities.

  
allowPrivilegeEscalation: Specifies whether or not to set the

security context of the container. By default,

allowPrivilegeEscalation = true to avoid problems with

binaries with setuid active.

 
DefaultAllowPrivilegeEscalation: This allows you to set the

default option of

 
Capabilities: GNU/Linux capabilities are a series of superuser

privileges, which can be enabled or disabled independently.

The following fields accept the capabilities as a list, without

the CAP_ prefix (all capabilities in GNU/Linux begin with

that prefix).

  

AllowedCapabilities: List of capacities that can be added to a

container. By default, all capacities are allowed. If this field
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is specified empty, it implies that you cannot add capacities

to a container, beyond those defined by default. The asterisk

(*) can be used to refer to all capabilities.

 
RequiredDropCapabilities: List of capacities that must be

removed from the container. These are removed from the

default capacity group. The capabilities included in this field

should not be included in AllowedCapabilities or

 
DefaultAddCapabilities: Capabilities added by default to a

default container.
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Managing secrets

 
A secret is everything that nobody else in the cluster should

know, neither the rest of the applications nor the operators

(or users) that access the cluster. For example, a password

from a certificate store, an API key (API Key) so that an

application can consume third-party resources, etc.

 
Let's say that someone discharges those resources along

with certain permissions. From there, it is the application

that requests those secrets from K8s by presenting the

information that authorizes them to consume those

resources.

 
Authorization management is done through what is known

as RBAC (role-based access control), that is, only if the

application has a certain role can it access certain types of

resources. Also, it‘s important to configure these roles and

have released the secret before the application is deployed.
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Kubernetes engine security

 
Kubernetes has become a standard way of implementing

applications in containers at scale and helps us handle

complex and complex container deployments. As Kubernetes

grows and evolves, some of its excesses are likely to be

controlled from within. But some people are not expecting

Kubernetes to be easier to use, and they have released their

own solutions to many common problems with Kubernetes

in production.
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Handle security risks in Kubernetes

 
Among the main strategies that we can follow to manage

the risks of putting your application with Kubernetes in

production, we can highlight:

  
Integrate security from the early stages of development: With

Kubernetes, it is necessary to integrate security at each stage

of the software development process. It is a mistake to

leave security settings as the last step, as it may be too

late.

 
Consider a commercial platform of Kubernetes: When you

participate in a Kubernetes trading platform, the most

important benefit you get is the rapid structural responses

from development to any threat or problem. Kubernetes will

be updated quickly to any vulnerability, and you will always

have the latest security updates for your company.

 
Do not trust your old tools and practices: The attackers

update faster than the software, so the same moves at any

time may be obsolete. You should not assume that your

conventional security tools will protect you. There are many

open-source tools that evaluate Kubernetes clusters or

perform penetration tests on clusters and nodes. Experts

point out that it is necessary to keep a combination of
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maintaining keep updated and patched your software, for

example, and new approaches and tools.
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Increasing security using containers with Kubernetes

 
With the speed of development in Kubernetes, there are

often new security features and configurations that you may

not know. Next, we are going to study different ways to give

more security to a Kubernetes engine cluster.

 
When running a Kubernetes cluster, there are several best

practices to follow.

 
Among the best security practices for your Kubernetes

cluster, we can highlight:

  
Use the minimum privilege principle for your service

accounts.

 
Disable Kubernetes dashboard.

 
Disable inherited authorization.

 
Create a cluster network policy.

 
Use the minimum privilege principle for your service

accounts 
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The principle of minimum privilege helps reduce the impact

of a potential vulnerability or data that has been

compromised. Thus, if a certain component is compromised,

it will be more difficult for a potential attacker to escalate

privileges.

 
If you are using the Google Cloud Platform, each Kubernetes

Engine node has an associated service account. The first

thing that should be done is to analyze the accesses that

the account has by default and see the permissions that are

really necessary to run your Kubernetes cluster.

 
At this point, it is recommended to use a service account

with the minimum privileges to run the Kubernetes Engine

Cluster instead of the default service account.

 

 
https://cloud.google.com/monitoring/access-control#overview

 
https://cloud.google.com/logging/docs/access-control#overview

 
The following commands will create a GCP service account

for you with the minimum permissions necessary to operate

Kubernetes engine:

 
$ gcloudiam service-accounts create "${SA_NAME}" \

--display-name="${SA_NAME}"
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$ gcloud projects add-iam-policy-binding "${PROJECT_ID}" \

--member

"serviceAccount:${SA_NAME}@${PROJECT_ID}.iam.gserviceacc

ount.com" \

--role roles/logging.logWriter

 
$ gcloud projects add-iam-policy-binding "${PROJECT_ID}" \

--member

"serviceAccount:${SA_NAME}@${PROJECT_ID}.iam.gserviceacc

ount.com" \

--role roles/monitoring.metricWriter

 
$ gcloud projects add-iam-policy-binding "${PROJECT_ID}" \

--member

"serviceAccount:${SA_NAME}@${PROJECT_ID}.iam.gserviceacc

ount.com" \

--role roles/monitoring.viewer

 
If you need your Kubernetes engine cluster to have access

to other Google Cloud services, we recommend that you

create an additional role and supply it to workloads through

the Kubernetes secrets. You can do it following the official

documentation:

 
https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-

engine/docs/tutorials/authenticating-to-cloud-platform

 
Disable Kubernetes dashboard
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At this point, it’s important to know how to disable the

Kubernetes web user interface when it runs on Kubernetes

Engine. The cloud console provides many of the same

features, so you don't need these permissions if you are

running the Kubernetes engine.

 
https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/access-application-cluster/web-

ui-dashboard/

 
The following command disables the Kubernetes web user

interface:

$ gcloud container clusters update "${CLUSTER_NAME}" --

update-addons=KubernetesDashboard=DISABLED

 
Disable inherited authorization

 
At Kubernetes version 1.8, attribute-based access control

(ABAC) is disabled by default in the Kubernetes engine. At

this point, a new feature called RBAC has been released in

Kubernetes 1.8. RBAC is a new mechanism Kubernetes

provide to assign permissions and privileges to roles instead

of to specific users.

 
To create a new cluster with all the previous

recommendations, you can execute the following command:
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$ gcloud container clusters create "${CLUSTER_NAME}" \

--service-

account="${SA_NAME}@${PROJECT_ID}.iam.gserviceaccount.c

om"

--no-enable-legacy-authorization \

--disable-addons=KubernetesDashboard

 
Create a cluster network policy

 

In addition, it is important to create network policies to

control the communication between the pods and the

services in your cluster. The application of network policies

makes it much more difficult for a potential attacker to

obtain high privileges within the cluster. We could also use

the Kubernetes network policy API to create firewall rules at

the pod level in the Kubernetes engine. These firewall rules

will determine which pods and services can communicate

with each other within the cluster.

 
https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/docs/how-

to/network-policy

 
To enable the application of network policies when creating

a new cluster, you can specify the ---enable-network-policy

flag using gcloud command:

 
$ gcloud container clusters create "${CLUSTER_NAME}" \

--project="${PROJECT_ID}" \
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--zone="${ZONE}" \

--enable-network-policy
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KubeBench security and vulnerabilities

 
KubeBench is a Kubernetes security scanner that allows us

to eliminate about 95% of configuration defects, generating

quite specific guidelines to ensure the configuration of your

computer network through the application of Kubernetes

benchmark.

 
KubeBench is an application made in Golang that checks if

Kubernetes is implemented in a secure way by executing

controls documented in CIS Kubernetes Benchmark.
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CIS Benchmarks for Kubernetes with Kube-bench

 
CIS Benchmarks are security standards for different systems,

carried out by the Center for Internet Security, and which aim

to harden our Operating Systems. Compliance with these

standards is common in environments that have to meet PCI-

DSS, GDPR, or are for government use, so if we are concerned

about security, we will always be right if we meet CIS

Benchmarks.

 
To verify the rules of CIS Benchmark, we will use Kube bench,

which is an Aqua tool that will automate the entire process of

validation of CIS Benchmark rules for Kubernetes.

 
https://github.com/aquasecurity/kube-bench

 
It is possible to install kube-bench through this dedicated

container by executing the following container:

 
https://hub.docker.com/r/aquasec/kube-bench

 
This tool supports tests for multiple versions of Kubernetes

(1.6, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.11) defined in the CIS 1.0.0, 1.1.0, 1.2.0, and

1.3.0 guides, respectively. The easiest way to run this tool is to

run it from a container and launch the tests on the Kubernetes

cluster with the following command:
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$ docker run --pid=host -v /etc:/etc:ro -v /var:/var:ro -t

aquasec/kube-bench:latest

 
In this way, we can execute the command for analyzing the

master node or a worker node:

 

 
Figure 8.1: Kube-bench execution

 
The tests are configured with YAML and JSON files, making it

easy to update this tool as the test specifications evolve.

Among the tests, we can perform, we can highlight those

related to the parameters --allow-privileged and
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Validating workers

 
For validating the workers, we can raise a pod that

automatically checks each of the rules with the kubectl

command:

 
$ kubectl run --rm -i -t kube-bench-node --image=aquasec/kube-

bench:latest --restart=Never --overrides="{ \"apiVersion\": \"v1\",

\"spec\": { \"hostPID\": true } }" -- node --version 1.8

 
Where --version is the version of Kubernetes we are using. The

--overrides parameter represents what the container is running

with the host PID so that it has permissions for checking the

host.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the execution over a

worker node:
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Figure 8.2: Kube-bench execution in a worker node
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Validating master

 
For validating the master node, in the documentation, it is

indicated that we must execute a container in the respective

node. If we allow our master node to execute container, we can

use kubectl command.

 
$ kubectl run --rm -i -t kube-bench-master --

image=aquasec/kube-bench:latest --restart=Never --overrides="{

\"apiVersion\": \"v1\", \"spec\": { \"hostPID\": true,

\"nodeSelector\": { \"kubernetes.io/role\": \"master\" },

\"tolerations\": [ { \"key\": \"node-role.kubernetes.io/master\",

\"operator\": \"Exists\", \"effect\": \"NoSchedule\" } ] } }" --

master --version 1.8

 
If we do not allow pods to run on the master node, then we

can directly execute the container in the master node's Docker

with the command:

 
$ docker run --pid=host -t aquasec/kube-bench:latest master --

version 1.8

 
In the following screenshot we can see the execution over a

master node:
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Figure 8.3: Kube-bench execution in a master node
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Kubernetes vulnerabilities

 
One of the most critical vulnerabilities detected in 2018 has

been one we can find in the CVE database with the code

CVE-2018-1002105. The vulnerability, considered of critical

severity, is in the Kubernetes API server and would allow

compromising the pods in execution.

 
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2018-

1002105

 
The vulnerability has been identified in the Kubernetes API

server and has been categorized as critical with punctuation

CVSS 9.8. The vulnerability allows any authenticated

Kubernetes user to obtain administrative access to the

cluster using standard security settings and allows the

escalation of Kubernetes privileges through a specially

designed proxy request.

 
It is important to note that all Kubernetes-based services

and products, including Red Hat products such as OpenShift

Container Platform, are affected, so we can also find the

reference in the RedHat database:

 
https://access.redhat.com/security/cve/cve-2018-1002105
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The vulnerability is due to a vulnerable TCP connection,

through which a remote attacker could send specially

manipulated requests to one of the added APIs of the

Kubernetes API server and escalate privileges using the TLS

credentials of that service. The problem is that an

unauthenticated user can access the API to create new

services that could be used to inject malicious code.

 

Any user can establish a connection through the Kubernetes

API to a server in the backend. Once the connection is

established, an attacker can send arbitrary requests directly

to that service, and these requests are authenticated with

the transport layer security credentials (TLS) of the

Kubernetes server.

 
The bug can be used in two ways: one related to a normal

user with exec, attach permissions over a group of

containers that share storage and network resources. You

could realize privilege escalation at the cluster-admin level

and execute any process in a container.

 
The following command would allow you to discover the

APIs added to the cluster:

 
$ kubectl get apiservices -o 'jsonpath= {range.items[?

(@.spec.service.name!="")]}{.metadata.name}{"\n"}{end}'
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The RBAC policies, by default, allow these requests to be

made to any user, whether or not they are authenticated.

 
https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/access-authn-

authz/rbac/#discovery-roles

 
Ultimately, an attacker who manages privileges escalation

through any of the APIs could access a pod in execution,

list the pods in a specific node, and execute arbitrary

commands or reveal sensitive information.

 
The vulnerability has already been corrected by the

Kubernetes development team, and it is recommended to

update it with patched versions. The only solution for this

vulnerability is to update Kubernetes, specifically to the

patched version of Kubernetes v1.10.11, v1.11.5, v1.12.3, and

v1.13.0-rc.1.

 
More information in
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Kubernetes security projects

 
In this section, we will review different security projects that

can help us, both to secure our Kubernetes cluster and to

offer the best possible performance to our infrastructure.
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Kube-hunter

 
Kube-hunter is a python script developed by Aqua Security

that allows analyzing the potential vulnerabilities in a

Kubernetes Cluster. In this example, we are using the

network scanning mode to internally review all the nodes of

the cluster, although this tool has many more options such

as active hunting or container/pod deployment.

 
https://github.com/aquasecurity/kube-hunter

 
Kubernetes clusters are mounted on a set of nodes or

servers in which at least one of them has to take the role

of master, and the rest are defined as workers. These nodes

have visibility with each other in order to communicate. It is

important to know that the main ports for the management

of these clusters are: 443, 8080, and

 
This tool allows you to perform a security vulnerability

analysis in a Kubernetes installation. It allows remote,

internal, or CIDR scanning over a Kubernetes cluster. It also

incorporates an active option through which it tries to

exploit the findings. It can be run locally or through the

deployment of a container that is already prepared with

everything.
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Kubesec

 
This tool https://kubesec.io allows analyzing security risk for

Kubernetes resources. Among the main features we can

highlight:

  
Helps you quantify risk for Kubernetes resources

 
Run against your Kubernetes applications (deployments and

pods)

 
Can be used standalone or as kubectl plugin

https://github.com/controlplaneio/kubectl-kubesec

 
Also is available as Docker container image at

docker.io/kubesec/kubesec:v2

  
https://hub.docker.com/r/kubesec/kubesec/tags

  
In the following screenshot, we can see the execution of this

plugin over the Kubernetes dashboard:
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Figure 8.4: Kubesec execution over Kubernetes dashboard

 
In the next section, we will review different plugins that can

help us, both to secure our Kubernetes cluster and to offer the

best possible performance to our infrastructure.
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Kubectl plugins for managing Kubernetes

 
There are many plugins for kubectl to interact and perform

all kinds of operations against our cluster. We have seen

that kubectl is the command-line tool to interact directly

with Kubernetes, and it also allows you to create custom

plugins, increasing your possibilities by adding ad-hoc

commands to existing ones.

 
We are doing to review 6 plugins that offer us different

security and control features to make our implementation

with Kubernetes much safer. Some plugins are focused, for

example, on the security of the pods, others in RABC, and

we will even see one that will allow us to sniff all the

network traffic generated to or from a pod.
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kubectl-trace

 
kubectl-trace is a plugin that allows using bpftrace in a

Kubernetes cluster. Thanks to we can create, for example,

tracepoints, control points in the execution to manage its

flow, or even stop it, to be able to detect problems and

make an in-depth analysis of the infrastructure. These

control points can be set on both nodes and pods.

 
In this link you can find the complete bpftrace manual.

 
You can find more information about this tool in the

GitHub repository:

 
https://github.com/iovisor/kubectl-trace
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Kkubctl-debug

 
kubctl-debug is a plugin that complements perfectly with

kubectl-trace for debugging tasks. This allows executing a

container within a pod that is running. It shares the

namespace of the processes (PID), network, user, and IPC

of the container to be analyzed, allowing us to debug them

without having to install anything beforehand. In this link,

you can see a demonstration of its use

 
You can find more information about this tool in the

GitHub repository:

 
https://github.com/aylei/kubectl-debug
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Ksniff

 
There is another plugin called ksniff

https://github.com/eldadru/ksniff that offers us the possibility to

analyze all the network traffic of a Kubernetes pod using

tcpdump and Wireshark.

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the execution of this

plugin for getting a list of pods and verifying pod status:

 

 
Figure 8.5: Ksniff execution when verifying pod status

 
Ksniff uses the data collected by tcpdump associated with a

pod and then send them to Wireshark to perform the analysis.

This plugin is essential if you are working with microservices

since it is tremendously useful for identifying errors and

problems between them, as well as their dependencies.
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kubectl-dig

 
Sometimes, getting the information from a Kubernetes cluster

requires the use of several commands, which, in turn, return all

kinds of information. Thanks to a plugin called it is possible to

install a user-friendly UI (User Interface) to see in a simpler

way all the information related to the Kubernetes cluster.

 
http://github.com/sysdiglabs/kubectl-dig

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the execution of this

plugin for getting information from a Kubernetes cluster:
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Figure 8.6: kube-ctl plugin execution

 
For the plugin execution, we only need to pass as parameter

the node name, and it will obtain all detailed and formatted

information about it.
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Rakkess

 
Access control to all the elements of a Kubernetes cluster is

one of the main tasks in securing it. From it is possible to

obtain this information from a resource, but it is not possible

to get an overview. Rakkess plugin allows us to obtain a

complete list in a matrix form of the current situation of

access rights between users and all server resources.

 
https://github.com/corneliusweig/rakkess

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the execution of this

plugin:
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Figure 8.7: Rakkess plugin execution

 
In the previous screenshot, we can see permissions for listing,

creating, updating, and deleting for each resource.
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Conclusion

 
In this chapter, we have reviewed Kubernetes security

principles and some tools like Kubernetes Bench for Security

project as an application that checks whether Kubernetes is

implemented securely and other plugins for managing the

Kubernetes cluster in a secure way.

 
With the objective that developers and DevOps get the best

possible performance and security in the Kubernetes

infrastructure, we have analyzed the state of Kubernetes

security, including best practices, latest vulnerabilities

discovered, and the main projects we can find in Kubernetes

ecosystem for checking the security of a Kubernetes cluster.

 
In the next chapter, we will review Docker networking

concepts, including how we can communicate and linking

Docker containers.
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Questions

  
Which is the best configuration for API authorization mode

and anonymous authentication?

 
Which is the command google cloud provides for disabling

the Kubernetes web user interface?

 
What is the new mechanism that Kubernetes provides to

assign permissions and privileges to roles instead of to

specific users?

 
Which tool checks if Kubernetes is implemented in a secure

way by executing controls documented in CIS Kubernetes

Benchmark?

 
Which tool is a Python script developed by Aqua Security

that allows analyzing the potential vulnerabilities in a

Kubernetes Cluster?
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CHAPTER 9

 
Docker Container Networking

 
This chapter discusses the essential components of Docker

networking, including how Docker containers can be

communicated and connected. Also, we will review other

concepts like port mapping that Docker uses for exposing

the TCP ports that provide services from the container to

the host so that users accessing the host can access the

services of a container.

 
When creating applications with containers connected to

each other, we must use Docker networks to be able to

communicate the containers with each other. Imagine, for

example, that I want to create a blog, and for that, I need

a database and an application server or something similar,

at least. I could create two containers with communication

between them.
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Structure

  
Introducing container network types

 
Network managing in Docker

 
Containers communication and port mapping

 
Creating and managing Docker networks

 
Linking containers
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Objectives

  
Knowing about container network types

 
Understanding network managing in Docker

 
Knowing about containers communication and port mapping

 
Knowing about creating and managing docker networks

 
Knowing about linking containers
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Introducing container network types

 
Docker networking is based on the NET namespace, which

allows you to generate a complete communications stack for

each image running within the Docker host. In a machine

where Docker is running, there are 3 network configurations.

When we launch a container or set of containers that form

a distributed service, we have the option to choose between

these network modes.
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Types of Docker networks

 
It is possible to change the network mode for a container

using the --net parameter. With this parameter, you can use the

default bridge a different bridge, or not provide access to the

network at all. Here are examples of ways to use the --net

option:

  
Default network = bridge creates a new network stack for the

container in the Docker bridge called This is the default

behavior.

 
Without network = none allows you to run the container

without any network connection. The container is isolated from

the network.

 
Network of another = mycontainer informs Docker to start the

container with the capacity for using the container’s network

stack.

 
Host = host means that the container uses the host network

stack directly from inside the container.

 
There are three different types of networks in Docker. To do

this, you can execute the docker network command:
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Figure 9.1: Docker network commands

 

With the following command, we can see networks available in

the Docker host:

 
$ docker network ls

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 9.2: Docker network ls
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With the network mode --none the containers do not have any

communication. It is used when the container is not required

to have access to the external or internal network. The only IP

address you have enabled is loopback or localhost.

 
$ docker run --net=none -it --rm debian

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 9.3: Container network configuration with none option

 

In this way, your container does not have access to the

network. Docker will add the container to a networking group

but without a network interface. When doing a Docker inspect
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of a container with this network mode, we see that it is not

really assigned an IP address.

 
$ docker run -it --network=none ubuntu:14.04 /bin/bash

root@18eccf3760e2:/# ifconfig

lo  Link encap:Local Loopback

inet addr:127.0.0.1 Mask:255.0.0.0

UP LOOPBACK RUNNING MTU:65536 Metric:1

RX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0

TX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0

collisions:0 txqueuelen:1

RX bytes:0 (0.0 B) TX bytes:0 (0.0 B)

 
$ docker inspect | grep -iaddr

“LinkLocalIPv6Address”: “”,

“SecondaryIPAddresses”: null,

“SecondaryIPv6Addresses”: null,

“GlobalIPv6Address”: “”,

“IPAddress”: “”,

“MacAddress”: “”,

“IPAddress”: “”,

“GlobalIPv6Address”: “”,

“MacAddress”: “”,
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Bridge mode

 
The bridge mode is the default Docker network mode that will

allow connectivity with the other interfaces of the host machine

and between the containers. When the Docker service daemon

starts, it configures a virtual Ethernet device, called The virtual

Ethernet device is mapped to appear as eth0 in the container,

using the Linux namespaces.

 
If we start a container based on Ubuntu with this network

mode, we can see how we have connectivity with both other

containers of the host Docker and external internet connection.

 
$ docker run -it --network=bridge ubuntu:14.04 /bin/bash

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 9.4: Container network configuration with bridge option

 
With a simple ping command, we can check the connection

with other containers in the network:

 

 
Figure 9.5: Ping connectivity inside the network container

 
We could also check the connection to the external network:
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Figure 9.6: Ping connectivity outside the network container

 
The output of the bridge network could be similar to the

following:

 
$ docker network inspect bridge

 
[

{

“Name”: “bridge”,

“Id”:

“89d035e9545966ca300a5aed5e55fa014422a95c90519ca7d3bf55d1b1e

3230e”,

“Created”: “2019-10-28T11:53:06.650717389Z”,

“Scope”: “local”,

“Driver”: “bridge”,

“EnableIPv6”: false,

“IPAM”: {

“Driver”: “default”,

“Options”: null,

“Config”: [

{

“Subnet”: “172.17.0.0/16”
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}

]

},

“Internal”: false,

“Attachable”: false,

“Ingress”: false,

“ConfigFrom”: {

“Network”: “”

},

“ConfigOnly”: false,

“Containers”: {},

“Options”: {

“com.docker.network.bridge.default_bridge”: “true”,

“com.docker.network.bridge.enable_icc”: “true”,

“com.docker.network.bridge.enable_ip_masquerade”: “true”,

“com.docker.network.bridge.host_binding_ipv4”: “0.0.0.0”,

“com.docker.network.bridge.name”: “docker0”,

“com.docker.network.driver.mtu”: “1500”

},

“Labels”: {}

}

]

 

Bridge mode, through the docker0 interface, provides an

internal host network in which the containers on the same host

can communicate, but the IP addresses assigned to each

container are not accessible from outside the host.

 
For instance, we could have 2 containers connected to the

bridge interface of the same A first bridge-based nginx server
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with In a second nginx container would listen, avoiding the

ports conflict, as they would be different IPs.

 
$ docker run -d --name nginx-1 -p 10000:80 nginx

$ docker run -d --name nginx-2 -p 10001:80 nginx

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous commands:

 

 
Figure 9.7: Executing nginx containers

 
When executing Docker inspect, we can see the IP address of

the container and the IP address of the gateway

 
$ docker inspect

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 9.8: Inspecting container network configuration

 

In this screenshot we see the network configuration for nginx-1

container:

 

 
Figure 9.9: Inspecting nginx-1 network configuration

 
In this screenshot we see the network configuration for nginx-2

container:
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Figure 9.10: Inspecting nginx-2 network configuration

 
This technique allows having several containers running on the

same host without the containers having to be aware of having

to listen to any dynamically assigned port.

 
Advantages of bridge mode:

  

Each container runs in its own private network namespace that

is separate from the host, which increases security.

 
It allows containers to run on the same host without port

conflicts.

 
Simplify the use of containers on the same host as they can

all run in their ports without conflicts
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Disadvantages of bridge mode:

  
It impacts the performance and latency of the network due to

the use of NAT IP address resolution.

 
It requires configuring port mapping.

 
At this point, we have reviewed the bridge type Docker

network. However, sometimes, we don’t want to use the Docker

network and directly use our host’s network. This is possible

using the --net = host argument when we deploy our container.

Remember that the --net argument can be used to determine

which network to use when we deploy our container.
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Host mode

 
In this type of network, all network interfaces defined on the

host will be accessible to the container; that is, the container

shares the host’s network namespace. To use the host network,

you must execute the container with the flag --net = host:

 
$ docker run -ti --net=host busybox /bin/sh

 
The execution of the container used by the host network shows

the same one occupied by the network since when executing

the netstat command we see there are TCP connections in

listening state on certain ports:

 
$ docker run -ti --net=host busybox /bin/sh

root@host:/# netstat -nap | head

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 9.11: Container with network configuration with host option

 
In the following screenshot we can see active connections

inside the container:

 

 
Figure 9.12: Active connections inside the container

 

With host mode, we can share the namespace of the host

network with the container. By executing the following

command, you should see the network details inside the

container in the same way as they are defined in the docker

host.
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In the following screenshot we can see network connections

inside the container:

 

 
Figure 9.13: Network connections inside the container

 
Since a container is just a process that runs on a host, the

simplest option seems to connect it to the host’s network

namespace. The container will behave from the network point

of view, just like any other process that runs on the host.

Therefore, it will use the host’s IP address and also use the

host’s TCP port namespace to expose the service running inside

the container.

 
We can run a nginx container in host mode with the following

command:

 
$ docker run -d --name nginx-1 --net=host nginx /bin/sh

 
This means that if our container is a NGINX web server that

is listening on port 80 on the host. Imagine that later we try

to run another standard web-based service on the same host.

Unless otherwise indicated, our second container will probably

try to connect on the same port. But since port 80 is now
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being used by our first container, the second container cannot

be started on that host and will fail.

 

In the following screenshot we can see the interfaces inside the

container with host mode:

 

 
Figure 9.14: Network interfaces inside the container

 
By executing the container with the flag --network = we can

capture the traffic received by the host with the pfcount

command.

 
$ docker run --network=host ubuntu pfcount -i eth0

 
Host mode advantages:

  
Easy configuration to use.
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It does not perform any operation on incoming traffic (NAT, for

example), so performance is not affected.

 
Disadvantages of host mode:

  
Without an additional dynamic port assignment mechanism,

services can collide at the port level.

 
The dynamic port allocation must be managed by a container

orchestration platform such as Kubernetes or Docker Swarm.

 
Containers share the namespace of the host network, which

may have security implications. Containers that are in running

state will be exposed if our Docker host is exposed to some

vulnerability.
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Network managing in Docker

 
As we have seen in the previous section, Docker offers us

three different types of networks. The first bridge is where

all containers would start by default. It is a network that

creates a bridge between the network interface of the

container that we start and a virtual network interface that

is created on our computer when we install Docker.

 
The next one is the host mode. Host what it does is copy

the host network configuration, that is, from the server or

machine where Docker is in the container we are booting. If

we start a container here and run the network configuration

review, we will see that it is the same as the machine on

which we are running it.

 
And finally, we have the none network, what it does is

remove all the network configuration from our container. If

we create a container with this configuration, we will only

have the loopback address and we will not be able to

connect any more sites.
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Docker networking

 
Docker uses an ethernet bridge to allow the docker daemon

to communicate with the machine’s network device. When

you build a Docker container, you can identify the ports as

exposed. A container that connects to another container with

an exposed port can communicate with the exposed port. To

make a port accessible outside the container, you can assign

a container port to a port on the host. You have to keep in

mind that when you want, the container may be accessed

from outside, is not enough exposing the port of a Docker

container, and you need it to publish explicitly.

 
For example, if you expose a port, the service in the

container is only accessible from inside other Docker

containers. So, this feature provides inter-container

communication. If you expose and publish a port, the

service in the container is accessible from anywhere, even

outside Docker.

 
One way in which Docker provides that a container is its

own machine is the fact that Docker provides the container

process with its own IP address. Docker does this by

configuring a virtual interface and linking it to the host

machine’s network.
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When we install Docker, we can see that it creates an

interface called docker0. It has a private IP address,

probably this one, if it does not collide with any other IP

address that you have configured. And when you create

some type of container that connects to the bridge network,

what it does is receive an IP address from this range by

DHCP.

 

All your containers will do NAT through this IP and through

the IP output of the host machine or server on which you

have Docker installed. This is your default network. In the

same way, you can connect from here through this interface

and through this IP address to the IP addresses of the

containers that you have running on this network.

 
Among the network configurations that can be established

when we execute a container, we can highlight:

  
--dns: A DNS server is what resolves a URL, such as to the

IP address of the server running the website.

 
--dns-search: Set up DNS search servers.

 
-h: Set the hostname. This will be added as an entry in the

/etc/hosts file with the container IP pointing to the host.
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--link: Allows a container to communicate with other

containers without knowing their real IP addresses.

 
--expose: Expose the container port without publishing it to

the host.

 
--publish-all: Allows publishing all ports exposed to host

interfaces.

 
--publish: Lets you publish the port of a container for the

host in the following format:

  
ip:hostPort:containerPort | ip::containerPort |

hostPort:containerPort | containerPort

 
--net: This option allows you to configure the network mode

for the container, as we have seen in the previous section.

It can contain four values:

  
bridge: This creates a network stack for the container in

bridge mode.

 
none: The container will be totally isolated and cannot

communicate with any container.

 

container: | id>: use the network stack of another container.
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host: uses the host docker network stack.

  
From a container point of view, you can provide an IP-based

service to other containers or applications. For doing this,

you could expose the port used by the service. For example,

an apache web server container should expose ports 80 and

as illustrated in the following Dockerfile example:

 
FROM fedora:22

MAINTAINER maintainer

# Update the system

RUN yum -y update; yum clean all

# Install httpd

RUN yum -y install httpd

EXPOSE 80 443 ENTRYPOINT /usr/sbin/httpd

 
For any practical implementation when dealing with ports, I

suggest using port publish rather than port expose using the

-p parameter to publish these ports. For example, if you

want the container port 80 will be available in port 8080 of

the local machine when you run the container, you need to

specify:

 
$ docker run -p 8080:80

 
The previous Dockerfile uses the EXPOSE keyword to define

a port that will be exposed from the container.
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Expose ports: The link( Docker linking system) allows a

container to access the exposed port of a container on the

same machine.

 
Port mapping: The mapping provides a mechanism to assign

an exposed port to the external ports of the host machine.
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Containers communication and port mapping

 
When we add a container to a network, by default, all ports

will be closed in the connection to the outside and all open

for machines that are within the same network. For example,

it would not be necessary to expose MySQL container ports,

since being on the same network as the application

container, they can connect through the port without a

problem, but we will not be able to access the mysql port

from outside the network unless we publish it.
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Configure port forwarding between container and host

 
Port forwarding is the easiest way to expose the services

that are running in containers. There are two ways to start

a container and link its ports to the host ports:

  
-P [--publish-all]: When starting a container with this option,

all the ports that were exposed using the EXPOSE statement

will be published in the Dockerfile.

 
-p [--publish]: This option allows you to explicitly indicate to

Docker which port should be linked to a port in a container.

There are 3 ways to use this option:

  
$ docker run -p ip:host_port: container_port

 
$ docker run -p ip::container_port

 
$ docker run -p host_port:container_port

  
Adding an EXPOSE instruction inside a Dockerfile allows you

to indicate that a specific port must be exposed from the

image it builds. When a port is exposed in a running

container image, it allows two things to happen:
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Linked containers: Once you run the image, if you link the

running container to another container, the exposed port will

be available to the other container as if it were available on

the same local system.

 

Runtime exposure: Any port identified with an EXPOSE

statement when the image is built can easily be exposed

from the same port number on the localhost. By using the -

p option in docker run on the image, you can assign any

port exposed to it or to a different specific port on the

localhost. If you use the -P option in docker run, all ports

exposed from the container are assigned to random ports

on the host system. You can then run the docker port

command in the resulting container to see how the ports

are mapped.

 
Here is an example of a Dockerfile that launches an

exposed web server on port

 
FROM fedora:latest

MAINTAINER maintainer

RUN yum install -y httpd

EXPOSE 80

# Start the service

CMD [“-D”, “FOREGROUND”]

ENTRYPOINT [“/usr/sbin/httpd”]
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When you are running the container with that image, we

could expose port 80 from the container to port 8080 on

the local system.

 
$ docker run -p 8000:80 -d web_server

 
The -p 8000:80 parameter indicates that port 8000 on the

host points to port 80 inside the container.
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Exposing ports

 
When creating a container, you can expose the ports where it

will serve. You can execute the following command for exposing

ports.

 
$ docker run -itd --expose 80 --expose 443 --name

 
In order to verify the configuration of a container and view its

JSON file, use the command:

 
$docker inspect

 
In the NetworkSettings section of this JSON file you can see

the port that is exposed by the container:

“NetworkSettings”: {

“Bridge”: “”,

“SandboxID”:

“5aed72597ba63edb87532431ea432aea9ffd023899252f53acabdbc47f2a

f523”,

“HairpinMode”: false,

“LinkLocalIPv6Address”: “”,

“LinkLocalIPv6PrefixLen”: 0,

“Ports”: {

“443/tcp”: null,

“80/tcp”: null

},
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For example, we could make the instance of a tomcat server

accessible from outside the container. To do this, we need to

add these flags when executing the container. First, we need to

start it by specifying the mapping of ports that we want to

publish with the -p (–publish) flag.

 
-p :

$ docker run -d -p 8080:8080 tomcat

 

With this simple port mapping, it is enough for the most

common use cases in Docker. We will now be able to install

services or microservices as Docker containers and expose their

ports to enable communication.

 
In the previous case, we have performed a manual mapping. If

we want the port to be dynamic and directly assigned by the

container, Docker provides -P flag to automatically assign a port

to our application:

 
$ docker run -d -P tomcat

 
In this way, we can see how the flag -p 8080:8080 it assigns a

port in a manual way, and the -P flags assigns the port

automatically with the mapping 32768:8080.
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Creating and managing Docker networks

 
Apart from using three types of networks commented before,

it is possible to create your own network configuration to

use in your Docker containers. Docker allows us to create

different virtual networks for our needs, either to join or

segment different containers. In this way, we can separate

containers for security in different networks, or join them in

it for convenience or by connecting their services to each

other.
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Docker network commands

 
This is a list of the commands that can be used with Docker

networking:

  
$ docker network inspect: This command lets you know the

resources used by a network as well as its configuration.

 
$ docker network ls: It shows a list of the networks that

Docker has created.

 
$ docker network create: It allows you to create your own

network: bridge or overlay. Containers can communicate within

their network but not through networks.

 
To see all the options, when creating the network, we will

execute the command:

 
$ docker network create --help
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Figure 9.15: Network create command options

 
In the next section, we will go into detail to create a network

with the previous command.
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Bridge networks

 
Docker’s most frequently network type is a bridge network.

We could create our own network for the purpose we need,

for example, having a subnet in a DMZ (Demilitarized Zone)

for a database server that provides service to a website that

is in a public network. In the following command, we are

going to create a bridge docker network.

 
To do this, you will have to execute the command docker

network create.

 
$ docker network create --subnet 10.10.1.0/24 dmz

 
We could see the container assigned to the network with

the docker network inspect command:

 
$ docker network inspect

 
This is an output example where we can see the subnet

configuration and containers associated with this network.

{

“Name”: “dmz”,

“Id”:

“b8da7e2ab9a71f38a01e28bfbfc978e76af35fd92f300d80d4d9fae23
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cccd873”,

“Created”: “2019-10-28T13:27:29.657842303Z”,

“Scope”: “local”,

“Driver”: “bridge”,

“EnableIPv6”: false,

“IPAM”: {

“Driver”: “default”,

“Options”: {},

“Config”: [

{

“Subnet”: “10.10.1.0/24”

}

]

},

“Internal”: false,

“Attachable”: false,

“Ingress”: false,

“ConfigFrom”: {

“Network”: “”

},

“ConfigOnly”: false,

“Containers”: {

“b562f29b0adf2ffd6919338b22be1c5b236b3948bc780a6bd6a3bc3f

e1c27906”: {

“Name”: “ubuntu”,

“EndpointID”:

“201a4fe3b93f05182edc443c024c73684a52dd50f5d95a2357b7cdacc

a10493d”,

“MacAddress”: “02:42:0a:0a:01:02”,
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“IPv4Address”: “10.10.1.2/24”,

“IPv6Address”: “”

}

},

“Options”: {},

“Labels”: {}

}

]
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Connect container to a network

 
In order to connect a container to a network we must specify

to which network we want to connect it with the --network

option followed by the name of the network to which we want

to add it. For example, to run a MySQL container and add it

to the network that we just created, the command would be

the following: docker container run -d --name blog_mysql --

network blog

 
To add a container that already exists to a network, we must

use the following command:

 
$ docker network connect

 
With the command docker network connect you can connect a

container to an available network.

 
After connecting a container to a network, we can see its

configuration by inspecting the configuration of the container

with the command:

 
$ docker network connect

 
If we inspect the container, we can see that we have two

network interfaces, one for the bridge default and the second
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one for the network created called

 
“Networks”: {

“bridge”: {

“IPAMConfig”: null,

“Links”: null,

“Aliases”: null,

“NetworkID”:

“c3b1c0061755c81c023825a9c232b7a6fcbf546fedc7143e63f21ac4e443b

545”,

“EndpointID”:

“3ded099d19af8b01ac74a549ba9847dd32cbcb0e16fd21f27c4b928a39

739d25”,

“Gateway”: “172.17.0.1”,

“IPAddress”: “172.17.0.2”,

“IPPrefixLen”: 16,

“IPv6Gateway”: “”,

“GlobalIPv6Address”: “”,

“GlobalIPv6PrefixLen”: 0,

“MacAddress”: “02:42:ac:11:00:02”,

“DriverOpts”: null

},

“dmz”: {

“IPAMConfig”: {},

“Links”: null,

“Aliases”: [

“b562f29b0adf”

],

“NetworkID”:

“b8da7e2ab9a71f38a01e28bfbfc978e76af35fd92f300d80d4d9fae23ccc
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d873”,

“EndpointID”:

“201a4fe3b93f05182edc443c024c73684a52dd50f5d95a2357b7cdacca1

0493d”,

“Gateway”: “10.10.1.1”,

“IPAddress”: “10.10.1.2”,

“IPPrefixLen”: 24,

“IPv6Gateway”: “”,

“GlobalIPv6Address”: “”,

“GlobalIPv6PrefixLen”: 0,

“MacAddress”: “02:42:0a:0a:01:02”,

“DriverOpts”: {}

}

}

 
In this other example we are going to create a network called

my-network:

 

 
Figure 9.16: Creating a networking

 
We could start a container based on Elasticsearch image with

the name elasticSearch and connect it to the new network we
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have created:

 

 
We could also start a container based on Ubuntu with the

name ubuntu and connect it to the new network. In this case

we will start a container based on an ubuntu image:

 
$ docker run -it --net=my-network --name ubuntu ubuntu:14.04

bash

 
The next step is to verify the visibility between both containers.

To do this, we first connect to the ubuntu container using the

docker exec command:

 
$ docker exec -it ubuntu bash

 
We could ping and request the elasticSearch container from the

ubuntu container with the commands:

 
$ ping elasticSearch

$ curl http://elasticSearch:9200

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous commands:
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Figure 9.17: Checking connectivity with elasticSearch container

 
We could also check the connection to the Ubuntu container

from the elasticSearch container:

 
$ docker exec -it elasticSearch bash

root@8c7c805209c2:/usr/share/elasticsearch# ping ubuntu

PING ubuntu (172.19.0.3): 56 data bytes

64 bytes from 172.19.0.3: icmp_seq=0 ttl=64 time=0.089 ms

64 bytes from 172.19.0.3: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.080 ms

64 bytes from 172.19.0.3: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=0.072 ms

^C--- ubuntu ping statistics ---

3 packets transmitted, 3 packets received, 0% packet loss

round-trip min/avg/max/stddev = 0.072/0.080/0.089/0.000 ms

 
In this way, we have reviewed how to create new networks in

Docker and connect new containers that can communicate with
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each other.
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Linking containers

 
When a container node is created, it is necessary that these

containers can be connected to each other by IP address or

by hostname. But if a container is turned off when started

again, new parameters are generated, such as the ID and

the IP address it uses.

 
In order to overcome this problem, there is the functionality

of linking one or more containers, that will allow each time

one of the linked containers is turned off and on, the IP

assigned by the docker engine does not matter since it is

assigned will connect by container name. All the necessary

magic is done by the Docker engine, such as routing rules,

DNS rules, etc.
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Linking containers within the same host with --link

 
Links between containers are based on their names, so it is

often useful to use meaningful names to name our containers.

Network connections between containers is another system to

establish connections between containers and use it for data

exchange.

 
What we are going to see here is how to establish links

between containers using this linking system. In this linking

system, one container acts as a data source and the other

receiver container. This is similar to the concept of pipe in

Unix system.

 
The link allows a container to communicate with another

container without knowing its IP address. This is achieved by

inserting the IP address of the first container in the /etc/hosts

file of the second container. In order to link containers, the

variable –the link must be used when creating a container with

the command:

 
$ docker run --link --name -h

 
When using the --link flag, Docker adds an entry to the

/etc/hosts file of the container, with the hostname, the IP

address of the container, and the identifier
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We could create an elasticSearch container with the command:

 
$ docker run -d --name elasticSearch elasticsearch:2.2

 
Next, we create aUbuntu container using the link tag to

connect this container with the elasticSearch we created

previously.

 
$ docker run -it --name ubuntu --link elasticSearch:elasticSearch

ubuntu:14.04 bash

 

After executing the previous command, we can check how we

have connectivity between the ubuntu container and Not so

between elasticSearch and Ubuntu, since the links are

established in the sense of a source container and a

destination container in a unidirectional way.

 
What is happening here is that Docker creates a secure tunnel

between both containers, preventing the ports of both are

exposed outside the container and are therefore accessible from

our host or any other container.

 
In this screenshot we can see the content of the etc/hosts file

inside the Ubuntu container:
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Figure 9.18: etc/hosts file inside the Ubuntu container

 
When we create a link, Docker is responsible for updating the

/etc/hosts file in order to access the container on which we

establish the link. If we go to the contents of the /etc/hosts

file of the Ubuntu container, we can see the reference to the

elasticSearch container.
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Environment variables

 
In addition to modifying the /etc/hosts file, Docker creates in

the container where we establish the link (Ubuntu) some

environment variables with the information of the other

container Among the information that Docker makes available

using environment variables is the IP of the other container, in

this case, the

 
For example, if we look at all the environment variables of the

Ubuntu container, we will see all related

 
root@a05699ed73ab:/# set | grep -ielasticSearch

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 9.19: ElasticSearch variables file inside the Ubuntu container

 

As we see, all the information in the elasticSearch container is

available in the ubuntu container, so using the environment

variables, we can access and discover the services of another

container. This is sometimes useful, and it can be a security

problem when we want to hide some of the services from one

container to another.

 
In this other example, we are going to communicate MySQL

with wordpress. The first command executes the mysql

container. In this case, we provide an environment variable so

that the container can initialize the database.
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$ docker run --name wp-mysql -e

MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD=yoursecretpassword -d mysql

$ docker run --name wordpress --link wp-mysql:mysql -p

10003:80 -d wordpress

 
In the second command, run a container with the Wordpress

image. Using the --link tag, we link the mysql container to the

wordpress container wp-mysql: It also uses a local port

assignment If you now navigate to the http://localhost:10003

URL address, you will see the Wordpress screen.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the containers in

execution:

 

 
Figure 9.20: Containers Wordpress and MySQL in execution

 
In this other example we create a container based on the

image of Redis and link it with a container based on Debian

Linux distribution:

 
First, we create a redis container with the name

 
$ docker run -d --name myredisredis

c9148dee046a6fefac48806cd8ec0ce85492b71f25e97aae9a1a75027b1c

8423
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Next, we link redis container with debian container:

 

$ docker run --link myredis:redisdebian env

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 9.21: Redis variables inside the Debian container

 
We can see that Docker has configured environment variables

with the prefix REDIS_PORT inside the Debian container, which

contains information on how to connect to the Redis container.

 
Docker has also imported environment variables from the linked

container, which has the prefix While this functionality can be

very useful, it is important to keep in mind that if you use

environment variables to store secrets such as API tokens or
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database passwords, this data can be exposed in other

containers.
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Conclusion

 
In this chapter, we have reviewed how networks are

configured in Docker containers that should not be

disconnected from other systems, whether physical, virtual,

or in containers. The reader has learned the main types of

Docker networks and how connecting containers to each

other with the creation of your own Docker network. Thanks

to the use of the Docker networks, we have the ability to

create more complex applications, with the possibility that

each container offers a service that works autonomously, and

the containers can communicate with each other. That is

why Docker provides commands for managing Docker

networks.

 
In the next chapter, we will review open-source tools

available for Docker container monitoring such as cadvisor,

dive, and sysdigFalco.
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Questions

  
Which is the default Docker network mode that will allow

connectivity with the other interfaces of the host machine

and between the containers?

 
In which type of network, all network interfaces defined on

the host will be accessible to the container, and the

container will share the host’s network namespace?

 
Which flag allows you to explicitly indicate to Docker which

port should be linked to a port in a container?

 
Which Dockerfile instruction allows you to indicate that a

specific port must be exposed from the image it builds?

 
Which is the command you can use for connecting a

container to an available network?
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CHAPTER 10

 
Docker Container Monitoring

 
This chapter introduces some of the open-source tools

available for Docker container monitoring such as cAdvisor,

dive, and Sysdigfalco.

 
When you run Docker in production, one of the important

things to consider is how to measure the performance of

the containers. It is important to define a comprehensive

strategy to monitor your Docker infrastructure with a native

collection source for events, statistics, configurations and

records, and provide views on the performance of the CPU,

memory, and network containers.
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Structure

  
Container statistics, metrics and events

 
Performance monitoring with cAdvisor

 
Performance monitoring with Dive

 
Container monitoring with Sysdigfalco
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Objectives

  
Know about obtaining statistics, metrics, and events from

Docker containers

 
Know about cAdvisor as a performance monitoring tool

 
Know about Dive as a performance monitoring tool

 
Know about Sysdigfalco as Container monitoring tool
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Container statistics, metrics and events

 
There are several ways to control the execution of Docker

containers. It is possible to visualize the logs, observe the

events and statistics of the container at the level of memory

usage and CPU. Let's see what Docker offers when we want

to visualize the logs that are recorded when we execute a

container.
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Log management

 
Most applications send logs to the standard output. If the

container is running in the foreground, you can see the log

directly in the console. However, when running a container in

background mode, only the container identifier (ID) will be

displayed on the console.

 
Log management is one of the most important tasks in the

world of security, as it allows monitoring what is happening

inside containers. Different containers will run simultaneously in

the same Docker host, and each of them can generate their

own logs; therefore, the centralized management of the logs is

necessary.

 
There are several commands for monitoring the logs:

 
$ docker logs

$ docker service logs | task>

 
In this case, the Docker engine collects in a log file all the

standard output of a running container. We can visualize the

execution log of a container with the following command:

 
$ docker logs -f
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In the following screenshot we can see the logs command

options:

 

 
Figure 10.1: Docker logs command options

 

The way this works is that logs sent to the standard output or

error output in the container are captured by the Docker

daemon process and transmitted to a configurable backend,

which is by default a JSON file for each container. In this

example, we can see the log output of a ngnix container.

 
$ docker logs nginx

 
nginx stderr | 2019/11/09 00:34:56 [notice] 12#0: using the

"epoll" …

nginx stderr | 2019/11/09 00:34:56 [notice] 12#0: nginx/1.0.15

nginx stderr | 2019/11/09 00:34:56 [notice] 12#0: built by gcc

4.4.7 …

nginx stderr | 2019/11/09 00:34:56 [notice] 12#0: OS: Linux

3.8.0-35-generic
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The files that support this log are located on the Docker host

by default in the path /var /lib/docker/containers/ where the is

replaced by the container identifier. The format of these files is

similar to one where each line is represented by a JSON

object.

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the path where logs

are located for each container:

 

 
Figure 10.2: Path where logs are located for each container

 

By default, logs are stored in a JSON file located in the path

This behavior can be changed since Docker uses the concept of

registry drivers. By using different controllers, it is possible to

choose another type of storage for logging. The default driver

is the JSON file, which accepts the following configuration:

 
--log-opt max-size = [0-9 +] [k | m | g]

--log-opt max-file = [0-9 +]
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The previous command options can be used where the

standard output (STDOUT) is correctly configured. In some

instances, the use of the above commands will not be

adequate because the data is not available in an appropriate

format. In these cases, the following steps need to be followed:

  
In the case that a process is being used within a running

container to handle the logs, it would not be advisable to use

the docker logs command since the required information will

not be displayed.

 
In the case that a non-interactive process such as a web server,

is being executed within the container, it could have a service

that is sending logs to a file; therefore, the conventional

outputs will not be enabled. One solution is making a

redirection of conventional logs.

 
Below are the options to redirect and format the logs so that

they can be used in the best possible way. These are the

different drivers that Docker supports:

 
supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports:
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supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports:
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supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

supports: supports: supports: supports: supports:

 
For using any of these driver controllers, you must use the --

log-driver option when executing the docker run command. For

example, to store log entries in the syslog of annginx-based

container, we could execute:

 
$ docker run --log-driver=syslog nginx

 
Observing logs is the most convenient way to monitor our

application on the Docker host. We could also see the

properties of the running containers, such as the mapped

network port or the volume being mapped. It is more efficient

to use the docker inspect command to display these resources,

which provides all of this information in the form of metadata.
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Stats in containers

 
The stats command allows you to obtain statistics for one or

more containers in execution in real-time. This command allows

you to see the use of CPU, memory, I/O operations at the

network level. The syntax for the command is as follows:

 
$ docker stats [OPTIONS] [CONTAINER…]

 
In the following screenshot we can see the stats command

options:

 

 
Figure 10.3: Docker stats command options

 
The previous command works through the Docker daemon

process that obtains cgroups resource information and serves it

through the APIs. By default, if no containers are specified, the

command will display statistics for all running containers.
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$ docker ps

$ docker stats

 
For example, if we have two containers running MySQL and

Ubuntu, this command will show us the statistics of both.

 
$ docker stats

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 10.4: Docker stats in MySQL and Ubuntu containers

 
With docker we also have real-time statistics of all the

containers running. The docker stats command accepts the

following options:
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--no-stream: This option disables real-time statistics and will

only show the first result.

 
-a (--all): This option shows the statistics of all containers.

 
Statistics can be used to see the behavior of containers during

execution. The information can be useful to verify if we need

some restrictions on the resources that will be applied to the

containers.

 
Viewing records, container metadata, and runtime statistics offer

many possibilities when monitoring running containers. We can

also see what happens in the Docker host when it receives a

command, and it will issue an event that we can observe.

 
$ docker stats

CONTAINER CPU% MEM USO / LIMIT MEM% NET I / O

0.00% 7.227 MiB / 987.9 MiB 0.73% 936 B / 468 B

 

Basically, it provides information about the amount of CPU it

consumes a container, the amount of memory it has in use,

and the limit of what it can use. You can also see the

percentage of memory used to make it easier for the user to

check how much free memory the container has available.

 
The endpoint provides the statistics in a more detailed way in

JSON format.
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For example, we can start aUbuntu container and view its

statistics with the following command:

 
$ docker run -d ubuntu:latest sleep 1000

91c86ec7b33f37da9917d2f67177ebfaa3a95a78796e33139e1b7561dc4f2

44a

 
Now that the container is running, we can access the endpoint

/stats on port 2375. To access this information, the container

identifier obtained after executing the preceding commandneeds

to be passed in the URL.

 
$ curl -s http://localhost:2375/v1.40/containers//stats

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 10.5: Docker stats through the endpoint
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In this endpoint, you can get detailed memory usage

information, as well as information about CPU usage. Keep in

mind that the endpoint is executed by container, so it is not

possible to obtain the statistics of all the containers of a single

call using this endpoint.

 
If you have a specific metric that you want to monitor, you can

write your own solution using runc or making calls to the

kernel directly. You will have to use a language that allows you

to make low-level kernel calls, such as Go or C.

 
The Runtime Metrics project

https://docs.docker.com/config/containers/runmetrics/ shows how

to do it and delves into the various kernel metrics available.

Once you have exposed the values you need, you can search

for tools such as statsd to add metrics, InfluxDB and

OpenTSDB for metric storage, and Grafana to display the

results.
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Obtain metrics using docker inspect

 
Another way to obtain metrics is through the docker inspect

command, where the ps -q option allows you to get the

identifiers of all the containers in execution.

 
$ docker stats --no-stream $(docker ps -q) | sed -e "$(docker

ps --format "{{.ID}} {{.Names}}" | sed -e "s/\(.*\) \

(.*\)/s\/\1\/\2\t\/g;/" )"

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 10.6: Docker stats with docker inspect

 
In this section, we have reviewed the docker stats command to

forget the main statistics inside a Docker container. Next

section, we will focus on other commands for getting the

events generated inside a container.

 
The Docker daemon process internally generates a flow of

events around the container's life cycle. With the docker events
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command, it is possible to see what life cycle events are

happening in real-time inside the container.
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Events in Docker containers

 
The sequence of events is useful for monitoring scenarios and

performing additional actions, such as receiving an alert when a

task ends. In the case of running many containers in

production, it will be useful if we can see container events in

real-time for monitoring and debugging purposes.

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the events command

options:

 

 
Figure 10.7: Docker stats with docker inspect

 
To observe the events that arrive at the Docker engine in real-

time, we use the docker events command. This command can

be useful if we want to know what happened during the

runtime of the container. Containers report a large list of

events.
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The list includes the following commands: attach, commit, copy,

create, destroy, detach, die, exec_create, exec_detach,

 
The event command contains the -f/--filter parameter, which

allows you to filter the result if you are looking for something

specific. If no filter is provided, all events will be reported.

 
Calling the events command will show what activities occur in

Docker, processes that are running in real-time for tracking

almost all actions and system calls captured like events.

 

The list of possible filters includes:

  
container (container=or id>)

 
event (event=action>)

 
image (image=or id>)

 
plugin (experimental) (plugin=or id>)

 
label (label= or label==)

 
type (type=or image or volume or network or daemon>)

 
volume (volume=or id>)
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network (network=or id>)

 
daemon (daemon=or id>)

 
You can use the --since or --until option with Docker events to

filter the results from a timestamp or timestamp:

 
--since = "Date" Show all events created from a date

--until = "Date" Show all events created up to a date

 
For example, the following command shows events from

starting the year 2020:

 
$ docker events --since '2020-01-01'

 
We can also obtain the events of a specific container from its

identifier ID:

 
$ docker events --filter container=ID>

 
In this screenshot we can see the output of applying date and

filter conditions:
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Figure 10.8: Docker stats with docker inspect

 
In the previous output, we can see the events that have

registered for creating, attaching and starting a container.

 

In the official documentation, we have available in detail the

possibilities offered by the events command:
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Other Docker container monitoring tools

 
Within the docker ecosystem, we can find other tools such as

ctop and LazyDocker.

 
ctop https://ctop.sh/ is a tool developed in Golang that

provides an overview of real-time metrics for multiple containers

in a graphical way. Also, the source code is available in the

GitHub repository:

 
You can install it downloading the latest version with the

command:

 
$ wget

https://github.com/bcicen/ctop/releases/download/v0.7.2/ctop-

0.7.2-linux-amd64-O/usr/local/bin/ctop

 
We give execution permissions with the command:

 
$ chmod +x /usr/local/bin/ctop

 
Also is available as Docker image and you can execute it with

the command:

 
$ docker run --rm -ti \

--name=ctop \
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--volume /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock:ro \

quay.io/vektorlab/ctop:latest

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 10.9: Execution of ctop command

 
In the previous screenshot, we can see the containers in

execution. Also, we have other options for getting a single view,

stop and restart a specific container:

 

 
Figure 10.10: Get visualization options

 
If we select a single view, we can see the container details,

usage of CPU, and memory:
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Figure 10.11: Show container details and usage of CPU

 
LazyDocker is a terminal user interface for both docker and

written in Go with the gocui library. You can find source code

and installation instructions in the GitHub repository:

 
You can simplify the installation and execution of this tool

using the file you can find in the GitHub repository:

 

https://github.com/jesseduffield/lazydocker/blob/master/docker-

compose.yml

 
version: '3'
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services:

lazydocker:

build:

context: https://github.com/jesseduffield/lazydocker.git

args:

BASE_IMAGE_BUILDER: golang

GOARCH: amd64

GOARM:

image: lazyteam/lazydocker

container_name: lazydocker

stdin_open: true

tty: true

volumes:

- /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock

- ./config:/.config/jesseduffield/lazydocker

 
For executing the previous file, we can use docker-compose up

-d command.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of executing

the previous docker-compose file:
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Figure 10.12: Show container details with LazyDocker

 
When executing LazyDocker, you can see information related to

containers that are executing and the layers generated for each

image.
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Performance monitoring with cAdvisor

 
In the Docker ecosystem, we can find some tools that allow

visualizing in a graphic way the use of CPU and memory of

the containers in execution in our host Docker. Among

which we can highlight cAdvisor, Prometheus, and Dive.
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cAdvisor as a monitoring tool

 
cAdvisor is one of the best useful tools that enable container-

oriented performance monitoring. Among other things, it allows

monitoring:

  
Resource isolation parameters

 
Historical use of resources

 
Network statistics

 
The tool is also available as a public image in the Docker

Hub: https://hub.docker.com/r/google/cadvisor

 
Also, the source code is available in the GitHub repository:

 
https://github.com/google/cadvisor

 
It is possible to run cAdvisor as if it were an application. For

this, we need to download the source code and run the

application in standalone mode following the documentation:

 
https://github.com/google/cadvisor/blob/master/docs/running.md#

standalone
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The easiest way to run cAdvisor is to do it through a container

with the execution of the following command:

 
sudo docker run \

--volume=/:/rootfs:ro \

--volume=/var/run:/var/run:ro \

--volume=/sys:/sys:ro \

--volume=/var/lib/docker/:/var/lib/docker:ro \

--volume=/dev/disk/:/dev/disk:ro \

--publish=8080:8080 \

--detach=true \

--name=cadvisor \

google/cadvisor:latest

 

In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 10.13: cAdvisor execution

 
After having started the container with the previous command,

we can access from the browser the URL http://localhost:8080

with not request a user or password. If we need some kind of

authentication for this service, we can use the project:

 
For using this project, first, we need to clone it:

 
$ git clone https://github.com/tim545/docker-cadvisor-basicauth

 
Now, we can build the Docker image, establishing username

and password:

 
$ docker build --build-arg USERNAME=admin --build-arg

PASSWORD=Password1 -t tim545/cadvisor-basicauth.

 
$ docker run \

--volume=/:/rootfs:ro \

--volume=/var/run:/var/run:rw \

--volume=/sys:/sys:ro \

--volume=/var/lib/docker/:/var/lib/docker:ro \

--publish=8080:8080 \

--detach=true \

--name=cadvisor-basicauth \

--restart=always \

tim545/cadvisor-basicauth:latest
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And we can already access the container, through the IP of our

docker server on the port In this case we are using basic

authentication and we need enter user and password.

 
This application allows visualizing the use of CPU and memory

graphically. In the Docker Containers section, you can see the

URLs of the containers that are running on the Docker host. If

you click on any of them, you will see the resource usage

information for the corresponding container.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the cAdvisor main

screen:
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Figure 10.14: Showing information about containers in execution

 
With the docker run command, we have mounted some

volumes from host machines in read-only mode. cAdvisor will

read the relevant information from those such as cgroup details

for containers and display them graphically.

 
cAdvisor provides an endpoint in the form of a REST API,

where you can query all the information provided by the

containers:
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$ curl http://localhost:8080/api/v1.3/containers

 
In the following screenshot we can see processes that are

running and the use of the CPU and memory:

 

 
Figure 10.15: Showing information about processes

 
If we click on it will show us a list of all the containers, and

we can click on each one to see their statistics individually.
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Also, we can get detail information related to the use of CPU

per core:

 

 
Figure 10.16: Usage of CPU per core

 
Also, we can get detail information related tothe usage of CPU

and memory for each container:
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Figure 10.17: Usage of CPU and memory per container

 
The number of details provided by this API should be enough

for many of the process monitoring and CPU usage needs.
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Performance monitoring with Dive

 
A dive is a tool that allows you to explore the images of

Docker, the content of one of the layers that make up the layer

image, as well as the sizes and percentage of image efficiency

from the perspective of size, a feature that would allow

reducing the size of the images.

 
You can find the GitHub repository in

 
Among the main features we can highlight:

  
Show the contents of the Docker image layer by layer: When

selecting a specific layer, the content of that layer will be

displayed in combination with all the previous layers on the

right.

 
Indicator of changes in each layer: The file tree displays files

that have changed, updated, inserted, or removed. It is possible

to adjust this indicator to display adjustments for a specific

surface.

 
Get image efficiency. The lower left panel + displays basic

information for each surface, as well as an unconventional

metric that tells you if your picture is space-efficient. This can

be due to file duplication across layers, file transfer to other
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layers. Both a percentage of punctuation and the total wasted

file space are provided.

 
Rapid construction / analysis cycles: You can create a Docker

image and perform an immediate analysis with a single

command: dive build -t

 
For executing this tool, we can download the following image

from the Docker hub.

 

$ docker pull quay.io/wagoodman/dive

 
To execute it, it is necessary to indicate the Docker socket file

together with the identifier of the image we want to analyze.

 
$ docker run --rm -it \

-v /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sockwagoodman/dive:latest

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 10.18: Executing Dive container

 
The next step is executing the previous container with a

specific image identifier:

 
$ docker run --rm -it \

-v /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock \

wagoodman/dive:latest

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 10.19: Executing Dive container with specific image identifier

 
When executing Dive container with specific image identifier, we

can obtain the metadata and layers of that image:

 

 
Figure 10.20: Layer details inside the image

 
When selecting a specific layer inside an image, we can see the

layer details and the folder structure of this layer. Also, we can

see information related to the command that is generating that
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layer, image size, potentially wasted space, and image efficiency

score.
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Container monitoring with Sysdig falco

 
From the perspective of monitoring docker containers with

this tool, we can control the behavior of the containers.

Sysdig Falco allows you to monitor all activity of containers,

applications, and networks, as we would do with a

combination of Unix tools such as Snort, tcpdump, htop,

iftop, lsof and strace.

 
Sysdig Falco policies are a collection of rules that act

directly on the flow of kernel system calls. These are the

behaviors that Sysdig Falco can detect:

  
A shell that runs inside a container.

 
A process, in turn, generates another process with

unexpected behavior.

 
Reading a confidential file, for example, the user file and

passwords /etc/shadow.

 
A process is using a file that is not a device type in the

/dev path, indicating a possible rootkit activity.
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Behavior monitoring

 
Sysdig Falco focuses on the control at the level of behavior,

which allows gaining visibility within the containers through

the instrumentation of system calls. The call instrumentation

of the system is completely transparent to the containers in

execution, so it is not necessary to modify the code or

images. The interception of system calls is done through a

kernel module that is compiled dynamically.

 
When any abnormal activity is detected, a security event is

emitted, such as an alert. The conditions that trigger the

alert are defined by its policy, a collection of rules whose

syntax is easy and works similar to calls to tcpdump.

 
We can combine different conditions from various sources

such as events, metadata, and process information:

  
System call = listen+-, evt.type = mkdir, evt.type = setns

 
Docker container.privileged, container.name

 
Process tree proc.cmdline
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For example, we can create a Falco rule that detects any

connection socket outside our listening context, when:

  
The image of the container is nginx.

 
The listening process inside that container is nginx.

 
The syntax for creating this rule can be the following:

 
condition: evt.type in (accept,listen) and

(container.image!=myregistry/nginx or proc.name!=nginx)

 
In the following URL, we have available more use cases for

monitoring containers with Sysdigfalco.

 
https://www.katacoda.com/sysdig/
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Wordpress container monitoring

 
In this example, we will see how to monitor a container in a

Wordpress implementation using Docker. We will perform a

basic exploration of containers and processes in containers,

CPU monitoring, network, and I/O files.

 
In this scenario, we will see a Wordpress implementation in

two instances with anHAproxy load balancer and a MySQL

database. All services will be implemented using Docker

containers.

 
The first thing we can do is start 4 containers, one for MySQL,

2 for Wordpress, and another for a ngnix proxy.

 
This is the command for executing a container with MySQL:

 
$ docker run --name mysql -v /data:/var/lib/mysql -e

MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD ='password' -d mysql

 
This is the commands for executing 2 containers with

Wordpress:

 
$ docker run --name wp1 -e VIRTUAL_HOST=wp --link

mysql:mysql -d wordpress
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$ docker run --name wp2 -e VIRTUAL_HOST=wp --link

mysql:mysql -d wordpress

 
This is the command for executing a container with proxy

nginx:

 
$ docker run --name proxy -p 80:80 -e DEFAULT_HOST=wp -v

/var/run/docker.sock:/tmp/docker.sock:ro -d jwilder/nginx-

proxy:alpine

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous commands:

 

 
Figure 10.21: Executing containers MySQL,Wordpress, and nginx

 
Next, we are going to review how Sysdig works by capturing

system calls that are made within the Linux kernel. This gives

Sysdig visibility of how applications work within containers.
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Sysdig can operate with both real-time data and previously

captured data.
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Launching Sysdig container

 
Sysdig can be started as a container in the host Docker. For

this, we can use the sysdig/sysdig image that we can find in

the public repository in the Docker hub:

 
https://hub.docker.com/r/sysdig/sysdig

 
$ docker run -it --rm --name=sysdig --privileged=true \

--volume=/var/run/docker.sock:/host/var/run/docker.sock \

--volume=/dev:/host/dev \

--volume=/proc:/host/proc:ro \

--volume=/boot:/host/boot:ro \

--volume=/lib/modules:/host/lib/modules:ro \

--volume=/usr:/host/usr:ro \

sysdig/sysdig

 
Once we have Sysdig running, it will capture and display

information related to system calls and events. This includes

information such as the CPU where it was run, the name of

the process, the thread identification and the type of event.

 
Sysdig offers a series of preconfigured filters that allow you to

filter system-specific calls similar we can do with tcpdump

command. The following command lists all system calls related

to files and input/output operations in the path
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$ sysdig "fd.name contains /etc"

 
With the following command, all the containers in execution are

obtained. Internally, what it does is identify system calls

executed in different user namespaces and inform the container

name for each namespace.

 
$ sysdig -c lscontainers

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 10.22: Inspecting containers with Sysdig

 
In the following screenshot, we can see examples of sysdig

command execution:
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Figure 10.23: Command execution with sysdig

 
You can get the full list of events by running the sysdig -L

command:
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Figure 10.24: List of Sysdig events

 
Regarding the output format of the events, by default, Sysdig

returns the information of each event captured with the

following format:

 
% evt.num% evt.outputtime% evt.cpu% proc.name (%

thread.tid)% evt.dir% evt.type% evt.info

  
evt.num is the event number

 
evt.time is the timestamp of the event

 
evt.cpu is the CPU number where the event was captured
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proc.name is the name of the process that generated the event

 

thread.tid is the identifier of the thread that generated the

event, which corresponds to the PID for single-threaded

processes

 
evt.dir is the address of the event-,> for inbound events and

outbound events

 
evt.type is the type of the event, (open, read)

 
evt.info is the event argument list
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Sysdig filters

 
Sysdig allows filtering using information from different sources

like system calls and events, file descriptors, process name,

UID, PID. Also, it provides filters available to inform about

system status, application protocols such as HTTP or

Memcached, CPU usage, I/O activity, log logs, and network

activity.

 
The following command allows you to check the filters we have

available:

 
$ sysdig -cl

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 10.25: List of sysdig events

 
We could obtain processes and CPU usage of running

containers with the following command:

 
$ sysdig -pc -c topprocs_cpu

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 10.26: CPU usage per container

 
With the following command, we can get processes that make

more use of I/O:

 
$ sysdig -pc -c topprocs_file

 

 
Figure 10.27: Processes that make more use of I/O

 
One of the most difficult things to do when it comes to

solving problems of Linux systems in general and of container-

based infrastructure, in particular, is to observe the data that

processes and containers exchange, both at the network level

and at the file level.

 
For example, when trying to inspect network traffic, we could

use tools like tcpdump. We can also filter by container name.
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With the httplog command, we can see the HTTP requests to

each of the Wordpress servers.

 
$ sysdig -pc -c httplog

 
The following command will show all system calls executed by

the Apache and MySQL processes, filtering only the calls that

interest us:

 

$ sysdig -v -A -s 2048 "(proc.name=apache2 or

proc.name=mysqld) and evt.type!=gettimeofday and

evt.type!=switch and evt.type!=io_getevents and evt.type!=futex

and evt.type!=clock_gettime and evt.type!=epoll_wait and

evt.type!=getsockopt and evt.type!=wait4 and evt.type!=select and

evt.type!=semop"

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 10.28: System calls executed by the Apache and MySQL

processes

 
In the following URL we can find more examples of using

Sysdig:

 
https://www.sysdig.org/wiki/sysdig-examples

 
Sysdig can also be used from the console interface called

csysdig, a user interface developed with the ncurses library.
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Csysdig as a tool to analyze system calls

 
Csysdig can be understood as a combination of popular tools

such as strace, tcpdump, lsof, etc. with a user interface similar

to the htop command for Linux that is designed to monitor

and debug containers. On top of that, Csysdig works with real-

time and historical data allow having several views available for

different scenarios.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the execution of

csysdig:

 

 
Figure 10.29: Csysdig execution
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This is the aspect of the user interface of the csysdig

command. The view menu can be accessed using F2. In each

view, you can see different columns explained while navigating

between views. For example, in the 'Containers' view, you can

see CPU, a number of processes, memory, file I/O, or network

by container name and ID. You can always select any of the

rows and start filtering by that container.

 
For more information about csysdig, we recommend you check

the URL
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Conclusion

 
In this chapter, we have reviewed how the container gives a

lot of information about CPU, processes, threads, memory,

and network information for each container. In this chapter,

the reader has learned some open source tools available for

Docker container monitoring and others that allow filtering

using information from different sources like system calls

and events that occur in the container.

 
In the next chapter, we will review open-source tools

available for Docker container administration such as rancher

and portainer.io.
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Questions

  
Which is the path where logs are located on the Docker

host by default?

 
Which command allows you to obtain statistics for one or

more containers in execution and see information like the

use of CPU, memory, I/O operations at the network level?

 
Which command allows you to see what life cycle events are

happening in real-time inside the container?

 
Which tool is one of the best useful tools that enable

container-oriented performance monitoring and runs as a

daemon process that collects performance data in running

containers?

 
Which tool allows you to monitor all activity of containers,

applications, and networks, as we would do with a

combination of Unix tools such as Snort, tcpdump, htop,

iftop, lsof, and strace?
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CHAPTER 11

 
Docker Container Administration

 
This chapter introduces some of the open-source tools

available for Docker container administration, such as

rancher and portainer.io.

 
Containers constitute a complete execution environment,

which includes an application, its dependencies, libraries,

binary files, and configuration necessary for execution, tied in

a package. This is called containerization and helps to be

abstracted from the application platform and its

dependencies, differences in operational distributions, and

the underlying infrastructure.

 
However, to move dockerized applications to production

containers, appropriate management tools are required to

ensure security, automation, orchestration, and

administration. Today it is essential to define the way in

which images and containers are deployed in different

environments until they reach production, and Docker helps

developers innovate more quickly.
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Structure

  
Introducing container administration

 
Container administration with rancher

 
Container administration with portainer.io
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Objectives

  
Knowing about container administration

 
Knowing about container administration with rancher

 
Knowing about container administration with portainer.io
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Introducing container administration

 
It is important that organizations and developers consider

the challenges associated with managing Docker

environments and the need to implement business solutions

that support effective management while deploying Docker

containers, which must-have technology that allowsus to

successfully manage the problems of dispersion, compliance,

and governance of the same containers.

 
The three stages of the container life cycle are:

  
Development: In the first stage, developers create and deploy

Docker containers that include items such as application

codes and libraries. Then they test the applications, correct

errors, add functions or improvements, create new Docker

images, and deploy them in new containers. This process

continues until the required standards are met.

 
Application release: In the second stage, managers

coordinate the automation of application environments that

include Docker construction, testing, and deployment drivers.

 
IT operations: In the last stage, the containers are deployed

in production and remain operational and available until they
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are dismantled. This is the stage in which the final

challenges are critical: orchestration and governance, security,

and container monitoring.

 
To harness the potential of Docker's benefits, developers and

organizations need solutions designed to address five major

container management challenges:

  

Lack of control: Developers need independence to create,

implement and test application containers quickly. In

contrast, the operations team needs control and governance

to avoid excessive consumption of resources.

 
Cycle from rising to production: As changes in development

increase, it is important to manage to maintain quality and

safety.

 
Complexity of scale containers: The virtualized or cloud

infrastructure does not disappear and will continue to coexist

with the Docker infrastructure. The implementation of

complete applications covering Docker and other

infrastructures requires more advanced capabilities to

orchestrate applications and optimally manage running

environments.

 
Vulnerability protection and compliance: Because they include

parts of the operating systems, Docker containers can

integrate vulnerabilities such as Heartbleed and Ghost. The
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protection of the environment requires security in the host

Docker layer, in containers, and in the images. The container

update creates a new management paradigm that can

change the tasks of operations to development.

 
Monitoring requirements: Docker environments require special

monitoring capabilities, such as API-level integration with

Docker and instrumentation built into the Docker image.

 

To take full advantage of Docker's benefits, organizations

need the appropriate management and administration tools

that allow them to manage the full life cycle of the Docker

container and ensure the company's availability for both

development and production environments.

 
Within the Docker ecosystem, we can find some interesting

tools for developers to manage the process of managing

images and containers safely. Among the main tools for

container administration, we can highlight Rancher and

Portainer.

 
Portainer is a user interface that allows you to manage

different Docker environments (at the host level or at the

cluster level with Swarm). This tool consists of a single

container that can be run on any Docker engine, and it can

be implemented as a Linux container or a native Windows

container.
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Rancher http://rancher.com is an open-source platform that

runs on Docker and allows applications to be deployed in

container-based. The platform has a Hosts section to visually

manage the machines or instances of different clouds,

whether AWS (Amazon), Azure (Microsoft), or Digitalocean.

It can be said that it is a visual console, for instance,

management.

 
There are other solutions for administration, such as the

Dockstation. Dockstation https://dockstation.io is an

application as a user interfaces for container management in

Docker. First, you create your project and establish a

dockercompose.yml file or a docker execution command that

allows you to start the application. For more information

about installation and use, you can access the public

repository in GitHub

 
Among the main features, we can highlight that it allows

seeing the resource consumption of each container, as well

as to monitor the state of the containers in execution,

indicating the usage of resources, CPU, memory, and

network.

 

In the next section, we will learn to use rancher to

orchestrate our container stacks in Docker.
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Container administration with rancher

 
Rancher is a platform that allows you to manage containers

and stacks of containers on remote servers, instead of entering

the server house and managing your containers, you can do

everything from one place as well as take advantage of all the

features that Rancher offers. In the followingURL, you can see

the installation requirements:

 
https://rancher.com/docs/rancher/v2.x/en/installation/requirements

 
To install rancher on a server with a Docker container, simply

run the command:

 
$ docker run -d --restart=unless-stopped -p 8080:8080

rancher/server:stable

 
The previous command downloads the official image of

Rancher, and we will have Rancher server running, and you can

access the panel interface on port

 
Among the main advantages that Rancher offers, we can

highlight:

  
It allows you to create as many environments as you need and

manage users and roles for different environments.
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It allows you to select the container orchestrator from several

such as Cattle, Mesos, Kubernetes and Docker Swarm.

 
There is a public catalog called Rancher community where the

community can contribute to its applications.

 

The platform has a Hosts section to visually manage the

machines or instances of different clouds, either AWS

(Amazon), Azure (Microsoft), and Digitalocean. You can say

that it is a visual console, for instance, management.

 
One of the options offered by Rancher is the possibility of

adding a host for deploying containers and stacks:

 

 
Figure 11.1: Add host in Rancher interface

 
The application has a simple interface; on the one hand, the

hosts can create containers and start applications made by the
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containers. Rancher manages agents to establish communication

between him and his hosts; that's why we must install that

agent. It is a very simple process. Simply add the host´s from

the Rancher console, following these steps:

  
Within the menu, we choose the options Infrastructure | Hosts

 
We follow the steps marked by the wizard to install the agent

on the host

 
We execute the command on the host that we want Rancher to

manage

 
In the following screenshot, we can see the steps for adding a

hostwith the command we need to execute for registering the

host:
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Figure 11.2: Registering host in Rancher interface

 
After executing this command on your new host with Linux to

add the host, once you run the script, you must wait a few

minutes to see the host in Rancher:

 

 
Figure 11.3: Information about host in Rancher interface

 

We could also configure and add different development

environments using some environment templates depending on

the orchestration platform we are using:
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Figure 11.4: Environment templates in Rancher interface

 
In this screenshot we can see the templates available by default

offered by Rancher:

 

 
Figure 11.5: Environment templates in Rancher interface

 
Another of the most important aspects of Rancher is its

catalog of applications. This catalog is public, and the open-

source community can contribute its applications to all Rancher

community users. It also offers the possibility of having a

private application catalog.
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In this screenshot you can see the applications catalog available

in Rancher interface:

 

 
Figure 11.6: Applicationscatalog in Rancher interface

 
Rancher provides a web interface to control containers. The

dashboard shows starting, stopped, and running containers:

 

 
Figure 11.7: Container dashboard in Rancher interface
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By clicking Add Container, you will be redirected to a page

where you can set the container run parameters:

 

 
Figure 11.8: Container dashboard in Rancher interface

 

The Containers section lists all your running containers. You

can open a shell into a container, stop, restart, and delete the

container and other options related to logs and clone the

container.

 
In this screenshot you can see the containers in running state:
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Figure 11.9: Running containers in Rancher interface

 
In this section, we have reviewed how you can deploy a

container from the container dashboard and see the state of

each one container from the Rancher interface.
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Deploying Kubernetes using Rancher

 
With Rancher, you can initialize multiple clusters with one

single central place to manage them. The Rancher control plane

is deployed as a Docker Container.

 
To start Rancher, run the command:

 
$ docker run -d -p 80:80 -p 443:443 --name=rancher

rancher/rancher:stable

 
If we execute a docker ps command, we can see the rancher

container in execution:

 

 
Rancher may take one or two minutes to start. You can view

the boot process with the command:

 
$ docker logs rancher

 
Once started, the first step is to configure a password for the

login admin of the cluster. For a random password, have
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Rancher generate the password for you.

 
In this screenshot you can see the welcome page to Rancher

for setting the password to the admin user:

 

 
Figure 11.10: Welcome page to Rancher

 

You can see the admin user has been created in the Users

section:

 

 
Figure 11.11: Users section in Rancher interface

 
In the next step, you'll create a cluster to configure Kubernetes:
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Figure 11.12: Add Cluster-Select Cluster Type

 
In this scenario, we'll deploy an on-premise solution. To begin

the installation, click the Add Cluster button and select the

cluster type of custom:

 

 
Figure 11.13: Add Cluster-Custom

 
In the cluster configuration you can edit and customize the

Kubernetes cluster options:
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Figure 11.14: Cluster file configuration

 
The next step is to deploy Kubernetes; in this case, we'll start

by configuring a single node instance of Kubernetes. A single

node instance has the Kubernetes Control Plane and a

Kubernetes node to all run on the same machine. Within

production, this would be deployment onto multiple nodes;

however, a single node is a great starting place for testing and

experimenting.

 
By selecting the etcd and control plane boxes, the command to

initialize the cluster at the top will change. This command will

deploy the correct configuration for our single node cluster.
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Figure 11.15: Cluster node configuration

 
When you're ok with the configuration, run the command in

the Terminal window. Rancher has a helpful Copy to Clipboard

button to make this easier.

 
After running the command, the Rancher dashboard should

report 1 new node is being registered:

 

 
Figure 11.16: Registering a master node in the cluster

 
Rancher is now starting all the components of Kubernetes. This

will take a couple of minutes. Afterward, you will have a fully

functional Kubernetes cluster. Within the UI, you can select the

newly deployed cluster to view the details, usage, and status.

 
In this screenshot you can see the cluster state in Rancher

interface:
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Figure 11.17: Cluster satein Rancher interface

 
In the details of the cluster, you can select Launch Kubectl.

This provides you with an interface to manage and control your

cluster. Try running kubectl get nodes to see the nodes

available in the cluster.

 
In the next section, we will review Portainer as a lightweight

and open source user interface for Docker. With Portainer, you

can extract images, add containers, add networks, and much

more.
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Container administration with portainer.io

 
Portainer is an open-source web tool that runs itself as a

container. This application will allow us to manage our Docker

containers very easily and intuitively through a graphical

interface. Through a web interface, an administrator can have a

clearer overview of the containers he is running and facilitate

his management.

 
In the Docker hub repository, we can find the official image for

deploying this tool as a Docker container:

 
The easiest way is by using the following command to start a

container with the Portainer application on port 9000 from

which we can view the containers in execution on our Docker

host.

 
In order to Portainer can manage the local Docker server, you

must include -v /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock in the

docker run command. Then, we proceed to download and start

the container:

 
$ docker run -d -p 9000:9000 --name portainer --restart always

-v /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock -v

portainer_data:/data portainer/portainer
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The docker run command options are the usual ones:

  
-d for running the container as a background process.

 
--name portainer to give the container a name.

 
-p 9090:9000 to connect port 9090 of the host with port

9000 exposed in the container.

 
-v portainer-data:/data to persist the Portainer configuration on

a volume outside the container.

 

-v /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock mounts the UNIX

sock in the container.

 
The previous command what it does is executing the container

and listen on port Therefore, to access it, we must simply go

to http://localhost:9000 in our browser. portainer/portainer is

the Docker hub repository from where we download the

Portainer image.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:
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Figure 11.18: Starting Portainer container

 
Another way to execute it is by using the docker-compose up -

d command from the following docker-compose.yml file:

 
version: '2'

services:

portainer:

image: portainer/portainer

ports:

- "9500:9000"

command: -H unix:///var/run/docker.sock

volumes:

- /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock

- portainer_data:/data

volumes:

portainer_data:

 

The first time you access the Portainer URL, you must enter

the admin user password. When accessing via the web interface

for the first time, you will be asked to configure the

administrator user password, as shown in the image:
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Figure 11.19: Creating an admin user

 
Once the administrator user has been created with a valid

password for the password policy, you will go to the next

window, where you will ask if we want to raise it locally or

remotely. In this screenshot we can see we have selected local

installation to handle the containers:
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Figure 11.20: Local installation for managing Portainer

 

To display information about the containers (images, volumes,

etc.) in Docker, Portainer needs to connect via API to the host

on which Docker is running.

 
With the following option, we could execute Portainer remotely:

 

 
Figure 11.21: Remote execution for managing Portainer

 
If we press the Connect button, we can see the status of our

dockerversion, CPU, memory, and so on. We see in the image

that we only have one Docker node, which is the primary.
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The Portainer interface gives us the information of its volumes,

images, and containers, both those that are stopped and those

that are running:

 

 
Figure 11.22: Portainer interface

 

The Dashboard is the main page of our Portainer instance. It

shows a visual summary of our Docker system: the total

number of containers, images, networks, or volumes. This

section is very useful to show us globally what is the current

status of Docker in our machine.

 
If we click on the server, we see all stacks, containers, images,

volumes, and networks that have been created in the Docker

instance:
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Figure 11.23: Portainer Dashboard

 
The Containers menu will show us the list of all our

containers, and we will be able to execute several of the typical

instructions that we usually execute through the command line,

such as starting, stopping, or eliminating them.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the container list in

Portainer interface:

 

 
Figure 11.24: Container list in Portainer interface

 

We can also see the details of the container itself. If we click

on the name of a container, then we can know its information.

The Container details section allows us to perform some

operations over the container:

  
Executing common operations such as stop, pause, kill, or

delete the container.
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See container information

 
Create a new image from the same container and add it to a

record

 
See container logs

 
See container statistics

 
Enter the container, choosing the shell or the user

 
Connect/disconnect the container with a network network

 
In the following screenshot we can see the Container details in

Portainer interface:

 

 
Figure 11.25: Container details in Portainer interface
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If you look at the Quick we will see the following icons from

left to the right:

  
Logs: Allows us to see, in real-time, the logs container.

 
Inspect: Give us all the information on the container.

 

Stats: Shows the statistics of the container (memory usage,

CPU, network, and processes).

 
Console: Gives us access to the container console.

 
In the Logs section, we can see container logs. In the following

screenshot we can see this section in Portainer interface:

 

 
Figure 11.26: Log details in Portainer interface
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On Inspect section we can see the data of the container,

simulating the docker inspect command:

 

 
Figure 11.27: Docker inspect details in Portainer interface

 

On the Statistics section, we can see the graphics about the

usage of CPU, memory, and network:
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Figure 11.28: Container statistics in Portainer interface

 
The Images section would correspond, if we were working with

the terminal, to the docker images command:

 

 
Figure 11.29: Images section in Portainer interface

 
As we can see in the previous screenshot, the Portainer web

interface for the images section offers us a series of
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advantages over the command line, among which we can

highlight:

  
Sort the list by tags.

 
Sort the list by size.

 
Selection of one or more images through checkboxes.

 

Unused tag to show us images that are not currently using.

 
On the section Network we have the possibility to see the

networks that we have already created. We can also remove

them or add a new network through the interface.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the Network list in

Portainer interface:
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Figure 11.30: Network list section in Portainer interface

 
In the Volumeslist section, we have the possibility to see the

volumes that we have already created. We can also remove

them or add a new volume through the web interface.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the Volumes list in

Portainer interface:

 

 
Figure 11.31: Volume list section in Portainer interface

 

In the section called App we can find a lot of templates

available to download and install:
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Figure 11.32: App Templates section in Portainer interface

 
If we activate the check button Show container it will show

more templates related to container images like Docker registry

or MySQL.

 
In the following screenshot we can see the list of some

container templatesyou can deploy with Portainer interface:
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Figure 11.33: ContainerTemplates in Portainer interface

 
To show how it works, we can download a predefined container

template from Add

 

In the example, we will use the template to install the popular

version control tool GitLab:

 

 
Figure 11.34: GitLab Template in Portainer interface

 
Once the template has been selected, we must assign a

network, volumes, and the ports that we will expose. In our

case, port 80 is redirected to 9080, 443 to 9443, and 22 to

 
In the following screenshot we can see the Port mapping

assignation in Portainer interface:
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Figure 11.35: Port mapping in Portainer interface

 
Once deployed, the container related to GitLab is visible in the

Containers list section:

 

 
Figure 11.36: Container list in Portainer interface

 

In the following link, you can find the full documentation for

what you could see its full potential

 
You can try a demo of the tool with the URL

http://demo.portainer.io (log in with the username admin and

password
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Deploying Portainer to Docker Swarm Cluster

 
Portainer is compatible with the Docker engine and Docker

Swarm. Katacoda provides a scenario for deploying Portainer to

Docker Swarm Cluster in the URL This scenario deploys

Portainer to a Swarm cluster. The first step is creating a

Docker Swarm Cluster with the command docker swarm

 
You can view the status of the Swarm Cluster with the docker

node ls command:

 

 
Figure 11.37: Container list in Portainer interface

 
With the cluster configured, the next step is to deploy

Portainer. Portainer is deployed as a container running on a

Docker Swarm cluster or a Docker host.
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To complete this scenario, deploy Portainer as a Docker Service.

By deploying as a Docker Service, Swarm will ensure that the

service is always running on a manager, even if the host goes

down.

 
The service exposes the port 9000 and stores the internal

Portainer data in the directory When Portainer starts, it

connects using the docker.sock file to the Docker Swarm

Manager.

 
$ docker service create \

--name portainer \

--publish 9000:9000 \

--constraint 'node.role == manager' \

--mount type=bind,src=/host/data,dst=/data \

--mount

type=bind,src=/var/run/docker.sock,dst=/var/run/docker.sock \

portainer/portainer \

-H unix:///var/run/docker.sock

 
When executing the previous command, you can see with the

docker ps command that Portainer container is executing on

port
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With Portainer running, it's now possible to access the

dashboard and manage the cluster via a UI. The dashboard is

running on port 9000 and can be accessed in the Portainer UI

tab.

 
When entering the password, we access the user interface

where we see how we have the Portainer container in running

state:

 

 
Figure 11.38: Portainer Container in execution

 

The next step is deploying annginx server using the Application

templates
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Figure 11.39: Deploying ngnix application template

 
The next step is selecting the nginx template, enter a name for

the container, for example, nginx-web, and in Port mapping

section we need mapping port 80 to the host port

 

 
Figure 11.40: Deploying ngnix application template
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In the Container we can see that an instance of nginx has

been deployed. Using the dashboard, you will see the state and

be able to control the cluster.

 

In the following screenshot, we could get container details

where we can see information related to Image, port

configuration, environment variables, and labels:

 

 
Figure 11.41: Deploying ngnix application template
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Docker Swarm administration with Portainer

 
Portainer provides us with a web GUI from which to manage a

Docker Swarm Cluster. For example, you could configure your

environment with 4 nodes, 2 of them master, and 2 other

workers. These 4 nodes are configured to serve requests from

my containers.

 
With the docker node ls command, we can get the list of

nodes configured in the Docker swarm cluster.

 
$ docker node ls

 
In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 11.42: Active node workers with Docker Swarm

 
With docker service command, you can view services have been

deployed:

 
$ docker service ls
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In the following screenshot we can see the output of the

previous command:

 

 
Figure 11.43: Active services with Docker

 
The Portainer installation can, therefore, be done by deploying

it as another service within our cluster with the following YML

file:

 
$ curl -L https://downloads.portainer.io/portainer-agent-stack.yml -

o portainer-agent-stack.yml

 

Taking a look at the configuration file of the stack, we see that

the agent is deployed in the global mode for the entire cluster,

and the container containing the administration services is

deployed in replication mode.

 
This is the content of the YML file:

 
version: '3.2'

services:

agent:

image: portainer/agent
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volumes:

- /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock

- /var/lib/docker/volumes:/var/lib/docker/volumes

networks:

- agent_network

deploy:

mode: global

placement:

constraints: [node.platform.os == linux]

 
portainer:

image: portainer/portainer

command: -H tcp://tasks.agent:9001 --tlsskipverify

ports:

- "9000:9000"

- "8000:8000"

volumes:

- portainer_data:/data

networks:

- agent_network

deploy:

mode: replicated

replicas: 1

placement:

constraints: [node.role == manager]

 
networks:

agent_network:

driver: overlay

attachable: true
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volumes:

portainer_data:

 
For deploying Portainer in the cluster using the previous file

configuration, we can use the following command:

 
$ docker stack deploy --compose-file=portainer-agent-

stack.ymlportainer

 
Once the deployment is done, we can enter Portainer and see

the services, as well as a status of the nodes that form the

Docker Swarm Cluster:

 

 
Figure 11.44: Active services with Docker

 
In this screenshot we can see the nodes that are part of the

Docker Swarm Cluster:
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Figure 11.45: Nodes that are part of the Docker swarm cluster

 
These tools allows you remotely or locally managing containers,

start them, stop them, kill them, restart them, stop them

paused, rename them, delete them, and add containers, create

images, lift networks, monitor logs and containers in progress

(CPU, memory, network use, processes, …), run a console to

access them, work with volumes and other interesting features.
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Conclusion

 
In this chapter, we have reviewedRancher and Portaineropen

source tools for managing your Docker containers, images,

volumes, networks. These toolsare compatible with the

Docker engine and with other orchestration platforms like

Docker Swarm and Kubernetes.

 
Once you enter the world of containers, there are many

tools we can use in the Docker ecosystem, but I believe

that Rancher and Portainer are the fastest, easiest, and best-

supported options in the DevOps community.
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Questions

  
Which tool consists of a single container that can be run

on any Docker engine, and it can be implemented as a

Linux container or a native Windows container?

 
Which platform has a Hosts section to visually manage the

machines or instances of different clouds, either AWS

(Amazon), Azure (Microsoft), and Digitalocean?

 
Which Rancher section allows you to deploy a container

from the container dashboard and see the state of each one

container from the Rancher interface?

 
Which parameter option you need to use in order to

Portainer can manage the local Docker server with the

docker run command?

 
Which check button we need to activate for showing

templates related to container images like Docker registry or

MySQL?
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